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Executive Summary: Key Findings


Welsh media coverage of poverty was thematically focused on news about the
economy and/or politics, and during our monitoring period (April-July 2016), was
driven by Welsh Government policy/politics, business news and the EU Referendum
Campaign.



Only a third of coverage featuring poverty focused on it as the main story – more
often poverty appears as an incidental, contextualising or background subject in
reports on politics or discussions of macro-economic policy.



Connections were seldom explicitly made between nationally significant stories
about politics or the economy and their possible impacts on livelihoods and
experiences of poverty in Wales at the personal or community level.



The main issues associated with poverty were unemployment and job insecurity.
Social deprivation more generally also featured large in poverty narratives across
media.



There was no significant evidence of blaming the vulnerable and those suffering
hardship for their experiences of poverty, economic inequality or social
disadvantage.



People affected by poverty were more likely to be identified in broad terms (as
communities or the public in general) than specific demographic groups. Workers
were a key focus, however, located in a variety of areas of Wales.



The possible causes and consequences of poverty were often left unmentioned in
the coverage. As such, reporting did not offer a contextualising framework for
understanding the why poverty arises and why it matters as an issue.



Where contextualising details were included, structural factors, including the legacy
for the Welsh economy of de-industrialisation, were framed as the primary
contextualising cause of poverty issues. The general sense that communities suffer
was the most frequently mentioned consequence of poverty.



On Brexit, voting to leave the European Union was more likely to be positioned as
responsible for poverty, compromising future prosperity and livelihoods than voting
to remain/remaining in the EU. However, coverage connecting either Brexit or
remaining in the EU to poverty issues was not prevalent until well into the
referendum campaign.



Government, and in particular the Welsh Government, was most likely to be
positioned as responsible for poverty related issues and to be responding or
expected to respond to it. However, the UK national government as well as business
also featured significantly as responsible parties.



Political voices were the most regularly cited sources in the coverage of poverty,
although business sources and citizens’ perspectives also featured strongly. More
than twice the number of sources cited overall were male than female.
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A relationship of co-dependence already exists between journalists and the Third
sector in reporting poverty. Third sector professionals recognised mainstream news
as crucial for communicating ideas that condition public attitudes on poverty.
Journalists recognised the role the Third sector can play in introducing more diverse
and representative stories to the agenda than would likely otherwise be the case.



Case studies were highly valued by journalists and Third sector professionals as a key
means to illustrate the significance of poverty news themes in ordinary people’s
lives and to make news stories more meaningful and relevant for audiences.
However, journalists and third sector professionals were also aware that the
benefits of participating in case studies were not always clear for the individuals
involved.



Journalists highly valued Third sector cooperation in facilitating access to case study
participants. However, tensions were also reported in this working relationship,
focused mainly on time and resource pressures faced by both professional groups
and duty of care/ethical reporting responsibilities towards potential participants.



The success of journalist–Third sector relationships varied with levels of expertise,
experience and mutual understanding of professional pressures and priorities.
However, there is a unique opportunity in Wales to develop a better, mutually
beneficial understanding of the priorities and challenges underpinning one another’s
work.
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Chapter 1: Why Study News Media Narratives on Poverty?
What poverty is and how it should be understood has long been the object of political
debate. In any historical moment, a range of ideas about poverty will be constructed and be
seen differently by different groups in society. Captured and represented as ‘facts’ in the
news, however, some ideas about poverty will become more powerful than others, helping
to shape what is recognised to be ‘common sense’. Particular interpretations of poverty as
an issue may be favoured in news narratives, which reinforce (or challenge) common
understandings. News narratives may also communicate potentially strong feelings or moral
judgements about the way society is, or should be, dealing with poverty. As such, they can
play a central role in reflecting and reproducing, challenging and transforming ideas on
poverty. In these ways, news narratives potentially influence policy makers and public
opinion, as well as shaping how poverty may be encountered and experienced by ordinary
people.
This report is about ‘unpacking’ current news media narratives on poverty: It is about
understanding how and why poverty is represented in the news media in the way that it
currently is, and exploring how news coverage on poverty can be as accurate and as
meaningful as it can be in representing the stories, issues and experiences of poverty in
Wales today. Firstly, the study analyses news content featuring poverty, comparing print,
online and broadcast media in Wales in English and Welsh to produce an evidence base
about the features and patterns of poverty coverage. Secondly, it explores journalistic
practices in reporting poverty issues. It examines the information needs, opportunities,
institutional and cultural challenges encountered by journalists and editors currently
working in news and current affairs. Lastly, the report considers the communications
practices of the third sector in Wales, including their relationships with journalists. It
outlines some of the opportunities, constraints and pressures the third sector faces in
responding to or seeking to influence news media narratives on poverty as part of their
work. In developing an in-depth picture of the professional aims, pressures and priorities
currently shaping poverty reporting and communications practices, the research provides a
resource for mutual understanding between journalists and third sector professionals in the
interest of producing news narratives on poverty in Wales that are as representative,
meaningful and accurate as possible.

Poverty in the UK
Researchers and policy makers have long recognized the need to demonstrate the
significance of poverty as a social issue, moving beyond understanding poverty simply in
terms of the minimum necessary income of individuals (see, for example Townsend, 1979).
As such, although absolute poverty – the inability to afford the basics to survive, feed, clothe
and house oneself – remains an important measure, public discussions on the social
significance of poverty usually refer to relative poverty – low incomes measured in relation
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to average incomes. The Bevan Foundation, a leading charity working on poverty research in
Wales defines the experience of poverty to be when a person’s resources, ‘are well below
their minimum needs, including the need to take part in society’ (Bevan Foundation, 2016a:
6). Understanding poverty as a social issue, affecting multiple aspects of peoples’ lives,
relationships and opportunities constitutes an essential starting point for this report.
Poverty in the UK is widespread (Marsh, Barker, Ayrton, Treanor, & Haddad, 2017). If we
consider that the UK remains one of the largest economies in the world as measured by
GDP, official relative poverty figures in the UK are striking: 21% of the population in the UK
(around 14 million people) live in relative poverty, and a higher proportion of people live in
poverty in Wales (23%, 690,000 people) (Barnard, 2018; Statistics for Wales, 2017a: 4).1
These rates have recently been quite stable, however experts forecast relative poverty in
Wales to rise to around 27% (around 40% for child poverty) over the next few years.
While rates of poverty generally may be stable, they mask demographic variations and
tangible changes in the conditions and experiences of poverty. For example, according to
the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, across the UK 52% of people in poverty are in working
families. In Wales, the group experiencing the highest rates of poverty is working-aged
families with children, whereas pensioners experience the lowest rates (Barnard, 2018: 4;
Tinson, et al., 2016). Unemployment - widely discussed as a factor directly contributing to
poverty - has ostensibly fallen in recent years. However, in certain areas of Wales, such as
Merthyr Tydfil and Blaenau Gwent, rates run well above those of the UK average (7.3% and
6.7% respectively), and across Wales are higher amongst 16-24 year olds (13.1%)(Bevan
Foundation, 2018: 3). Moreover, unemployment figures do not account for the 21% of all
working-age adults in the UK classified as having relative low income2 (McGuinness, 2018:
12). Indeed, in-work poverty has become an increasingly serious issue. Low wages are often
compounded by insecure conditions, including casualization, unpredictable working hours
(e.g., zero hours contracts), precarious and short-term contracts and agency-mediated selfemployment lacking employment rights. In addition, changes to the welfare benefits and
working tax credits systems have impacted the income levels of many households,
exacerbated by errors, unpredictability and delays in the payments of Universal Credit,
Employment Support Allowance (ESA) and Personal Independence Payments (PIP) as these
have been rolled out.3 Increasing risks of poverty - for those in as well as out of work - are
1

Figures based on people with below average household incomes after housing costs (AHC). Child poverty rates
are higher according to official measures (29% in the UK and 30% in Wales.
2
It has been generally accepted – in UK official statistics and in many countries internationally – that the
threshold below which someone is deemed to be of ‘low income’ is 60% of the median. ‘Relative low income’
refers to the level of a person’s income in comparison to the median of the current year. This stands in contrast
to ‘absolute low income’ which compares a person’s income to the median of the 2010/11 year – a generally
accepted benchmark year which allows more easily for comparisons of low income levels over time. The figure
stated here relates to official statistics on relative low incomes for 2015-6. (Department for Work and Pensions,
2016)
3
Problems with the introduction of Universal Credit have been outlined by the Work and Pensions Committee
inquiry (House of Commons Work and Pensions Select Committee, 2017). In the news media, the human and
administrative costs associated with number of successfully appealed assessments for PIP and ESA have been
identified as indicative of systemic problems with those benefits. See, for example, (Press Association, 2018)
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driven by ‘reductions to working age benefits, rising living costs (particularly for housing) and
poor quality work’ (Barnard, 2018: 1). This mix of low-paid, insecure work, cuts to social
welfare, and rising costs of living, means poverty is both increasing and changing shape. In
this climate, third Sector organisations have played an increasing role in dealing with the
fallout of these changes, plugging new gaps in the welfare provision and responding to
expanding demand for their services from those in need.
Sharply rising inequality, living costs and debt have meant steadily increasingly numbers of
people have been ‘squeezed’, exposed to hardship and vulnerable to social exclusion as their
living conditions fall short of publicly accepted norms. Relative poverty figures also fail to
capture what has been termed ‘deprivation poverty’ – a measure of basic material and social
necessities for minimum living conditions as understood by the public. According to a major
2012 survey on living standards, ‘more and more families in Britain face little more than a
hand-to-mouth existence’, with around a third of people in the UK found to live in multiply
deprived households (Gordon, et al., 2013: 16; Lansley & Mack, 2015: xiii). The symptoms of
deprivation can be traced in the palpable rise in the use of food banks (emergency food aid)
in recent years. According to UN figures reported by the Food Foundation and End Hunger
UK groups, an estimated 10.1% of people in the UK experienced food insecurity in 2014 and
over 3 million people in the UK counted as ‘food insecure’ between 2014 and 2016
(Goodwin, 2018). Similarly, fuel (or energy) poverty has become more commonplace, with
recent estimated figures suggesting 11% of UK households, and 30% in Wales struggle to
adequately heat their homes4 (Barton & Hough, 2016; Department for Business Energy and
Industrial Strategy, 2017). The extent to which news media coverage of poverty has kept
pace with these changes, capturing their lived realities and narrating the meaning of poverty
for people in Wales today is a key question addressed by this report.
At the very sharpest end, persistent poverty has been increasing, affecting approximately
4.6 million people across the UK (7.3% of the UK population) (ONS, 2017)5. Homelessness
has also become much more visible, with rough sleeping on the rise (by up to 30% in Wales
in 2015-6) (Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government, 2018; Statistics for
Wales, 2017b; UK Government, 2017). The widely reported deaths of two young people
sleeping rough in Cardiff during the bitter winter months of 2017-8 tragically highlighted this
issue in Wales (ITV News, 2018; Mosalski, 2017). However, despite reportedly improved
practices on homelessness prevention brought by the Housing (Wales) Act 2014, Local
Authorities have reported ‘significant’ rises in statutory homelessness (those seeking
homelessness assistance), and the scale of ‘hidden homelessness’ in Wales, including ‘sofa
surfing’, other informal assistance and overcrowded households, remain difficult to assess
(Fitzpatrick, et al., 2017: 7).

4

Slightly different methods of calculation are used in England, as figures are considered less sensitive to changes
in fuel prices.
5
Persistent poverty according to the ONS refers to experiencing ‘relative low income in the current year, as well
as at least 2 out of the 3 preceding years’.
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Experiences of poverty are, of course, never fully captured by the statistics, however
detailed or specific. Access to assets and resources, such as decent housing, food, fuel and
other material necessities tell an important story, but so do access to community or social
networks as well as less tangible resources such as social hope, aspirations, ambitions or
expectations for the future. In addition to coping with surviving without enough to live on,
people experiencing poverty may also face cultures of humiliation, feelings of wounded
pride, fear and despair and the deprivation of voice and social capital (Lister, 2004). These
personal, emotional and symbolic experiences are woven through the social consequences
of poverty – its impacts upon physical and mental health, educational attainment and
culture, in social isolation or exclusion (including digital exclusion) and other chronic
problems such as addiction or debt (Hirsch, 2007). The feelings of persistent anxiety and
insecurity inherent to experiences of existing on low incomes, derived from precarious
employment and social security benefits in an era of austerity, can be profound and deep
rooted (Pemberton, Fahmy, Sutton, & Bell, 2017).
Lived experiences of poverty may also be shaped by particular cultural and gendered
experiences in turn, and conditioned by age or stage of life (Threadgold, et al., 2007). Certain
groups are at particular risk, such as people with a disability or mental health problem.
Indeed, 26% of those in poverty in Wales have a disability (Tinson, et al., 2016: 34). Other
particularly vulnerable groups include looked after children and those leaving care, asylum
seekers and refugees (Bevan Foundation, 2016). Whilst urban poverty may be more visible
to most, rural poverty is an especially important issue in Wales where particular problems
associated with access to services; decent affordable housing, low wages and access to
opportunities can be especially acute (Bevan Foundation, 2010).

Policy Responses to Poverty
Policy responses to poverty depend upon how its causes and consequences are understood.
These tend to oscillate between societal and structural explanations and factors conditioned
by individual or personal behaviours (Lansley & Mack, 2015). Policy areas related to tackling
poverty focus in different ways on employment, working incomes, support services and
benefits, education and training, health, housing or other community or cultural
interventions. Many services in these areas are delivered by third sector organisations
working independently and/or contracted by the state. However, with devolved government
in Wales, political responsibilities for tackling poverty and its related issues are divided
between Westminster, Cardiff Bay and local government. Whilst some of these areas, such
as education, health and housing fall within the remit of the Welsh Government, local
councils, other significant policy responsibilities, including work and benefits as well as the
majority of tax raising powers remain with Westminster.6 As such, there can be political
tensions between the respective bodies. There can also sometimes be a disconnect between
6

Although Welsh Government tax raising will expand in 2018-19 with new powers to collect tax on land
transactions and waste disposal to landfill from April 2018 and partial controls over income tax (for 10p in the
pound) from April 2019. https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-and-welsh-governments-confirm-next-stepsin-welsh-tax-devolution.
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policy aims and power over actions designed to meet them, as evidenced by the Welsh
Government’s announcement in 2016 that UK Government targets to eradicate child
poverty by 2020 could not be achieved (BBC News, 2016). European Union interventions,
such as investments in infrastructure in Wales’ most deprived areas, have also added a layer
of complexity to the question of responsibility for poverty and deprivation. In interpreting
the 2016 referendum results, some commentators have noted that low-income households
and those living in areas of high unemployment were much more likely to vote ‘leave’ than
those living in areas with high-incomes or low unemployment (Armstrong, 2017: 5; Goodwin
& Heath, 2016)

Poverty Narratives – What we already know…
Contemporary political discourses on poverty will, almost inevitably, be woven through
news media narratives as they report on political agendas, speeches, decisions and policies.
The language choices politicians or journalists use in their narratives can be (and often are)
‘loaded’ in ways that encourage certain conditions of poverty to be taken as natural,
questioned or judged. For example, since 2010, a strategy focusing on ‘troubled families’
and poor parenting has arguably cast poverty more as an outcome of behavioural
shortcomings (Lansley & Mack, 2015). More recently, political talk about ‘just about
managing’ families or those ‘left behind’ have similarly dealt with economic position
primarily through the recognition of individuals’ conduct, even if the experience and/or fear
of poverty apparently is highlighted in an apparently more sympathetic, familiar and
relatable light. Such strategies for talking about poverty and economic deprivation focus
attention less upon the systemic factors and policy decisions structuring those experiences,
and more upon individual behaviour and morality. How journalists engage with such political
labels and other language referencing poverty is important because this influences which
powerful presuppositions about poverty are held to account critically or become naturalised
and embedded within the wider public discourse.
Indeed, we know from previous research that public understanding and beliefs about
significant social issues are, to some degree at least, conditioned by news agendas. Whilst
the power of news is not necessarily that it tells audiences what to think, it does inform
audiences what it may be important to think about (McCombs, 2004). Low levels of
coverage may mean that poverty becomes a ‘hidden’ issue. When stories do hit the
headlines, how poverty is identified, our expectations about what it looks like, how it is
experienced and who is experiencing it are potentially brought into focus. The evidence we
have on public beliefs about poverty in Britain show that people tend to be ill informed. For
example, many people believe that only a very small minority of people are poor (Clery,
2013) and that the elderly (rather than those of working age) are most at risk of poverty
(Eurobarometer, 2010).
We also know that the public can hold morally judgemental views towards those
experiencing poverty (Baumberg, et al., 2013). Although public understandings vary, they
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tend to be characterised by limited number of ‘cultural models’ which predispose the public
towards profoundly different feelings or beliefs about the issues at stake and the
appropriate actions to address them. Thus, assuming poverty to be a consequence of
‘cultural-behavioural predispositions’ casts ‘self help’ as a logical response, whereas
understanding poverty as ‘structurally determined’ is more likely to suggest ‘state
interventions’ to help those in need (Volmert, Pineau, & Kendall-Taylor, 2017). With this in
mind, and in light of the campaigning issues and outcome of the 2016 EU referendum, it is
interesting to note that UK respondents in the Eurobarometer survey were more likely than
those of any other country to identify immigration as a cause of poverty (37%). Poll
respondents ranked immigration as the cause of poverty above ‘the implementation of poor
or badly suited policies’ (30%), ‘insufficient economic growth’ (28%), ‘pursuit of profit’
(21%), ‘the global financial system’ (24%), and ‘the inadequacy of the social protection
system’ (18%) (Eurobarometer, 2010: 67-8).
Because the news media plays a central role in shaping everyday narratives surrounding the
issues that matter, those surrounding poverty will be limited by the ways in which poverty is
regularly ‘framed’ in coverage – the dominant ways in which ideas about poverty are
classified, presented and talked about. Media research has repeatedly highlighted how
historical tropes distinguishing the ‘deserving and undeserving poor’ persist in contemporary
media culture (Baumberg, et al., 2013; Golding & Middleton, 1982; Robert, Shildrick, &
Furlong, 2014). In recent times, research has shown the British press tends to privilege
individualising and rationalising frames over the social justice framing of poverty (Redden,
2011). Contextualising poverty in this way makes it more easy to blame people experiencing
poverty for their own misfortune and for derogatory stereotypes casting the poor as
‘degenerate’, lacking ‘taste’, ‘choice incompetent’ or unnecessarily reliant on the state as
‘welfare scroungers’ (Bauman, 2004; Bourdieu, 2012 (1984)). Stigmatising caricatures, such
as ‘the Chav’ have been predicated on such media representations, and arguably enable
economic and social injustices to be more easily overlooked or dismissed (Jones, 2011; Tyler,
2013). Poverty need not necessarily be mentioned explicitly or discussed directly for ideas
about it to be implied or inferred. For example, cues and connotations may also be taken
from references to place, such as ‘the inner city’, ‘the suburbs’ or specific areas associated
with industrial decline, and these too can invoke powerful ideas and images associated with
poverty and other social inequalities because they are deeply embedded in cultural norms
and expectations (Crossley, 2017; Wacquant, 2008). It is therefore all the more important
that the news media’s role in (re)producing, sustaining or challenging those norms is better
understood.
To do this, we need to pay close attention both to coverage itself and to examine how the
routines and practices of journalism can shape the coverage of poverty (Schneider, 2013). It
is not necessarily or primarily the intentions of individual journalists that shape poverty
news. In reporting poverty, journalists may be influenced by professional values and ideals,
such as objectivity and balance, but they will also be exposed to the dominant existing
cultures of understanding of the issue as well as targeted public relations communications of
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government and other organisations, including pressure groups and charities. Journalists
reporting poverty news will also be subject to the particular styles and editorial lines of their
news outlets, to professional codes as well as the routine, everyday opportunities and
constraints faced in their reporting practice. In recent years, the value of reflecting upon
journalistic practice in reporting poverty has been recognised by others, with some good
practice guidelines emerging on reporting poverty in the UK (for example, Church Action on
Poverty & National Union of Journalists, 2016; Seymour, 2009). However, this report
represents the first systematic investigation of bilingual poverty coverage and reporting
practice in Wales, and the first project assessing the role of media communications and
experiences of journalists with the third sector. In the next chapter, we outline in detail our
methodology for the study as a whole, including our approach for achieving these aims.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
This chapter provides an explanation of the approach and method of the empirical research
informing this report. Our primary aims in conducting the research have been to produce an
evidence base demonstrating how poverty is represented in the news media in Wales, and
to explore how and why poverty coverage is produced in the way that it is. The study has
been designed and carried out bilingually, in English and in Welsh, in order to address these
questions comprehensively and as they are actually played out in the bilingual media
environment of Wales. Our focus has been exploring journalistic and editorial practices,
including relationships between media and third sector organisations working on poverty
issues, and the communications strategies and practices of those organisations and their
experiences of engaging with news media in Wales. An additional objective in this is to
highlight opportunities and challenges for both news media and the third sector in the
reporting of poverty, considering areas of productive exchange as well as lines of tension
and sensitivity which may open up possibilities for changing practice in ways that benefit
news narratives on poverty.
Two main methods of data collection have been employed in the study:
1) A content study, involving a systematic quantitative Content Analysis to explore, indepth, news media coverage of poverty in the English and Welsh languages in
Wales.
2) A production study, involving semi-structured interviews to explore the professional
practices, experiences and beliefs about poverty and poverty coverage in Wales
amongst two key groups:
a. News media professionals (journalists and editors) working in the English
and Welsh languages across broadcast, print and online media whose work
involves reporting on poverty in Wales
b. Third sector professionals working in the English and Welsh languages
across a range of organisations addressing poverty issues in Wales, whose
role entails communicating with news media on poverty/poverty related
issues.
The study has been designed in the understanding that the definition of poverty is, in itself,
contentious, and we have used these competing definitions to inform our expectations
about how poverty could be understood and defined by news media. As such, our
operational definitions (for the purposes of collecting relevant data in the content study and
for providing the focus of discussion in the interviews) are reasonably broad, including any
story where ‘poverty’, low incomes, economic deprivation or insecurity, or social exclusion
related to financial hardship were mentioned - either explicitly, or inferred. In addition, any
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discussion of causes of, impact or consequences for poverty were included in the study. This
has allowed us to comprehensively capture coverage of the key issue stake culturally,
socially and politically in the reproduction of the dominant ‘discourses’, or ideas commonly
associated with poverty, in our content study. It has also allowed us to explore a range of
relevant experiences and perspectives on poverty and poverty news and media
communications in our interviews. Paying attention to these ideas as they are expressed in
the language of the news and in the practices of news making matters, not only because
they may involve fair or unfair, inaccurate or inaccurate representations of people
experiencing poverty, but because these representations ‘frame’ poverty – they are what
make poverty meaningful - contributing to popular understandings of what poverty is, why it
exists and how it should be dealt with. In other words, the ideas circulating in news
contribute to the construction and reproduction of the practical or concrete social realities
of poverty and its social, political and institutional management.

The News Media Content Analysis
For eight weeks between 4th April and 15th July 2016 (40 days in total), the news media in
Wales was intensively monitored for all coverage relating to poverty. The sample included
English and Welsh language daily and weekly newspapers, television and radio news, as well
as online news in English. The period of monitoring extended from 4th April to 15th July 2016,
with alternate weeks selected to capture a breadth of coverage across this period as well as
any major stories continuing for longer than one day.7 The media selected included that
produced by both commercial and public media organisations, targeted at a range of
different audiences in Wales, and with significant circulation figures/reach as set out in
Table 2 below. In total 60 hours of television news, 80 hours of radio news was reviewed.
These were largely accessed through the ‘Box of Broadcasts’ archive (BOB), although
researchers also visited BBC Wales and ITV Wales archives to access material unavailable
through BOB due to technical glitches. The Nexis database of newspapers was used to
obtain the majority of the print news sample, although back copies of two weekly titles - the
Carmarthen Journal and Golwg were obtained in hard copy.
A bespoke tool using Python PI to search and scrape relevant content from online news was
developed by Cardiff University computational journalism and computer science colleagues
Glynn Mottershead and Martin Chorley, and this was used to capture our sample of news
from Wales Online.
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Selected media monitoring periods: Period 1: 4 April-8 April; Period 2: 18 April-22 April; Period
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Table 1: Media Included in Content Analysis Sample
Print
Western Mail Publisher:
Trinity
Location: Cardiff
Reach: 19,910 daily
Language: English

Television
BBC Wales Today
18.30-19.00

Radio
BBC Radio Cymru: Post
Cyntaf
7.05-8.05

South Wales Argus
Publisher: Newsquest
Location: Newport
Reach: 13,000 daily
Language: English

ITV Wales Tonight
18.00-18.30

BBC Radio Wales: Good
morning Wales
7.05-8.05

Online
Wales Online
Publisher: Media Wales
Location: Cardiff
Language: English

Daily Post
Publisher: Trinity
Location: Llandudno Reach:
25,426 daily
Language: English
Carmarthen Journal
Publisher: Trinity
Location: Carmarthen
Reach: 12,400 weekly
Language: English

S4C Newyddion 9
21.00-21.30pm

Golwg
Publisher: WAG/ Welsh
Book Council
Reach: 2500-3000 weekly,
with 15,000 readers
expected (Thurs)
Location: Llanbedr Pont
Steffan
Language: Welsh

All coverage explicitly relating to poverty, economic inequality, disadvantage or
marginalisation in the UK was included in the sample analysed. This involved stories focused
directly on poverty as a ‘main theme’ as well as those in which its mention was more
incidental. An extensive keyword list was piloted and refined and used to inform database
searches. In addition, a manual filtering process to remove any irrelevant material picked up
was used. An equivalent list translated into Welsh was used for searches of Welsh language
media (keyword lists are included in Appendix A). Comprehensive piloting to ensure
consistency in story relevance decisions across media types was conducted, and monitoring
continued throughout the study using a ‘coding manual’ as a reference document for coding
decisions. This meant that different coders could, over a prolonged period, conduct analyses
consistently, distinguishing between articles to be included in our sample and those to be
excluded, as well as finer coding decisions. For example, articles which covered
unemployment were included in the sample, but articles that focused on the national
economy or business generally, which discussed the fortunes of the State or of companies,
but which made no manifest reference to economic impacts upon individuals, groups or
communities (such as job insecurity or redundancies) were excluded.
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1498 news items in total were coded. A breakdown of the sample by media type and
language medium is provided in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Number of News Items by Media Type
TV
English
Language

Welsh
Language
Total

BBC Wales

89

ITV Wales

69

S4C

112
270

Radio
Good
Morning
Wales
140

Post
Cyntaf

146

Print
Western
Mail

Online

198

Wales
Online

Totals

528

Daily Post
South Wales
Argus
Carmarthen
Journal

82

46

1216

Golwg

25

283

286

63

414

528

1498

Each of the 1498 news items was coded according to a number of measures designed to
explore how poverty and those affected by it in various ways have been identified and
represented in the news media. These included:
-

-

The main themes of stories and issues most frequently associated with poverty
The individuals and groups identified as experiencing poverty
How poverty is contextualised, including the geographical areas in which reports
were situated
How poverty is framed in reporting: the reasons outlined for poverty, any
attribution of responsibility or solutions suggested and any consequences of poverty
mentioned.
Who has a voice in poverty coverage (the individuals or organisations used by
journalists as sources) and the gender, if applicable, of those voices.

The full coding scheme for the content study is included in the appendices of this report. The
resulting data was entered into a statistical software package (SPSS) in order to produce
detailed frequency and cross tabulation findings, and these are presented in Chapter 3 of
this report.

The Production Study: Interviews with Journalists and Third Sector Professionals
Between the summers 2016 to 2017 a series of semi-structured interviews was conducted
with 19 journalists and editors whose work has involved reporting on poverty issues, drawn
from news and current affairs on television, radio, online, and print in the Welsh and English
language in Wales. A parallel series of semi-structured interviews was also conducted with
16 professionals working in third sector organisations, whose roles have involved
communicating with news and/or current affairs media. Interviews lasted between 1-2
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hours, were conducted in either English or Welsh (according to the interviewee’s
preference). Interviews were predominantly conducted face-to-face, either in participants’
workplaces or at Cardiff University. Several interviews were conducted either via Skype or by
telephone. All participants were fully briefed about the aims of the project and the purpose
of their potential participation in the research and written consent obtained from all
participants. 8 Although most journalists and editors were happy to be identified, all
interview research data collected has been anonymised in the write-up of this study to
ensure confidentiality, as far as possible, to all participants. One of the particular ethical
concerns of the research team related to the possible inadvertent disclosure of participant
identities through the networking and impact activities associated with the project. The
potential for inference of identity from attendance at workshops or meetings, and/or
conversations held at the event held in April 2017 in Cardiff was set out clearly as part of the
consent process. In addition, the potential of identification from turn of phrase in interview
responses or from references to particular experiences in reporting or communications
activities due to the ‘small world’ environment of media and communications in Wales were
also highlighted to participants.
The interviews with news media professionals were designed with to explore a number of
issues, including:


Current journalistic expectations or understandings about the stories to be told
about poverty and poverty related issues in Wales



How institutional roles, responsibilities and constraints in journalism might
influence the coverage output on poverty



Everyday newsroom routines and experiences of reporting poverty related
issues



Journalists’ understandings of news values, how these might affect poverty
coverage and the role journalism plays in shaping ideas about poverty in Wales



People or organisations understood to be ideal/valuable sources or perspectives
in reporting poverty issues and impediments to accessing sources whom
journalists would like to access more regularly.



Relationships between journalists working in Wales and the third sector

The design of interviews with third sector professionals included a range of issues designed
to mirror and intersect with those covered with journalists in order to provide a coherent
picture of the similarities and tensions between the two groups with respect to representing
poverty narratives in Wales. These issues included:
-

8

How third sector professionals seek to represent the voices and stories of those they
support in their communications practices.
How the institutional roles, responsibilities and other pressures may influence
communications practices

Example information sheets and consent materials for each group are included as Appendices D and E.
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-

Understandings of the role journalism plays in shaping ideas about poverty in Wales
Understandings of news values, how journalists report on poverty and perceptions
of the current news narrative on poverty
How, if at all, third sector professionals seek to influence news narratives and with
what degree of success
Beliefs about newsworthy stories that are not being told and potential (re)sources
for news that journalists do not currently access
Relationships between third sector professionals and the news media in Wales9

All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed, with translation into English for all
interviews conducted in Welsh. A systematic thematic analysis of each interview corpus was
carried out, aided by a coding process conducted using the computer software programme
NVivo. These analyses are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this report.10

Exploring the Narrative Workshop and Networking Event
In April 2017 a set of workshops and a networking evening event was held in Cardiff, which
highlighted a clear common interest in generating impact from the research11. The event
was attended by 11 different third sector organisations, including homelessness charities,
housing associations, advice and advocacy organisations and NGOs. Representatives from
the news media, working in print, broadcast and online journalism in Wales as well as a
journalist and editor working in national broadcast news also attended. The event provided
an opportunity to share and invite reflections upon preliminary findings from the content
study and to discuss and invite feedback on issues emerging from the interview data. It
functioned to involve key stakeholders in the interpretation of the research and to begin to
explore how the research could be used to facilitate and support improved networks of
understanding, communication and working relationships between organisations working in
the third sector on poverty issues and journalists reporting on these issues in Wales. We aim
to continue this process with the launch and ongoing discussion of this report.

9

The broad schedules of questions from which interviews were conducted with each group of professionals are
included in Appendix F.
10

Preliminary reflections and feedback on some of the interview material, focusing on issues surrounding case
studies in reporting, were solicited from third sector professionals who attended the workshops held in Cardiff in
April 2017.
11
This work ‘Using Research findings about the Media Narrative on Poverty in Wales to Build Journalist-Third
Sector Communications Networks’ was facilitated by ESRC Impact Acceleration funding.
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Chapter 3: Findings of the Content Analysis Study

Introduction
The spring and summer of 2016 brought three major news stories carrying considerable
significance for media audiences in Wales as well as for the UK as a whole. Our monitoring of
coverage relating to poverty from 4th April to 21st July captured 1498 news items including,
as Figure 1 shows, the Tata Steel crisis in Port Talbot in April, The Welsh Assembly
Government Elections on 5th May and the referendum on Britain’s membership of the
European Union on 23rd June.
In addition, this period featured the reporting of numerous other business crises posing
threats to jobs, the prosperity of local communities and the wider economy. These included
uncertainties surrounding the future of the major ‘Circuit of Wales’ infrastructure project in
Ebbw Vale, job cuts at Airbus and the Dow Corning chemical plant in Barry, a planned
restructuring at Sainsbury’s and several other retail chains, including convenience store ‘My
Local’, and high street retailers BHS and Austin Reed going into administration.
The relevance of poverty related issues emanating from these events and others could be
traced in much of the politically focused coverage. For example, the challenge to Jeremy
Corbyn’s leadership of the Labour Party prior to his re-election in September 2016 elicited
reporting that profiled Labour positions and priorities and which discussed issues such as
opposing austerity politics, protecting jobs and those most vulnerable to government cuts
and the uncertain economic climate surrounding Brexit. Similarly, MP Stephen Crabb’s bid
for the Conservative Party leadership announced in June 2016, profiled his working class
upbringing on a council estate in Pembrokeshire and ‘blue collar conservatism’ candidacy.
We also saw stories at a more local, civic or personal level – telling the story of people’s
experiences of business crises and the sharp day-to-day human realities of government cuts,
including job and/or pension insecurity, vulnerability to debt, the struggle to pay bills and
vulnerability to homelessness or of homeless people. Some coverage also focused on law
and order, featuring the personal costs of becoming the victim of fraud or other crime
depriving them of essential income or assets, as well as an extraordinary case involving
forced labour and modern slavery.
In this chapter we set out in detail the key findings of our systematic, quantitative study of
the content of the media in Wales during this period. It is set out to enable comparison of
poverty coverage by media type, focusing on broad patterns in the volume and
characteristics of reporting, identifying similarities and differences in the thematic focus,
contextualising details and framing features represented.
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Figure 1: Volume and Timeline of Coverage
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Groups and Locations Featured
We examined which groups, if any, were explicitly identified as experiencing or affected by
poverty. 2148 mentions of groups were included across the 1498 news items analysed. The
largest category of person identified was ‘workers’ (in 41% of news items, n=614), followed
by references to ‘the community’ or the public in general (28% of news items, n=420).
References to demographic groups identified by more specific detail were less common, and
made up a much lower proportion of all mentions of groups experiencing poverty, for
example, youth (18.8%, n=282), parents and families (9.1%, n=136), the elderly (6.5%, n=98),
people with a disability (4.3% of news items), refugees (2.3%), others with a migrant
background (1.4% of news items), single parents (1.3%, n=20) or women (0.9%, n=11). In
9.3% (n=140) of news items in our sample, although issues related to poverty were
discussed, no specific group was identified as affected. However, it should be emphasised
that these results do not mean that readers might not infer from the issues covered that
certain groups could be affected in some way, but rather that reports did not explicitly
feature or refer to those lived effects. So, for example, although the issue of economic
deprivation may have featured in a report discussing the state of the economy, any tangible
sense of how these issues may have been experienced in the lives of people may not.
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Figure 2: Groups Affected by Poverty Featured Across Coverage (n=1498)
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Table 3: Geographical Location of News Coverage (as % of News Items)
TV
Other city/
town/region
Wales in
general
UK in
general
Port Talbot
'The Valleys'
Cardiff
International
Elsewhere in
UK
Swansea
Other
All mentions

Radio
46.3%
(n=125)
39.3%
(n=106)
11.1%
(n=30)
11.5%
(n=31)
9.6%
(n=26)
6.7%
(n=18)
2.2%
(n=6)
1.5%
(n=4)
1.5%
(n=4)
1.1%
(n=3)
130.7%
(n=353)

Print

34.3%
(n=98)
36%
(n=103)
25.2%
(n=72)
6.6%
(n=19)
4.5%
(n=13)
2.4%
(n=7)
10.8%
(n=31)
1.0%
(n=3)
1.4%
(n=4)
0%
(n=0)
122.4%
(n=350)

Online
40.1%
(n=166)
33.6%
(n=139)
27.8%
(n=115)
10.4%
(n=43)
2.7%
(n=11)
2.9%
(n=12)
7.5%
(n=31)
2.9%
(n=12)
1.9%
(n=8)
0.2%
(n=1)
130%
(n=538)
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32.4%
(n=171)
33.3%
(n=176)
22.2%
(n=117)
10.2%
(n=54)
15%
(n=79)
14%
(n=74)
4.5%
(n=24)
2.8%
(n=15)
2.7%
(n=14)
0.2%
(n=1)
137.3%
(n=725)

All Media
37.4%
(n=560)
35%
(n=524)
22.3%
(n=334)
9.8%
(n=147)
8.6%
(n=129)
7.4%
(n=111)
6.1%
(n=92)
2.3%
(n=34)
2%
(n=30)
0.3%
(n=5)
131.2%
(n=1966)

In order to identify whether coverage focused on some geographical areas more regularly
than others in news featuring poverty, we also analysed where stories were located. In many
articles, more than one location was mentioned, e.g., a story might comment upon
employment insecurity in the UK in general, and then focus upon experiences of
unemployment in a particular town in Wales, (hence all mentions in each media type total
>100%). The coverage across media types was reasonably diverse in terms of the
geographical location of coverage, with the largest category overall ‘other city/town/region’
(37.4% of news items, n=560). These included other specific mentions of locations in Wales
such as Ebbw Vale, Newport, and a mixture of small and large towns in West and North
Wales. The next most significant category represented was ‘Wales in general’ (35%, n=524).

Main Themes and ‘News Hooks’
As set out in our methodology chapter, our sample includes all news items featuring
poverty, economic inequality or social marginalisation. However, whilst some news reports
afford centrality to these issues, others feature them as more marginal aspects of the story.
Table 4 sets out the poverty related issues identified as a main theme, and those where that
were mentioned otherwise, as part of a report focused more on other issues.
Poverty related issues were a main theme in just over a third of the coverage analysed (34%,
n=525). They were more likely to be represented as a main theme in print news articles
(41.1%, n=170) than in any of the other news media, and least likely in television coverage
(28.9%, n=78), although due to variations in the total number of news items across media
type within the sample, there were more main theme news items online (n=177) than in any
other media.
Table 4: Poverty Related Issue as Main/Other Theme (as % of News Items)

Main theme
Other
Total News
Items

Television
28.9%
(n=78)
71.1%
(n=192)
100%
(n=270)

Radio

Print

35%
(n=100)
65%
(n=186)
100%
(n=286)

Online
41.1%
(n=170)
58.9%
(n=244)
100%
(n=414)

33.5%
(n=177)
66.5%
(n=351)
100%
(n=528)

Total
35%
(n=525)
65%
(n=973)
100%
(n=1498)

In order to provide a more detailed context for how poverty related issues appeared within
news coverage the ‘main theme’ of all articles was coded. As Table 5 below shows, across
different news types, the coverage was dominated by the themes of the economy (35.9% of
news items, n=538) and politics (29.6% of news items, n=444). At significantly less
frequency, a range of other themes was identified in the coverage, with some variation
across news types. For example, whilst ‘law and order’ (10.6%, n=44) was the next most
significant theme in print, in broadcast news it was ‘education’ - featuring in 9.1% (n=26) of
radio items and 8.5% (n=23) of television items, whilst ‘health’ was the next most important
theme online (8%, n=42).
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Table 5: Main Theme of News Items (as % of News Items)

Economy
Politics
Health
Law/Order
Education
Charity (other)
Other
Sport/Recreation
Migration
International Aid
Europe
Foreign Policy/Affairs
Other
Security
Local Government
Religion
Total

Television
40.7%
(n=110)
32.6%
(n=88)
4.8%
(n=13)
4.4%
(n=12)
8.5%
(n=23)
2.2%
(n=26)
2.6%
(n=7)
1.1%
(n=3)
1.1%
(n=3)
0.4%
(n=1)
0.4%
(n=1)
0.4%
(n=2)
0.4%
(n=1)
0%
(n=0)
0%
(n=0)
100%
(n=300)

Radio
40.6%
(n=116)
25.9%
(n=74)
6.3%
(n=18)
3.8%
(n=11)
9.1%
(n=26)
3.1%
(n=9)
0.7%
(n=2)
1%
(n=3)
2.1%
(n=6)
2.4%
(n=7)
1.7%
(n=5)
2.4%
(n=7)
0.7%
(n=2)
0%
(n=0)
0%
(n=0)
100%
(n=323)

Print
30.4%
(n=126)
32.4%
(n=134)
7%
(n=29)
10.6%
(n=44)
2.4%
(n=10)
9.9%
(n=41)
1.9%
(n=8)
1.7%
(n=7)
1%
(n=4)
1.7%
(n=7)
0.5%
(n=2)
0.2%
(n=1)
0%
(n=0)
0.2%
(n=1)
0%
(n=0)
100%
(n=416)

Online
35.2%
(n=186)
28%
(n=148)
8%
(n=42)
6.1%
(n=32)
6.3%
(n=33)
6.4%
(n=34)
3.8%
(n=20)
4%
(n=21)
1.3%
(n=7)
0%
(n=0)
0.4%
(n=2)
0%
(n=0)
0.2%
(n=1)
0.2%
(n=1)
0.2%
(n=1)
100%
(n=528)

All Media
35.9%
(n=538)
29.6%
(n=444)
6.8%
(n=102)
6.6%
(n=99)
6.1%
(n=92)
6%
(n=90)
2.5%
(n=37)
2.3%
(n=34)
1.3%
(n=20)
1%
(n=15)
0.7%
(n=10)
0.7%
(n=10)
0.3%
(n=4)
0.1%
(n=2)
0.1%
(n=1)
100%
(n=1567)

To further demonstrate the context or framing of poverty related issues in the coverage, we
also analysed the ‘news hooks’. Although related to ‘themes’, this variable more specifically
addressed the main generative cause or reason it seemed that a news story had appeared.
The news hook data provides a more nuanced insight into the routes through which poverty,
economic inequality and social marginalisation issues made it into news agendas during our
period of monitoring. It is perhaps unsurprising given the major news events during this time
that the top three news hooks across the coverage were ‘WAG report/policy/politics’
(22.6%, n=268), Business activity (17.9% of news items, n=268) and the EU referendum
(16.6%, n=249). There were some variations between news types, however, with the most
important print news hooks focused on the EU referendum (16.7%, n=69), whilst online
news hooks were most likely to be focused on business activity (20.5%, n=108).
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Table 6: News Hooks (as % of News Items)
Newshook
WAG
report/policy/politics
Business activity
EU referendum
UK National
government
report/policy/politics
Charity/third sector
activity
Local
authority/council
report/policy/politics
Experiences of
poverty
Law and order
Other
Strike or union
protest
Opinion poll
Total

Television
33%
(n=89)
17.4%
(n=47)
15.6%
(n=42)

Radio
29.7%
(n=85)
17.5%
(n=50)
16.1%
(n=46)

7.4%
(n=20)
6.3%
(n=17)
5.2%
(n=14)
2.2%
(n=6)
3.3%
(n=9)
3.7%
(n=10)
5.2%
(n=14)
0.7%
(n=2)
100%
(n=270)

Print
16.4%
(n=68)
15.2%
(n=63)
16.7%
(n=69)

Online
18.2%
(n=96)
20.5%
(n=108)
17.4%
(n=92)

Total

14%
(n=40)
9.4%
(n=27)

12.6%
(n=52)
14.7%
(n=61)

10.6%
(n=56)
9.3%
(n=49)

11.2%
(n=168)
10.3%
(n=154)

4.2%
(n=12)
2.8%
(n=8)
0.3%
(n=1)
3.5%
(n=10)
2.1%
(n=6)
0.3%
(n=1)
100%
(n=286)

5.6%
(n=23)
3.9%
(n=16)
8.7%
(n=36)
2.9%
(n=12)
2.9%
(n=12)
0.5%
(n=2)
100%
(n=414)

6.3%
(n=33)
7.8%
(n=41)
3.6%
(n=19)
4.5%
(n=24)
1.1%
(n=6)
0.8%
(n=4)
100%
(n=528)

5.5%
(n=82)
4.7%
(n=71)
4.3%
(n=65)
3.7%
(n=56)
2.5%
(n=38)
0.6%
(n=9)
100%
(n=1498)

22.6%
(n=338)
17.9%
(n=268)
16.6%
(n=249)

Issues and Experiences of Poverty
Across our sample, we looked both at the specific issues mentioned relating to poverty, as
well as the issues directly reported as experienced by people featured in the article. By
examining poverty issue from these two slightly differing perspectives we aimed to focus
upon the degree to which particular issues may be personalised or reported more abstractly
in the coverage.
When we examine the coverage, we see a diversity of issues associated with poverty.
Overall, 4117 issues were recorded across the 1498 news items in our sample. By far the
most commonly cited issue was that of unemployment/jobs – present in 47.3% of all news
items (n=708), followed by social/welfare funding cuts (24.3%, n=364) and a poor
economy/infrastructure (20.6%, n=308).
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Table 7: Poverty Related Issues Included In the Coverage (as % of News Items)

Unemployment/Jobs
Social/welfare funding cuts
Poor
economy/infrastructure
Poverty and deprivation
Cost of living (general)
Low wages
Education problems
Pensions
Inequality
Access to benefits
Child poverty
Health problems
Housing problems
Homelessness
Rural Poverty
Other
Underemployment
Debt
Cost of transport
Hunger
Household bills
Benefit Levels
Access to credit
Cost of childcare
Rent levels
Food banks
Forced labour/slavery
No specific issue mentioned
Total

TV
51.9%
(n=140)
23.3%
(n=63)
27%
(n=73)
7.4%
(n=20)
11.5%
(n=31)
10%
(n=27)
13.3%
(n=36)
7.8%
(n=21)
10%
(n=27)
8.5%
(n=23)
5.9%
(n=16)
9.3%
(n=25)
5.9%
(n=16)
5.2%
(n=14)
11.5%
(n=31)
2.6%
(n=7)
7%
(n=19)
4.4%
(n=12)
7%
(n=19)
4.4%
(n=8)
7%
(n=6)
4.4%
(n=13)
7%
(n=10)
1.9%
(n=5)
1.9%
(n=5)
0.7%
(n=2)
1.1%
(n=3)
0.7%
(n=2)
(n=674)

Radio
40.9%
(n=117)
23.4%
(n=67)
25.9%
(n=74)
17.1%
(n=49)
22%
(n=63)
14.3%
(n=41)
14.7%
(n=42)
7.3%
(n=21)
8.4%
(n=24)
12.9%
(n=37)
10.5%
(n=30)
13.6%
(n=39)
6.6%
(n=39)
4.5%
(n=13)
17.1%
(n=49)
5.2%
(n=15)
10.5%
(n=30)
7.7%
(n=22)
7%
(n=20)
8.7%
(n=25)
25.2%
(n=15)
2.1%
(n=6)
5.6%
(n=16)
3.8%
(n=11)
2.4%
(n=7)
2.8%
(n=8)
0%
(n=0)
0%
(n=0)

Print
44.7%
(n=185)
22.5%
(n=93)
12.3%
(n=51)
24.2%
(n=100)
10.1%
(n=42)
14.5%
(n=60)
5.8%
(n=24)
20%
(n=83)
19.3%
(n=80)
10.6%
(n=44)
9.2%
(n=38)
8.5%
(n=35)
11.8%
(n=49)
12.6%
(n=52)
2.9%
(n=12)
5.6%
(n=23)
6.5%
(n=27)
7%
(n=29)
3.6%
(n=15)
4.3%
(n=18)
5.3%
(n=22)
7%
(n=29)
0.2%
(n=1)
2.7%
(n=11)
1.2%
(n=5)
3.4%
(n=14)
1.2%
(n=5)
0.2%
(n=1)

Online
50.4%
(n=266)
26.7%
(n=141)
20.8%
(n=110)
13.3%
(n=70)
12.1%
(n=64)
11%
(n=58)
15.9%
(n=84)
8.9%
(n=47)
7%
(n=37)
8.7%
(n=46)
12.1%
(n=64)
9.3%
(n=49)
11.6%
(n=61)
6.8%
(n=36)
4.2%
(n=22)
12.7%
(n=67)
5.9%
(n=31)
6.1%
(n=32)
7%
(n=37)
4.7%
(n=25)
5.1%
(n=27)
3.4%
(n=18)
1.9%
(n=10)
1.9%
(n=10)
2.7%
(n=14)
0.8%
(n=4)
0.8%
(n=4)
0.2%
(n=1)

All Media
47.3%
(n=708)
24.3%
(n=364)
20.6%
(n=308)
16%
(n=239)
13.4%
(n=200)
12.4%
(n=186)
12.4%
(n=186)
11.5%
(n=172)
11.2%
(n=168)
10%
(n=150)
9.9%
(n=148)
9.9%
(n=148)
9.7%
(n=145)
7.7%
(n=115)
7.6%
(n=114)
7.5%
(n=112)
7.1%
(n=107)
6.3%
(n=95)
6.1%
(n=91)
5.1%
(n=76)
4.7%
(n=70)
4.4%
(n=66)
2.5%
(n=37)
2.5%
(n=37)
2.1%
(n=31)
1.9%
(n=28)
0.8%
(n=12)
0.3%
(n=4)

(n=860)

(n=1148)

(n=1435)_

(n=1498)
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When we look at those issues reported as experiences of people featured within stories, the
picture is slightly different with a narrower range of particular issues represented and the
most significant category across media types identified as ‘experiencing poverty/social
exclusion’ in general terms (n=460, 30.7% of news items). However, in other respects the
experiences reported mirror the poverty related issues detailed in Table ** above, with
employment insecurity (28.9%, n=433) and unemployment (28.3%, n=424) featuring strongly
across media, alongside problems or difficulties in accessing benefits and services (22.9% of
news items, n=343), which included problems associated with changes to benefits and
social/welfare funding cuts more generally.
Table 8: Poverty Experiences Across Media (as % of News Items)
Poverty/social
exclusion (in general)
Employment
insecurity
Unemployment
Accessing benefits
and services
Health
(mental/physical)
No experiences
featured
Other
Low wages
Pension insecurity
Homelessness
Underemployment
Total

Television
15.2%
(n=41)
34.8%
(n=94)
27.8%
(n=75)
26.3%
(n=71)
10.7%
(n=29)
15.9%
(n=43)
4.8%
(n=13)
7%
(n=19)
5.9%
(n=16)
2.6%
(n=7)
5.2%
(n=14)
156.3%
(n=422)

Radio
32.2%
(n=92)
28%
(n=80)
21%
(n=60)
31.1%
(n=89)
8.7%
(n=25)
8%
(n=23)
7.7%
(n=22)
7.7%
(n=22)
4.2%
(n=12)
5.2%
(n=15)
3.5%
(n=10)
157.3%
(n=450)

Print
30.9%
(n=128)
22.7%
(n=94)
26.3%
(n=109)
22.9%
(n=95)
14%
(n=58)
14.3%
(n=59)
8.9%
(n=37)
12.1%
(n=50)
13%
(n=54)
11.8%
(n=49)
2.7%
(n=11)
179.7%
(n=414)

Online
37.7%
(n=199)
31.3%
(n=165)
34.1%
(n=180)
16.7%
(n=88)
16.1%
(n=85)
8.7%
(n=46)
15%
(n=79)
9.7%
(n=51)
6.1%
(n=32)
5.5%
(n=29)
2.3%
(n=12)
183%
(n=966)

All Media
30.7%
(n=460)
28.9%
(n=433)
28.3%
(n=424)
22.9%
(n=343)
13.2%
(n=197)
11.4%
(n=171)
10.1%
(n=151)
9.5%
(n=142)
7.6%
(n=114)
6.7%
(n=100)
3.1%
(n=47)
12
172.4%
(n=2582)

Whilst the frequencies in different types of experiences of poverty were reasonably
consistent across media types, some categories of experience did feature more strongly in
some sections of the media than others. For example, whilst homelessness was not very
frequently profiled as an experience overall, it was covered far more often in print (11.8% of
news items, n=49) than in broadcast media (Television: 2.6% of news items, n=7); radio:
5.2% of news items, n=15) or online (29% of news items, n=29). In 11.4% of news items
overall (n=171), no explicit references to experiences of poverty were made at all,
suggesting a more abstract or de-personalised form of coverage of the issues. This was more

12

Totals = >100% because more than one ‘experience of poverty’ were identified within each news item.
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likely to be the case on Television (15.9%, n=43) and in Print news (14.3%, n=59) than Radio
(8%, n=23) or Online news coverage (8.7%, n=46).
Causes and Consequences of Poverty
To further explore the framework within which poverty and associated issues were
reported, we analysed what, if any, causes or reasons were attached to poverty and its
related issues in the coverage. In 27.3% of news items (n=409) no causes at all were
mentioned.
Table 9: Causes of Poverty Related Issues By Media Type (as % of News Items)

No causes featured
Structural
Wales economy/ deindustrialization
Voting to leave
EU/Brexit
Funding
cuts/austerity
13
measures
Business
practices/actions of
corporations
Globalisation
Individual
China/India
Fuel/energy costs
Other
Voting to remain in
EU/EU membership
Transportation
Substance
dependence
War or conflict
Worklessness
Total

14

Television
28.9%
(n=78)

Radio
21%
(n=60)

Print
28.3%
(n=117)

Online
29.2%
(n=154)

All Media
27.3%
(n=409)

18.1%
(n=49)

21%
(n=60)

19.8%
(n=82)

19.1%
(n=101)

19.5%
(n=292)

16.3%
(n=44)
14.1%
(n=38)

19.9%
(n=57)
12.2%
(n=35)

11.8%
(n=49)
15%
(n=62)

18.9%
(n=100)
15.7%
(n=83)

16.7%
(n=250)
14.6%
(n=218)

15.2%
(n=41)

13.6%
(n=39)

8.9%
(n=37)

12.5%
(n=66)

12.2%
(n=183)

10.7%
(n=29)

11.5%
(n=33)

14.3%
(n=59)

7.6%
(n=40)

10.7%
(n=161)

9.3%
(n=25)
4.1%
(n=11)
3%
(n=8)
5.2%
(n=14)
3.3%
(n=9)
4.8%
(n=13)
3.3%
(n=9)
0.4%
(n=1)
0.7%
(n=2)
0.4%
(n=1)
137.8%
(n=372)

8.7%
(n=25)
5.2%
(n=15)
3.8%
(n=11)
3.5%
(n=10)
3.5%
(n=10)
2.4%
(n=7)
4.9%
(n=14)
0%
(n=0)
3.1%
(n=9)
0%
(n=0)
134.6%
(n=385)

8.2%
(n=34)
7.7%
(n=32)
5.8%
(n=24)
5.1%
(n=21)
4.8%
(n=20)
4.8%
(n=20)
1.4%
(n=6)
4.6%
(n=19)
2.4%
(n=10)
0.5%
(n=2)
143.5%
(n=594)

9.7%
(n=51)
7.8%
(n=41)
5.7%
(n=30)
4.4%
(n=23)
4.7%
(n=25)
4.2%
(n=22)
1.9%
(n=10)
2.1%
(n=11)
0%
(n=0)
0.4%
(n=2)
143.8%
(n=759)

9%
(n=135)
6.6%
(n=99)
4.9%
(n=73)
4.5%
(n=68)
4.3%
(n=64)
4.1%
(n=62)
2.6%
(n=39)
2.1%
(n=31)
1.4%
(n=21)
0.3%
(n=5)
140.9%
(n=2110)

13

This category included specific references to government budget cuts or austerity measures (at local authority, WG, UK
national government, EU and third sector levels) for example because the anticipated losses of investment funds due to Brexit
would leave communities poorer or threaten jobs.
14
This category was coded when the notion of ‘worklessness’ was specifically referred to, as for example in the expression,
‘cultures of worklessness’
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However, in the 72.7% (n=1089) of news items that did imply or explicitly feature causes,
overwhelmingly it was structural15 or macro-economic causes that were identified as causing
poverty.
We can say that there was significantly more emphasis in the coverage upon structural
causes (27.3% of news items, n=292) and problems associated with the Wales economy/deindustrialisation as causal factors for poverty (16.7% of news items, n=250) than upon the
behaviour of individuals represented as a cause of their own poverty (6.6% of news items,
n=99) or certain cultural norms of ‘worklessness’ implying an insufficient work ethic amongst
the poor (0.3% of news items, n=5). Indeed, we saw little, if any, evidence of people
experiencing poverty being framed in an overtly stereotyping or stigmatising during our
monitoring period.
Whilst our sample does not represent all of the news coverage of Brexit in Wales during the
periods monitored, it does capture all coverage relating to poverty, economic inequality and
discussion of the potential impacts of the outcome of the referendum on livelihoods and
social deprivation in Wales. Like the coverage more generally, it may be that whilst issues
relevant to possible or probable causes of poverty may commonly have been implicit within
news narratives, they were not always explicitly framed as such. In other words, our data
suggests that often complex and disputed structural or economic questions (such as the
consequences of Brexiting or not Brexiting) often were not explicitly connected to what they
might mean, concretely, in the everyday realities of peoples’ lives.
When references to EU membership and referendum voting decisions were identified, both
‘voting to leave the EU/Brexit’ (14.6% of news items, n=218) and EU membership in the past
or present and/or ‘voting to remain in the EU/EU membership’ (4.1% of news items, n=62)
were positioned as either a cause of current insecurities, potential future deprivation/poorer
livelihoods or a curb on prosperity - polarised positions largely introduced to the coverage
by sources on opposing sides of the referendum campaign. However, whilst frequencies in
the representation of ‘leaving’ and ‘remaining’ as causes of poverty both escalated during
the weeks of the referendum campaign in May and June, ‘Voting to leave the EU/Brexit’
escalated much more sharply, continuing in the immediate aftermath of the vote to reach a
peak in Coding Period 7 (40.5% of news items, n=68), before abating in July.

15

The category ‘structural’, was used when the implied structural cause of poverty referred to general economic pressures or
trends in some way more generally, pressures emanating from rising costs of living or just ‘the way things are’ economically
and when there was no explicit connection of these pressures to the economy in Wales.
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Figure 3: Causes of Poverty From April to July 2016 (as % of All Media Coverage)
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The framing of ‘voting to remain/EU membership’ as a potential cause of poverty, by
comparison, reached a much lesser, but nonetheless significant peak in Coding Period 6 prior to the referendum vote (10.9% of news items, n=23). It may not be surprising that
coverage of concerns relating to poverty linked with Brexit in the news in Wales far
outweighed coverage of concerns linked with remaining, given that Wales has been a net
beneficiary of EU funding in recent years. On the other hand, given the outcome of the vote
in Wales it may appear that this aspect of the coverage was out of step with public opinion
in Wales. However, most notably, it is clear that very little poverty coverage featuring causal
framing relating to the issue of EU membership appeared at all until monitoring period 4 –
the latter half of May and deep into the campaign itself. This indicates that a strong
narrative framework of understanding about poverty and the potential impacts upon
livelihoods of Brexiting or not Brexiting may not have developed in the months leading up to
the vote. Rather, the news narrative on EU membership-v-Brexit in relation to poverty was
framed more through intensive coverage of the issues during a relatively brief period of
weeks immediately preceding it.
In order to further consider how coverage was framed, we also examined what, if any,
consequences were identified as resulting from poverty. In other words, how, if at all, did
the effects of poverty, on individuals, their communities or wider society feature in news
stories?
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Table 10: Consequences of Poverty Across Media (as % of News Items)
Television
No consequences
featured
Communities suffer
Low household
incomes
Social Exclusion

17

Social/economic
Inequality
Health problems
Children/families
suffer
Educational problems
Other
Total

48.9%
(n=132)
27.4%
(n=74)
10.4%
(n=28)
12.6%
(n=34)
5.9%
(n=16)
9.6%
(n=26)
9.3%
(n=25)
6.7%
(n=18)
1.1%
(n=3)
131.9%
(n=356)

Radio

Print

29%
(n=83)
33.6%
(n=96)
20.6%
(n=59)
21.3%
(n=61)
16.4%
(n=47)
9.8%
(n=28)
10.5%
(n=30)
3.5%
(n=10)
1.4%
(n=4)
146.2%
(n=418)

Online
38.4%
(n=159)
23.7%
(n=98)
19.6%
(n=81)
14.7%
(n=61)
13.5%
(n=56)
18.6%
(n=77)
11.6%
(n=48)
4.3%
(n=18)
4.6%
(n=19)
149%
(n=617)

24.6%
(n=130)
41.1%
(n=217)
18.9%
(n=100)
18.2%
(n=96)
20.8%
(n=110)
16.3%
(n=86)
15.9%
(n=84)
8.7%
(n=46)
4.5%
(n=24)
169.1%
(n=893)

All Media
33.6%
(n=504)
32.4%
(n=485)
17.9%
(n=268)
16.8%
(n=252)
15.3%
(n=229)
14.5%
(n=217)
12.5%
(n=187)
6.1%
(n=92)
3.3%
(n=50)
152.5%
(n=2284)

33.6% of news items (n=504) did not directly mention or draw attention to any
consequences of poverty, which means that the implications of poverty or the experiences
resulting from it for individuals, their communities or wider society did not feature either
explicitly or implicitly in the narrative.
In the 66.4% of news items (n=995) that did include references to the consequences of
poverty, both general-societal and more localised or individuated issues were identified. The
most frequently mentioned consequence was the broad idea that communities suffer
(32.4%, n=485). This included coverage where job losses in an area were framed in terms of
how the local community or region might be impacted, for example, the detrimental effects
upon the whole area of a bus company in Flintshire going into administration, or when
actual or threatened job losses, industrial uncertainties or crises were feared to impact the
prospects of a whole community (e.g., in some ‘Circuit of Wales’ and Tata Steel crisis
stories). Low household incomes also featured significantly across the coverage (17.9% of
causes identified, n=268), as did social/economic inequality (15.3%, n=229). It is worth
noting that some of the 16.8% (n=252) of coverage relating to either ‘social exclusion’ or
ideas about ‘opportunities’ and 'life chances' were brought into the coverage by political
figures (for example, in stories about Conservative Stephen Crabbe’s leadership campaign
16

The total number (n=) is greater here than the total number of news items in the sample (n=1498) because all ‘consequences’
of poverty mentioned within each story were coded.
17
Includes explicit references to ‘social exclusion’ combined with a category coded as ‘opportunities’ which included references
to lack of opportunities to access secure or well paying jobs, apprenticeships or more general references to a lack of future
options to improve one’s life and also category coded as ‘low attainment’ which included stories which used this term explicitly
with a more general social meaning than attainment in education.
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positions connecting his personal socio-economic background to his policy positions, Jeremy
Corbyn’s explanations of his policy positions on socio-economic disadvantage in defending
his leadership and points made about Theresa May's reflections on the consequences of
poverty in her first speech as PM). Aside from such high profile examples, very few stories
profiling the consequences of poverty for specific individuals, for example through
interviews or more extensive case studies featured in the coverage.

Responsibility for Poverty
We also examined how, if at all, responsibility for poverty was represented, either directly or
clearly inferred in the coverage. In 26.4% of news items (n=396) no responsibility was
suggested or attributed at all for poverty. This was highest in print (31.2% of articles, n=129),
followed by online (25.9%, n=137) and television (24.2%, n=66) and lowest in radio coverage
(22.4%, n=64). However, in the 73.6% (n=1102) of the coverage across all media where
responsibility did feature, it was the Welsh Assembly Government that was most frequently
positioned as bearing or taking responsibility (19.8% of news items, n=296), followed by
private interests/business (17.6%, n=264) and then the present UK National Government
(16.2%, n=242). This is interesting, as although many of the areas that might be associated
with preventing or alleviating poverty, such as economic development, social welfare and
housing are devolved areas of policy to the Welsh Assembly Government, other policy key
areas conditioning or affecting poverty such as employment and social security and the UK
tax system remain in the power of the government at Westminster. Far fewer stories placed
responsibility for poverty with local government, with some of those that did focusing on
tackling or managing homelessness.
Individuals were far less likely than government and other institutions to be positioned as
responsible for the poverty issues affecting them (5.9% of poverty attributions, n=88),
although this was slightly more frequent in print (8.7%, n=36) than other media types. In this
we can see little evidence that the kinds of stigmatising narratives about those experiencing
poverty that previous research has identified as a characteristic of coverage in key sections
of the UK national press.
Interestingly, the public’s voting behaviour in the EU Referendum also featured significantly
in the way that responsibility for poverty was identified across the coverage, with people
voting for Brexit more strongly positioned as responsible (13.8%, n=207) than those voting
to remain in the EU (2.5%, n=37). These findings can be generally understood to capture
something of the moral tone of stories on poverty. Although identified at a lower frequency
overall, they broadly mirror the data presented above on the objective ‘causes of poverty’
identified in the coverage (where 14.6% (n=218) of coverage featured leaving the EU as a
potential cause of poverty, whilst only 4.1% (n=62) of coverage identified remaining).
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Table 11: Responsibility Attributions for Poverty (as % of News Items)
No responsibility
featured
WAG policy
Private
interests/business
National government
policy (present)
Voting to Leave EU
EU policy
Local government
policy
National government
policy (past)
Individuals affected
Other
Voting to Remain in
EU
Total

Television
24.4%
(n=66)
29.3%
(n=79)
18.5%
(n=50)
9.6%
(n=26)
10%
(n=27)
9.6%
(n=26)
9.3%
(n=25)
4.1%
(n=11)
3.3%
(n=9)
4.8%
(n=13)
0.7%
(n=2)
123.7%
(n=334)

Radio
22.4%
(n=64)
24.8%
(n=71)
18.2%
(n=52)
13.3%
(n=38)
9.4%
(n=27)
9.1%
(n=26)
9.4%
(n=27)
5.2%
(n=15)
2.8%
(n=8)
5.9%
(n=17)
0.3%
(n=1)
121%
(n=346)

Print
31.2%
(n=129)
13.8%
(n=57)
16.4%
(n=68)
19.8%
(n=82)
14.3%
(n=59)
8%
(n=33)
4.8%
(n=20)
8.7%
(n=36)
8.7%
(n=36)
4.8%
(n=20)
3.6%
(n=15)
134.1%
(n=555)

Online
25.9%
(n=137)
16.9%
(n=89)
17.8%
(n=94)
18.2%
(n=96)
17.8%
(n=94)
6.6%
(n=35)
7.6%
(n=40)
7.6%
(n=40)
6.6%
(n=35)
4.7%
(n=25)
3.6%
(n=19)
133.3%
(n=704)

All Media
26.4%
(n=396)
19.8%
(n=296)
17.6%
(n=264)
16.2%
(n=242)
13.8%
(n=207)
8%
(n=120)
7.5%
(n=112)
6.8%
(n=102)
5.9%
(n=88)
5%
(n=75)
2.5%
(n=37)
129.4%
(n=1939)

Responses to Poverty
In addition to the ‘responsibility’ attributed for poverty and poverty related issues, we also
examined the coverage for the ‘responses to poverty’ that were included in the coverage as
actions that were being, could or should be taken. Responses of some kind were suggested
in the majority of the news items in our sample (90.4%, n=1354). These were fairly wide
ranging but focused largely on governmental intervention at the Welsh Assembly (26.5%,
n=397) or UK Government (21.5%, n=322) levels, as well as in political campaigns for change
that were targeted at those levels of government (18.4%, n=275) and which largely related
to campaigning in the run up to the Welsh Assembly Government Elections. There was also
significant emphasis upon the responses that could be or were being made by business
(20.9%, n=313). We found little emphasis upon responses taken or expected of individuals
(‘pull yourself up by the bootstraps’ kind of narratives), with ‘individual action’ making up
only 3.9% (n=59) of coded responses. Similarly, law and order responses were not often
proposed (5.9%, n=88) and rather than relate to the policing of those in poverty, those that
did feature related mainly to action to tackle scams, prevent defrauding people of their
savings or challenge modern slavery. Specific calls for changes to benefits and/or the
minimum wage were coded separately, and although both raising (2.5%, n=38) and cutting
welfare benefit levels (0.9%, n=14) were proposed in news articles as responses to poverty
(reflecting the inclusion of differing political/ideological stances on policy responses included
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in reporting), these featured infrequently in the coverage in comparison to more general
calls for government interventions.
Table 12: Responses to Poverty (as % of News Items)
TV
Welsh Assembly
Government
intervention
UK Government
intervention
Private/business
intervention
Political campaign
Charitable project
No Response Featured
EU Remain Vote
Local Government
intervention
Other
Law and order
EU Leave Vote
Protest
Union action
Individual action
Charitable contribution
Raise benefits levels
Art and culture
Cut benefit levels
Raise minimum/living
wage
Other
Total

Radio
30.7%
(n=83)
23%
(n=62)
21.9%
(n=59)
21.9%
(n=59)
3.3%
(n=9)
10.7%
(n=29)
9.3%
(n=25)
8.1%
(n=22)
4.8%
(n=13)
5.6%
(n=15)
6.3%
(n=17)
7.4%
(n=20)
6.7%
(n=18)
2.2%
(n=6)
0.4%
(n=1)
3%
(n=8)
1.1%
(n=3)
1.5%
(n=4)
0%
(n=0)
0.7%
(n=2)
168.5%
(n=455)

Print

29.7%
(n=85)
18.5%
(n=53)
14.3%
(n=41)
20.6%
(n=59)
4.9%
(n=14)
13.6%
(n=39)
11.5%
(n=33)
7%
(n=20)
8%
(n=23)
1.7%
(n=5)
4.9%
(n=14)
3.1%
(n=9)
2.4%
(n=7)
0.7%
(n=2)
1.4%
(n=4)
3.1%
(n=9)
0.3%
(n=1)
0.7%
(n=2)
0%
(n=0)
0%
(n=0)
146.9%
(n=420)

Online
23.4%
(n=97)
27.3%
(n=113)
19.6%
(n=81)
13.5%
(n=60)
13.8%
(n=57)
7.5%
(n=31)
8.9%
(n=37)
7.7%
(n=32)
6.3%
(n=26)
9.9%
(n=41)
5.3%
(n=22)
3.4%
(n=14)
6.3%
(n=26)
4.6%
(n=19)
3.4%
(n=14)
3.6%
(n=15)
1%
(n=4)
1.4%
(n=6)
1%
(n=4)
0%
(n=0)
168.8%
(n=699)

25%
(n=132)
17.8%
(n=94)
25%
(n=132)
18.4%
(n=97)
12.3%
(n=65)
8.5%
(n=45)
9.1%
(n=48)
10.6%
(n=56)
10.8%
(n=57)
5.1%
(n=27)
5.3%
(n=28)
6.6%
(n=35)
4.7%
(n=25)
6.1%
(n=32)
5.1%
(n=27)
1.1%
(n=6)
1.5%
(n=8)
0.4%
(n=2)
0.6%
(n=3)
0.2%
(n=1)
174.2%
(n=920)

All Media
26.5%
(n=397)
21.5%
(n=322)
20.9%
(n=313)
18.4%
(n=275)
9.7%
(n=145)
9.6%
(n=144)
9.5%
(n=143)
8.7%
(n=130)
7.9%
(n=119)
5.9%
(n=88)
5.4%
(n=81)
5.2%
(n=78)
5.1%
(n=76)
3.9%
(n=59)
3.1%
(n=46)
2.5%
(n=38)
1.1%
(n=16)
0.9%
(n=14)
0.5%
(n=7)
0.2%
(n=3)
166.5%
(n=2494)

In this category, we again saw the issue of Brexit figure reasonably significantly, with findings
again corroborating the data presented above. Here, voting to ‘remain’ as a response to
possible impoverishment or threatened livelihoods featured in 9.5% of news items across
media types (n=143), whilst voting to ‘leave’ featured less frequently (5.4% of coverage,
n=81).
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Voices on Poverty
Finally, we examined the types of people who were quoted directly indirectly as sources in
each news item. Sources were cited in the majority of news items in our sample (93.1%,
n=1394). All sources cited within each news item were counted (n=4323) with multiple
sources appearing within most (63.2%, n=946). The largest category of sources was political
figures or parties (35.6% of sources, n=1540) followed by ordinary citizens/residents (18.9%,
n=819) and then Business sources (13.6%, n=587). Media sources also appear to be fairly
significant in our sample, but this is largely due to the coding of broadcast news where links
between anchors and journalists were also coded as sources. Although broadly these trends
were consistent across media types, notably political sources were most prevalent in print
news (44.9% of print sources, n=508), whilst ordinary citizens/residents were cited
significantly more frequently in television news (29.6% of television sources, n=299) than
other media. Similarly, but on a lesser scale, business voices were most likely to be heard in
online news (18.3% of online sources, n=273) whilst the third sector was more likely to be
cited in print (8% of print sources, n=90) than in other media.
Table 13: Sources included in the coverage (% of total sources)

Political Source
Ordinary
Citizens/Residents
Business
Media
Third sector
Union
Law and order
Report
Academic
Education
Health
Other
Opinion poll
Religious
figure/organisation
Agriculture
Unidentified source
Total

Television
28.2%
(n=285)
29.6%
(n=299)
9.8%
(n=99)
14.8%
(n=149)
2.7%
(n=27)
4.1%
(n=41)
0.9%
(n=9)
1.7%
(n=17)
2.4%
(n=24)
3.1%
(n=31)
1.2%
(n=12)
0.7%
(n=7)
0.1%
(n=1)
0.2%
(n=2)
0.6%
(n=6)
0.1%
(n=1)
100%
(n=1010)

Radio

Print

32%
(n=221)
18.7%
(n=129)
9.6%
(n=66)
13.7%
(n=95)
4.6%
(n=32)
4.5%
(n=31)
0.3%
(n=2)
2.7%
(n=19)
4.6%
(n=32)
3%
(n=21)
1.4%
(n=10)
1%
(n=7)
0.6%
(n=4)
0.7%
(n=5)
0.6%
(n=4)
1%
(n=13)
100%
(n=691)
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44.9%
(n=508)
11.1%
(n=125)
13.2%
(n=149)
1.9%
(n=22)
8%
(n=90)
4.8%
(n=54)
5.7%
(n=65)
3.3%
(n=37)
1.4%
(n=16)
1%
(n=11)
1.9%
(n=21)
1.2%
(n=14)
0.9%
(n=10)
1.4%
(n=5)
0.2%
(n=2)
0.2%
(n=2)
100%
(n=1131)

Online
35.3%
(n=526)
17.8%
(n=266)
18.3%
(n=273)
3.6%
(n=53)
3.8%
(n=56)
4.3%
(n=64)
3.6%
(n=54)
3.5%
(n=52)
3%
(n=45)
3%
(n=45)
1.8%
(n=27)
1.1%
(n=16)
0.6%
(n=9)
0.2%
(n=3)
0%
(n=0)
0.2%
(n=2)
100%
(n=1491)

All Media
35.6%
(n=1540)
18.9%
(n=819)
13.6%
(n=587)
7.4%
(n=319)
4.7%
(n=205)
4.4%
(n=190)
3%
(n=130)
2.9%
(n=125)
2.7%
(n=117)
2.5%
(n=108)
1.6%
(n=70)
1%
(n=44)
0.6%
(n=24)
0.3%
(n=15)
0.3%
(n=12)
0.3%
(n=18)
100%
(n=4323)

When we look more closely at the political sources included, we see that overall, UK national
politicians are most likely to be cited. However, in this, there was some disparity between
print and television news, with print news featuring UK national politicians more frequently
than other political sources (18.3% of print sources, n=207), whereas television news
featured Welsh Assembly Government politicians most frequently (10.9% of television
sources, n=110) as did online news (11.7% of online sources, n=174) and radio was most
likely to cite ‘political parties’ more generally (9.3% of radio sources, n=64). Local
government sources were less likely to appear as sources across media types, although were
most likely to feature online (6.8% of radio sources, n=102) and least likely in television news
(3.2% of television sources, n=32).
Table 14: Political Sources (% of total sources)
Political Sources
UK National Politician
Welsh Assembly
Government
Politician
Political Party
Political Source: Local
Government
Political Source:
International
Total Political Sources

Television
7.1%
(n=72)
10.9%
(n=110)
7%
(n=71)
3.2%
(n=32)
0%
(n=0)
28.2%
(n=285)

Radio

Print

8.2%
(n=57)

18.3%
(n=207)

Online
11.3%
(n=169)

8.4%
(n=58)
9.3%
(n=64)
3.8%
(n=26)
2.3%
(n=16)
32%
(n=221)

13.1%
(n=148)
6.9%
(n=78)
6%
(n=68)
0.6%
(n=7)
44.9%
(n=508)

11.7%
(n=174)
4.9%
(n=73)
6.8%
(n=102)
0.5%
(n=8)
35.3%
(n=526)

All Media
11.7%
(n=505)
11.3%
(n=490)
6.6%
(n=286)
5.3%
(n=228)
0.7%
(n=31)
35.6%
(n=1540)

Ordinary citizens/residents featured prominently as a category of sources identified across
news types, but we also examined in more detail, which citizens/residents were included in
that category and whether these were people clearly affected or otherwise by the issues
associated with poverty covered in the story. The largest category of citizens/residents
represented as sources were those not explicitly identified as having been affected by
poverty (6.7% of sources, n=291), with the next biggest category those identified generally
as a citizen/resident affected by poverty issues in some way (4.1% of sources, n=176). The
next significant category was workers affected by poverty issues (3.5% of sources, n=150),
although workers were featured more prominently in television news (6.9% of sources,
n=70) than in other media types. Youth were only cited 62 times across the coverage (1.4%
of sources) and the inclusion of other more specific demographic groups as sources was
even more seldom (at least in terms of how people were identified in the coverage) with the
elderly cited 50 times (1.2% of sources), and homeless people and those with a migrant
background (including refugees) each cited only 6 times across the coverage (0.1% of
sources).
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Table 15: Ordinary Citizens as sources (% of total sources)
Ordinary
Citizens/Residents
Television
Radio
Print
Ordinary
citizen/resident
9.9%
5.1%
4.1%
(other)
(n=100)
(n=35)
(n=46)
Ordinary
citizen/resident 5.8%
6.4%
3.4%
affected
(n=59)
(n=44)
(n=39)
6.9%
2.6%
1.9%
Worker - affected
(n=70)
(n=18)
(n=22)
2.1%
0.9%
0.4%
Youth - affected
(n=21)
(n=6)
(n=4)
Parent (other) 1.3%
1.7%
0.4%
affected
(n=13)
(n=12)
(n=4)
2.8%
1.6%
0.1%
Elderly - affected
(n=28)
(n=11)
(n=1)
Single parent 0.1%
0.1%
0.4%
affected
(n=1)
(n=1)
(n=4)
Other unidentified 0.6%
0.1%
0%
affected
(n=6)
(n=1)
(n=0)
0%
0%
0.1%
Homeless person
(n=0)
(n=0)
(n=1)
Person with migrant
background 0.1%
0.1%
0.4%
affected
(n=1)
(n=1)
(n=4)
Total Ordinary
29.6%
18.7%
11.1%
Citizens/Residents
(n=299)
(n=129)
(n=125)

Online

All Media

7.4%
(n=110)

6.7%
(n=291)

2.3%
(n=34)
2.7%
(n=40)
2.1%
(n=31)
1.8%
(n=27)
0.7%
(n=10)
0.3%
(n=5)
0.3%
(n=4)
0.3%
(n=5)

4.1%
(n=176)
3.5%
(n=150)
1.4%
(n=62)
1.3%
(n=56)
1.2%
(n=50)
0.3%
(n=11)
0.3%
(n=11)
0.1%
(n=6)

0%
(n=0)
17.8%
(n=266)

0.1%
(n=6)
18.9%
(n=819)

Gender of Sources
To further investigate the dynamics of which voices are heard on poverty issues in the media
in Wales, we analysed the gender of sources featured. Strikingly, the findings are fairly
consistent across the coverage in that male sources (55.9% of sources, n=2415) far outweigh
female (24.7% of sources, n=1069). More than twice the number of male voices to female
featured in all media but television news, where male sources comprised 53.8% of sources
(n=543) compared with 30.2% of female sources (n=305). In 19.4% of coverage overall, no
gender was identified, either because the source was inanimate (e.g., an opinion poll or
report), unidentified, identified only by a non-gendered category (e.g., ‘workers say’) or
where gender was otherwise impossible to reliably identify.
Table 16: Source Gender (% of total source gender identified)

Male
Female
No gender identified
Total Gender
identified

Television
53.8%
(n=543)
30.2%
(n=305)
16.0%
(n=162)
100%
(n=1010)

Radio

Print

52.4%
(n=362)
26.2%
(n=181)
21.4%
(n=148)
100%
(n=691)
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58.6%
(n=663)
21.3%
(n=241)
20.1%
(n=227)
100%
(n=1131)

Online
56.8%
(n=847)
22.9%
(n=342)
20.3%
(n=302)
100%
(n=1491)

All Media
55.9%
(n=2415)
24.7%
(n=1069)
19.4%
(n=839)
100%
(n=4323)

Summary of Content Study
Overall, the media coverage on poverty in Wales is characterised by features that accurately
reflect some of the complexities of poverty. However, these features are often embedded
within reporting focused on the social, economic and political stories that contextualise
poverty at a ‘macro’ level, such as unemployment or resource budget funding cuts. Indeed,
coverage of poverty is thematically focused on news about the economy and/or politics, and
during our monitoring, was largely driven by Welsh Government policy/politics, Business
news and the EU Referendum Campaign. Only a third of reports featuring poverty focused
on it as the main story. In such coverage, there is seldom space to connect the forces at play
which impact on the economy and public policy to the impact on everyday lives in
communities or the experiences of families or individual households. Conversely, the
coverage that does focus primarily on poverty may powerfully resonate with audiences in
terms of experiences ‘on the ground’, but not necessarily connect with the complex
conditioning or ‘framing’ features that would situate those stories within narratives
explaining causes, consequences or responsibility for poverty in Wales. Indeed, the
mechanisms for framing stories – through indicating the causes and consequences of
poverty, for example, were often (in roughly a third of coverage) not included in reports at
all. This is important because such features can embed a level of reasoning and reflection
that helps audiences to understand the contexts in which poverty arises and its wider social
ramifications. Without such framing, the existence of poverty and the question of
responsibility for it is unlikely to be scrutinised, the issue seemingly naturalised as something
that just ‘is’ with little prospect of change.
When specific issues associated with poverty were covered, the main focuses were
unemployment and job insecurity, although poverty and social deprivation more generally
featured large in the narrative across media. This is perhaps unsurprising, given the big
stories during our monitoring including the Tata Steel crisis and a number of business
closures. Also notable was the prevailing undercurrent of anxiety that such stories signalled,
with varying degrees of directness, due to their focus on precarious employment and
uncertainty surrounding Wales’ future prospects, especially with the loss of European Union
funding after Brexit. Voting to leave the European Union (Brexit) was more likely to be
positioned as responsible for poverty or deprivation in the future or as a cause of increasing
insecurity than voting to remain/remaining in the EU. However, importantly, the number of
stories connecting either Brexit or remaining in the EU to poverty issues was not very
significant until well into the referendum campaign. Where coverage did include framing
and contextualising features, structural factors, including the legacy for the Welsh economy
of de-industrialisation, were positioned as the primary contextualising causes of poverty
issues. The most often cited consequence of poverty was the general sense that
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‘communities suffer’ – a feature which, lacking in personal detail, may have been indicative
of a distance between those experiencing poverty and journalists in their reporting.
More positively, there was no significant evidence of stigmatising narratives on poverty in
the Welsh media with no notable evidence of vulnerable people or those suffering hardship
being blamed for their experiences of poverty, economic inequality or social disadvantage.
The categories of people identified as affected by poverty were quite broad, with
‘communities’ or the public in general more likely to be the reference point than a specific
demographic group. Workers who had either lost their jobs or whose jobs were under threat
were also a key focus, located in a variety of areas of Wales.
On the question of responsibility for poverty, government, and in particular, the Welsh
Government was most frequently positioned as responsible for poverty related issues, and
as responding to or expected to respond to it. However, the UK government, as well as
business, also featured significantly as responsible parties. Partly as a reflection of this, and
of the thematic focus upon politics and the economy more generally, political voices were
the most regularly cited sources in the coverage of poverty. Business sources also featured
strongly. Although citizens’ perspectives, including those directly affected by poverty, were
often featured, there was a significant gender bias here. As for sourcing overall, female
voices were very greatly outnumbered by male – a notable feature of the coverage in terms
of its representativeness.
In the next chapter we turn to examine the factors conditioning the production of poverty
news. Drawing upon extensive interview research, we examine the practices, experiences
and challenges for journalists and editors, analysing how they reflected upon poverty and
poverty reporting in Wales.
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Chapter 4: Journalistic Experiences of Reporting Poverty
Introduction
Our interview research involved talking to 19 journalists and editors working in English and
Welsh language news across broadcast, print and online media in a variety of news
organisations in Wales. Each of our participants were asked about their journalistic values
and experiences of reporting on poverty, how they understood and rated its
newsworthiness as a topic, the opportunities, challenges and pressures that had faced in
reporting on these issues and their engagement with the third sector in this work.
A thematic analysis of the interviews follows, providing an insight into the perspectives on of
news media professionals working in Wales. The findings are organised into 3 main sections:
Poverty and its Newsworthiness, Representation and Diversity, and Reporting Challenges
and Experiences with the Third Sector.

Poverty and its Newsworthiness
Understandings of Poverty
Journalists talked about their understanding of poverty in different ways, citing official
definitions and statistics, but most often emphasising the human and personal experiences
through which they felt the meaning of poverty was most strikingly conveyed. Some of these
accounts highlighted experiences of people unable to meet their basic living costs. For
example:
‘it’s living below a certain standard and […] struggling to make ends meet essentially
isn’t it? You know, a lot of people don’t live in comfort, they don’t have the money to
pay all their bills, struggling to feed the kids or themselves […] I think that, for me, is
poverty: when you can’t afford to pay all your bills and have some standard of living
as well.’ (Print News Editor, English Language)
‘I suppose its people who are struggling to make ends meet on a regular basis and
might have to go without meals or might have to have second-hand clothes for their
kids all that kind of thing. They might have to forego some of life's luxuries,
something simple like a trip to the pub, order a takeaway, but we might take for
granted - it doesn't happen for those families […] people might assume that it's
people going to soup kitchens or living on the streets, but actually poverty […] people
are living on that scale as well. (Online News Editor, English Language)
Poverty was also depicted as a more complex issue, and one that is not always visible. They
connected poverty with everyday struggles and managing the pressures of contemporary
life, with accessing social opportunities, with powerlessness and restricted hopes for the
future, and with high stakes decision-making in the face of financial difficulties:
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‘Poverty used to mean you didn’t have enough money, so you couldn’t buy anything,
whereas the rise of free available credit means that now, being poor, you know…it’s
not about being poor in terms of disposable income anymore really, because you can
have a credit card, you might have been able to provide really nice trainers, …
clothes, for your child, but it’s because you’ve got ten thousand pounds on a credit
card […] That’s a completely different type of poverty, it’s much less recognisable in
terms of […] the stereotypes […] you know, raggedy clothes and […] not being able to
eat and that kind of thing.’ (Print/Online News Editor)
‘The statistical definition would be, percentage of people living below the poverty
line, but I don’t think that’s how we look at poverty in terms of the way we cover it.
It’s people who, for us, use food banks, struggle to pay their bills {…] have limited
access to technology and opportunities that other people do. I think that’s kind of
how we look at it, because that’s how families think about it, so it’s [families who are
struggling to pay food and bills and can’t send their children on school trips because
they can’t afford to pay for them, and you know, the cost of school uniform. We try
to look at poverty from that perspective rather than the statistical one because I
don’t know that that tells our listeners anything.’ (Radio News Editor)
‘Someone who doesn’t have enough money to look after themselves and their family
[…] comfortably even, but in an acceptable way, you know? To keep warm, food,
clothes, to keep looking smart too so that someone can move on in society, in
education, to do what they want in life.’ (Radio Wales)
‘To me personally, it’s related to the family situation where there are families that
are doing everything within their ability to do the best for their children etc. but that
are still behind with their rent and behind with payments, and can’t go on holiday
and can’t buy school uniform and new trainers etc. Where people are trying their
best to do the best for themselves, whereas you have families on probably the same
income but who spend it unequally within the family – that the children are suffering
for them to have a flat screen television and you know a night in the pub, or
whatever it is.’ (Online News Producer, Welsh Language)
Human experiences were a central focus in journalistic reflections upon the meaning of
poverty and how it should be covered. Indeed, interviewees reflected thoughtfully on the
nature of poverty as news in their accounts. Many expressed the belief that public
understandings of poverty in Wales were likely to be out of step with its reality across the
country and limited in terms of the policies pursued to address it. They reflected how, in
part at least, limitations in public understanding might be connected to the nature, and
possible gaps in, the news coverage of poverty. Concerns widely expressed included the
notion that acknowledging poverty stories exist close to home is a fundamentally
uncomfortable idea. As one Welsh language broadcast reporter told us, ‘I don’t think that
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the audience want to hear about these’. In such accounts, the newsworthiness of poverty
could be seen as a matter of, ‘whether or not there’s an appetite for it from readers’ (Print
Journalist, English Language). Furthermore, as one radio journalist explained, in an
environment where a multitude of subjects and issues compete for space on news agendas,
poverty news could be squeezed out: ‘there are different stories pushing the news agenda
than there was fifteen, ten years ago’. By contrast, other journalists felt that poverty issues
are now more newsworthy, with one print editor asserting, ‘poverty is far higher up the
news agenda than it’s probably ever been in my experience.’
Factors Influencing Newsworthiness
The key factors thought to influence poverty’s newsworthiness were all figured as bringing a
‘new angle’ to the coverage. These included newly relevant content, such as stories about
the digital exclusion of vulnerable groups such as the elderly missing out on online banking
benefits and payment discounts. As exemplified by the following reflections by news editors
upon the coverage of child poverty, most journalists highlighted the importance of a ‘new
angle’:
‘Because Wales is a poor country you get quite a lot of stories about poverty and
child poverty in particular and suppose we ask ourselves the question, “Okay, what is
new in this piece of research or in this press release?” So you can tell something you
haven't told them before. It's a news program and they do tend to find that the
stories come around very regularly, so you kind of ask the question, “What is
different about it? What are we going to see or hear about this story in particular?”’
(Broadcast News Editor)
‘There are certain things you can absolutely pinpoint that will make a good story: it’s
got to have a news ‘hook’ to it, it’s got to have some new research or some new
figures, or a strong line into it. A report looking at child poverty in Wales has a very
general top line to it - how do we get into that, I need to be sold by a line to say ‘this
report has found that…’ and it doesn't need to be statistics, that’s a very obvious
one, when charities do a bit of research and come up with some good statistics for us
to kind of quantify the problem. But it can also just be… they’ve managed to get a
fairly high profile figure on board to have a strong statement about something, to
call for action, or they’ve launched a new service, so it has to have something new
about it. It can’t just be a rehashing of something I feel like I’ve heard a lot before.
I’m always looking for something new, a reason for doing something…’ (Broadcast
News Editor)
According to those we interviewed, the placement of a poverty story and whether or not it is
profiled prominently depends on a number of factors, which vary according to the type of
news outlet. Most journalists mentioned the idea of ‘meaningfulness’ to their specific
audiences. For example, for local papers, ‘meaningfulness’ might be whether it is a ‘townwide’ issue affecting many people in an area, and for regional or nationally targeted media a
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more quantified sense of, ‘How much of an audience it would resonate with’ (Print/Online
Editor, English Language). Indeed, thinking about a story’s resonance with target audiences
was at the centre of many journalists’ understanding of newsworthiness:
‘It may be a story about Food Bank use in North Wales […] it may be on [Regional
Outlet] we’d run that quite high up, because it’s a family orientated station where
we’re sort of looking to speak to Mums as it being a female skewed station. The
person who’s doing that bulletin will decide.’ (Broadcast Journalist, English
Language)
‘We know that Wales is very different to other parts of the UK in lots of different
ways, certainly when it comes to areas in deprivation and poverty, class, for
example. So we would want to reﬂect the portrayal here in Wales […] For us it's the
Welsh agenda that dominates - the Welsher the better for us!’ (Television News
Editor, English Language)
Similarly, some journalists working in radio in the Welsh language felt newsworthiness was
signalled when stories generated a significant reaction from their audience, with those
about Wales and the Welsh language most likely to do this. In online news, news value
judgements could be much more ‘live’ and responsive, the placement of a story changing
depending on its hits, as one welsh language Producer explained:
‘Say that we put a story on - the re-opening of Llanwern Steel works or something the second slot at seven o’clock in the morning, and that you see in the figures by
nine that it’s not gripping maybe, we will change it a little bit, tinker with it, move it
to the fifth slot and stick something else instead of it, and see what happens, you
know’.
Others reflected more sceptically about this basis for the promotion or relegation of stories
as a ‘click based model for journalism’, noting how it can be experienced as a pressure upon
journalists with potentially damaging effects for the quality of news:
‘People are aware that they are expected to produce material which is going to get
clicks and they will do so, and I think that it does have an impact on the kind of
content that is being produced.’ (Print Reporter, English Language)
However, the significance of potential illustrative techniques to represent the issues and
engage audiences with a story also featured strongly in journalists’ views on
newsworthiness. For example, the placement of a story could be affected by the perceived
‘strength’ or credibility of a guest or sources informing it, both in terms of their first-hand
perspective and in delivery, for example in live broadcast news. Stories seen as most
successful were often those that profiled the experiences of ordinary people in order to
highlight a wider socio-economic issue or problem:
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‘If you got someone who’s really got something to say […] that is local, and then
that’s really got a good story behind it, […] that would go further forward every day
for me.’ (Print News Editor, English Language)
As such, journalists working across print, broadcast and online media all said that
incorporating case studies was a ‘very powerful’ way to engage audiences with stories about
poverty. Whilst statistics and reports might provide a hook for those stories, representing
human experiences and everyday realities made them much more meaningful, illustrating
the relevance of the facts and figures in peoples’ lives:
‘The information which we need is to be able to communicate things through script
such as facts and figures. Charities are very good with things like that. They provide
things like media packs and things which give and provide information and reports
which are precise and go into more depth. But what is failing is that the examples do
not illustrate anything - the people […] To do a television programme on (eviction)
we either need to speak with someone who has been evicted from their home or we
need to film someone being evicted from their homes […] because it illustrates the
situation - which is more powerful - seeing something happen and by illustrating
something powerful it communicates the message […] to show the actual impact
rather than saying that X is up 5% - by showing it is stronger than the statistic.’
(Programme Producer, Welsh Language)
‘So, say there’s been a slight drop in the number of children living below the poverty
line, right, and that’s the, that’s the press release […] That doesn’t mean anything to
anyone really, you know […] it’s an important statistic for the Welsh Government to
know, probably, but in terms of getting your head around that as a reader, you’ve
got nothing to compare it to […] you don’t see that in your, in your daily life.
Whereas you know, if you had a family who used to […] not be able to do X, Y, Z, but
now […] the circumstances have changed, now they can, then that’s at least slightly
more meaningful to us to what it means to be below the poverty line.’ (Print/Online
Editor, English Language)
Others journalists explained how reliable expert testimony could offer another technique for
enhancing the newsworthiness of a story. This was characteristically the case in reporting
less well recognised or established issues as, for example, working households in poverty, as
one editor explained:
‘That studio spot of an expert voice in the studio with your presenter, especially if it’s
something when there is more to say, bits to unpick from it and some other lines to
go on, that’s really useful to help as a storytelling tool.’ (Broadcast News Editor,
English Language)
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Asked to identify what they felt were the particularly ‘big’ or newsworthy stories on poverty
in Wales, many journalists talked about the EU referendum and/or Brexit as events
potentially shaping the economic and social conditions and experiences of poverty in
important ways. Other poverty stories mentioned as significant, including industry, jobs and
unemployment, and especially the fate of the Tata Steel works in south Wales, also
corresponded with the coverage identified in our content study. However, journalists also
mentioned a range of other issues not necessarily so well reflected in the coverage we
analysed, including child poverty, food banks, vacant shops, policies to cut benefits, housing
inequality, education, and pollution.
One key concern, with respect to accurately portraying important stories, was how poverty,
as a continuing and systemic issue, is not easily captured in news. If it is always ‘there’ and
therefore never entirely ‘new’ as such, when and why poverty becomes a focus as ‘news’
carries potentially important consequences for public understandings of the issue. Some
journalists highlighted this as a key tension in terms of values: to offer an accurate picture of
poverty could entail covering stories repeatedly, but with nothing very ‘new’ to report:
‘With regards to poverty […] it’s something that’s just there in the background, it’s
this residual, you know, social phenomenon that doesn’t really change, it fluctuates
in terms of levels of poverty, but really it’s just constant, and because of the nature
of news - which tends to cover things that are changing or new or developing - it can
ignore some really important stories because they are - they were there yesterday,
they’ll be there tomorrow.’ (Print News Editor, English Language)
‘Because it’s an on-going issue, it’s… we don’t want to be going every six months, ‘by
the way, do you remember six months ago we told you that there are people living in
poverty? Well, by the way, they still live in poverty today’, without there being a new
problem or a new solution to talk about. So, if something comes up which is a new
scheme […] that is being announced in the Valleys to try to target, you know,
working families to help them with child care so that Mums can go back to work,
something like that, well we’ll talk about that, because that’s a new angle on it, but
if it’s just some figures that show pretty much the same amount of people are living
in poverty as they were last time we talked about it, it becomes really difficult for us
to talk and keep that issue on the agenda, even though it’s hugely important.’ (Radio
Journalist, English Language)
‘It does change with the news cycle to a degree, because I remember doing a lot of
stories about mortgages and repossessions and, food banks for instance. We did a
lot of stories […] when the food banks started reappearing having not been
something people talked about, but after a while you know we’ve had food banks for
3,4 years and so there’s a point where we think actually, “what more can we say
about food banks now”? You know, we feel we’ve explored that territory quite
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widely. So, it does change depending on the economic circumstances at the time.’
(Broadcast News Editor, English Language)
Less obvious in these accounts were reflections upon the type of coverage that we found
most frequently in our content study – stories featuring poverty more incidentally and
primarily focused upon other issues, such as politics or the economy. However, some
journalists did touch upon the difficulties in representing meaningful connections between
the macro-economic or political actions that frequently provide the ‘news hooks’ for
relevant stories, the implications of such forces in peoples’ experiences of poverty and the
recognition of these in the reality of peoples’ lives:
‘Unemployment, the budget, the European economic plans, a lot of reports come out
about child poverty because of the Welsh Assembly’s targets… and perhaps
reflecting these, I think, are the hardest ones do. It can be wishy-washy, what you
mean about poverty […] people might not consider themselves poor, or live in poor
areas. There’s poverty everywhere but it's also hidden as well.’ (Broadcast News
Producer, Welsh Language)
‘When we do cover stories like the Tata steel crisis by featuring the people that are
so concerned about their jobs, to a degree what we are doing is highlighting the risk
to them of economic inactivity. How they could spiral into quite a difﬁcult economic
position if they were to leave their job. So I think we actually reﬂect poverty in some
cases when we don't even realise that we are doing it.‘ (Broadcast News Editor,
English Language)
Such stories also contribute to the news narrative on poverty in Wales in important ways,
communicating ideas to audiences about the relative news value of poverty and its salience
within the ‘bigger picture’ of the wider public agenda.

Representation and Diversity
‘I think poverty is a major issue clearly in Wales and the social and economic
landscape here means people tend to be less well off than in England for example. So
is important for us to reflect those stories’ (Broadcast and Digital Editor)
Although the journalists and editors we interviewed expressed broadly similar values, ideas
and aspirations about the reporting of poverty, these did not necessarily map neatly onto
the range of opinions and perspectives they related about what reporting looks like in
practice. One key ideal was that reporting should fairly represent the extent and range of
opinions and experiences across the diverse communities of Wales. A concern to represent
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that diversity accurately was widespread amongst journalists and editors whether working
in print, online and broadcast, commercial or publicly funded media.
Some strongly emphasised representing diversity as a duty that should be embedded within
organisational culture. While for broadcasters this may be conditioned by public service
remits, diversity was clearly recognised as a responsibility:
‘You need to do that, [it’s] the role of a publicly funded broadcaster or news
organisation […] We have specialists and we’d expect all of them to […] to bring
diversity on screen as part of their brief and have the contact with diverse
communities as part of the brief to know who to speak to about poverty as part of
their brief.’ (Broadcast Producer)
However, a lack of diversity within the profession was frequently noted with concern about
the structural impediments in recruitment, how ‘diversity’ is understood and how
journalists’ backgrounds may impact how poverty stories are represented:
‘We need to work on the kinds of people we employ internally, because we don’t
naturally have those contacts, necessarily, if we’re not employing the right people
here. There is work to do there, so some of that responsibility lies with us’.
(Broadcast Editor, English Language)
The nature of people who get into broadcast journalism now […] they’re probably
gonna come from better off backgrounds than they did 30 years ago […] and a more
educated background and if you have to ultimately pay for your undergraduate
course and then pay the fees […] for a year of postgraduate study before I can then
get a job (particularly in newspapers) […] or to be one of the many thousands of
people who want to go work in broadcasting, that’s really, really tough to do if you
come from a deprived background yourself. (Broadcast Producer/Editor, English
Language)
‘When we talk about diversity, quite often we talk about ethnicity, we talk about
age, we talk about gender, we talk about sexuality, religion etc. which is all great,
everybody's equal. But how often do we talk about whether we come from a working
class background or whether we come from a very affluent type background? Where
our parents worked in factories or struggled to work, or, you know, lived on, you
know, social or whatever, or whether our parents were solicitors and, you know,
doctors - and how often we don’t really have those conversations […] and I think we
suffer from that, I think we really do’. (Broadcast News Correspondent, English
Language)
‘As a lot of people who have worked within the media and the press are middle
classes […] they write and do programmes about things which they already know
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about […] whereas of course we need to do more about people from different
communities […] such as poor people who have social issues and we need to do more
about programmes about things like that.’ (Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
Some journalists did not believe that poverty was any more neglected than any other story.
However, others believed that experiences of poverty really were not reported as often as
they should be, with some demographic groups, including Muslim communities, black and
minority ethnic communities (BAME), and refugees, felt to be especially under-represented
in poverty news:
‘In Wales […] we are used to linguistic arguments and all sorts of things like that, but
also there are whole communities of people from ethnic backgrounds too that don’t
get attention. Things are changing slightly by now, but that is also something that
has been ignored over the years, and now that it’s such an argument, people are
starting to wake up and think ‘Well, what is happening in the community?’ (Print
News Editor)
Many journalists reflected that the experiences of particularly vulnerable groups (especially
children) might also be under-represented in poverty coverage, in part due to additional
ethical considerations and potential difficulties in featuring them:
‘Clearly if you are a 13 year old child […] living in poverty, then your parents might
say okay that's fine for you to go on the telly and tell your story, that's fine. But then
we have to consider as well things around that: that child might have to go to school
following day and be bullied because they are poor or can't afford to do things, and
that's an issue we have to consider as well - to be ethically fair.’ (Broadcast News
Editor, English Language)
‘I think schools and education, people in those deprived areas, is something we don’t
see enough of. And children, case studies are hard enough but case studies when
people talk about child poverty and what it means to be a child growing up in one of
those households, do they have enough to eat and all those sorts of things, we just
don’t see that at all.’ (Broadcast Editor, English Language)
More than one journalist mentioned problems facing young people in poverty, including
drug abuse and suicide, as stories that tended to be ‘untold’ due to challenges in gaining
ethical consent and access to case study participants:
‘People under 16 are very difficult to […] get permission to interview them, for
acceptable and important reasons. But I know a crew of young girls in the area
where I live that take methadone often and steal, and their lives are in pieces, and
they are 13/14 years old. And it seems that there’s nobody there […] with the time or
energy to help them, whether parents or teacher or whatever. I’m not saying for a
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second that it’s the teacher’s fault, but I think there’s a problem with drugs and
young people, and it’s very hard to tell that story because of their age. You will never
get their parent’s permission, it’s hard to get over that.’ (Broadcast Journalist,
English Language)
‘The scale of drug abuse probably in the Valleys is probably quite high […] possibly
the scale of suicide maybe amongst young people […] I think it’s fair to say it’s quite
concerning because people just don’t feel that they’ve got […] adequate lives,
fulfilling lives […] it’s really sad how we’ve sort of got into this position […] you need
a case study of somebody who’s going through that in order to be able to explain it,
and […] unless you can get that it’s incredibly difficult story to tell’ (Broadcast
Correspondent, English Language)
Another key group felt to be under-represented included those living in rural areas in Wales,
in part because of the perceived reluctance of people from small communities to talk about
the difficulties they faced. Such problems accessing rural stories were thought exacerbated
by the location of media organisations (and therefore most journalists) in Cardiff and other
big urban areas:
‘There can also be individuals who live in poor areas of Britain or Wales who do not
have the media attention […] I mean if we look at the Valleys especially and rural
areas of Wales, the media does not reach out that far and the newspapers are also
in Cardiff - slightly more in the West and a little to the North but not much in the
centre of Wales […] there are not people there to do the stories […] also the share of
communities who are ready to share their stories and experiences, like Muslims, the
elderly perhaps, people perhaps who are shy […] they are not as accessible...’
(Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
‘Geographically it can be very difficult to cover rural poverty [..] we very often can’t
send a reporter to Pembrokeshire to speak to one person about their experiences of
poverty, because it’s too time consuming. So, we have one reporter who’s based in
South Wales, and you can’t always justify that amount of time to speak to one
person, because you’ve then got to try and put the rest of the package together, and
that could take up to a whole day working on one story, which for us, logistically we
can’t do. So rural poverty is one that I think we struggle to cover […] we very often
ask people to do interviews by I-phone. So we’ll call them up, they’ll record their
comments on their phone, their smart phone, and send them back to us, and we use
that audio on air then. By the nature of poverty, people (the case studies) we try to
contact - don’t often have access to that technology, and if they do they’re
concerned about whether it will cost them to send us emails […] “Have you got
Skype?” “Well no, we haven’t got broadband because we can’t afford it.” I know
that’s a generalisation, but that’s quite difficult sometimes in getting the case
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studies, but it’s something we would like a little bit more of.’ (Radio Journalist,
English Language)
Both print and broadcast news journalists suggested that the demographics of target
audiences might play a part in the kinds of groups best served by news output. Whilst Wales
focused news was clearly paramount and mentioned often by journalists, for regional and
local media the ‘relevance’ of content was also conditioned by the perceived concerns of
particular, geographically-based target audiences. To this end, journalists spoke of the
investment of some news organisations in specialist and area-based correspondents (e.g., a
‘Valleys Correspondent’) to serve their ‘heartland audience’. This, they told us facilitated
regular, newsworthy stories with coverage, ‘more successful when you’ve actually got
somebody living on the patch and working on the patch’ (Broadcast News Producer/Editor,
English Language).
Other demographic factors, such as gender and age were also acknowledged to play a part
in the coverage journalists expected to produce, depending on the target audience of
particular channels:
‘I think we are much better at representing older people and their issues and
problems because our programme is generally skewed towards the 55 and over
audience [...]’(Online Editor, English Language)
Others explained how the typical demographic of target audiences, by contrast, might be
relatively affluent with interest in poverty driven by attention to social or policy issues rather
than direct experiences of poverty:
‘People from higher social classes and […] people who are active in civil society […]
who are going to be more interested perhaps in the kind of statistical or statistically
based stories, even than the people themselves who are affected by the poverty’
(Print News Reporter, English Language)
Finally, the challenge of producing representative coverage was felt particularly intensely by
those working in Welsh medium news. Interviewees highlighted the ‘scarcity’ of Welsh
speakers exacerbating the challenges generally facing journalists:
‘It makes our work difficult sometimes when you want to do a story but there are no
Welsh speakers involved […] In the valleys for instance, that's been a real problem for
us because not a lot of Welsh is spoken there. Perhaps we don't do enough in these
deprived communities because of the scarcity of Welsh’. (Broadcast Reporter, Welsh
Language)
‘There is a large percentage of Welsh speaking individuals who are middle class you
know. It is then as hard as ever to get examples of people from different
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communities to speak out about their issues.’ (Programme Producer, Welsh
Language)
‘When charities contact us, saying, “Oh I’ve raised...drew your attention to this
particular story about poverty”, and then you say “Oh, have you got someone to go
and talk?” “Oh no, I didn’t think of that, Oh so and so will do it” “No, he/she doesn’t
speak Welsh”, “Oh, Welsh? O dear, erm…” and then all that awareness comes in to
things then you know? There was a time they didn’t cater for the Welsh language,
they didn’t even think about Welsh when sending statements and when preparing
resources beforehand. But, by now, the situation has improved a lot.’ (Online
Producer, Welsh Language)
The discussions surrounding these challenges in representing diversity often developed into
reflections which further contextualised issues concerning journalists in their work on
poverty, how these issues were addressed or overcome and how relationships with the third
sector played into journalists’ practice.

Reporting Challenges and Experiences with the Third Sector
Another key focus of our interviews was the expectations journalists and those responsible
for third sector communications on poverty hold about one another’s roles in the
production of news. In particular, we were interested in exploring how the possibilities and
challenges of one another’s practice are understood, how these ideas play a part in working
relationships and in how poverty news is ultimately reported. This section focuses upon the
views of journalists and editors, whilst the perspectives of third sector communications
practitioners will be explored in the final section of Chapter 4.
All journalists interviewed experienced third sector communications in some form as part of
their work reporting poverty. For some, this predominantly involved receiving press releases
or other contact from NGOs. However, for others, proactively contacting third sector
organisations, either regularly or occasionally, was a feature of their practice.
Across journalists’ accounts, both positive and negative assumptions about, and experiences
of engaging with, third sector organisations were a feature. However, overall, a general
sense of goodwill and openness towards engaging with the third sector remained a clear
common theme. This was evident from accounts expressing an aspiration for more effective
engagement with charities and third sector organisations. Many journalists also expressed a
belief that the Third Sector endeavour to understand journalists’ needs, and try to offer
ideas for stories that they imagine will be useful:
‘A press officer at a certain charity can change and, actually, that can make a huge
difference because you know, the press officers who ‘get’ the picture thing and
understand the quick turnaround, and even the ones you phone up with short notice
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request and say ‘we’re doing this story, any chance you can help’ and you know that they
will genuinely go out there an help, that makes a big difference. (Broadcast Editor,
English Language)
This does not necessarily mean, however, that engagements with the third sector were
always seen as productive. Indeed, journalists identified a number of issues relating to the
relevance of the information offered to them as well variations in its timeliness, quality and
specificity as important factors.
Most journalists referred to working to tight timescales as part of the nature of the job of
news production. Many noted the increasingly limited resources with which to meet these
demands. Whilst some news organisations maintained reporters responsible for business or
economic issues, many did not have specialist social affairs correspondents with a remit
dedicated to reporting on poverty issues or a ‘patch’ where stories about poverty might be
frequently anticipated:
‘As far as I’m concerned, someone decided that only this and this amount of money
we have for reporters and these are the four or five most important jobs […] So it’s
[reporting poverty] a job for everyone really, to bring the stories here and highlight
interesting things.’ (Radio Journalist, English Language)
‘I don’t think it’s localised anymore, that local link is gone […] most of the stories that
come […] are done from Cardiff by journalists who, yeah, do decent enough stories,
but are far as far as the locals are concerned […] they don’t know who they are,
never heard of them before, never seen them, they don’t live round there […] the
local man or the local woman doesn’t […] exist.’ (Broadcast Correspondent, English
Language)
‘I think what we’re not getting is the raw examples of, “this is what poverty looks
like”’ because the […] grassroots level of community journalism is not having the
contact with people that it’s had.’ (Broadcast Series Producer, English Language)
More generally, as newsrooms employ fewer people than in the past, many journalists are
required to do more: be multi-skilled, work faster and carry out a greater range of roles in
the end-to-end production of content. These pressures, some argue, have increasingly
bound journalists to their desks, reliant on sources of information easily accessible online,
such that, as one print journalists told us, ‘in the main, people do not go out’. These
pressures have also, some argue, increased the influence and uncritical reproduction of
public relations content in journalism, or ‘Churnalism’ (Davies, 2011). Some journalists
expressed concern about trends towards more ‘office based’ roles for journalists, which
distanced them from the ‘real’ experiences of people. Other journalists lamented the loss of
‘traditional’ in favour of more ‘blogger type roles’, and expressed concern that ‘there are not
many of us who do the most serious stuff these days’ (Print Journalist, English Language)
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In connection with these trends, there were some differences between how journalists
talked about press releases from the Third Sector and their role in news making. Whilst
press releases were widely accepted and generally valued, some journalists, especially those
working in current affairs rather than news, insisted that getting ‘out there’ themselves
remained crucial, with press releases being, at best, marginal to their practice.
Many journalists mentioned the abundance of press releases received by news
organisations, reflecting upon the consequences of their centrality in journalism:
‘What they are doing is republishing press releases. So, perversely, the NGO voice - I
think is probably stronger, because they are filling the void of organised information
in a way that social media isn’t because it’s non-filtered and the community
journalism isn’t, because it’s no longer there.’ (Broadcast Series Producer, English
Language)
In view of the time pressures facing journalists, some placed the onus upon press officers to
deliver reliable, verified and/or clear information:
‘The reports usually contain detailed statistics which are sourced […] one assumes
that they will have been fact checked before the reports have been released […] It
would be a pretty sad indictment a third sector organization or a charity if they were
producing reports based on dodgy statistics […] I think that there is an in-built
assumption that when you get a report from a body that has a some status and that
has respect, that the statistics that it produces and uses in the report […] to arrive at
certain conclusion will be accurate […] You do not have the time to fact check those
statistics so you will take that on trust.’ (Print Journalist, English Language)
‘It's always handy when there's a press release which is sent through and it kind of
breaks down for you the key statistics. Sometimes you'll get sent information which
is just reams and reams of tables and charts so you have to think for you’re pitching
this story to - that is a bunch of people in the newsroom who are very busy, who
have to make quite quick decisions about things. If it's not quite clearly laid out for
you with a clear top line to the story then it will just get lost. This sounds a bit lazy,
but if you're asking people to go through that kind of information in that kind of
depth then they probably won't because quick decisions to have to be made, but if
there’s a clear headline to the story and some key facts to flesh around […] that's
useful.’ (Online Editor, English Language)
Others advocated a more open view towards less polished press releases in some
circumstances, emphasising their potential value as raw source material:
‘As long as it’s engaging […] then great you know, we will re-work it. Sometimes, you
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get press releases and it’s just not worth the work you’ve got to put in to it. You
know, to get it up to the standard that you want […], it’s a fine line isn’t it, you’ve got
to sort of look at it sometimes and even though they’re not a big organisation, they
won’t be as ‘press releasy’ […] sometimes the smaller ones can be better because
they’re not as structured […] and they’re trying to get this point across which you
know, sometimes is better than the bigger organisation.’ (Print Journalist/Editor,
English Language)
However, others expressed greater frustration about the quality of information in some
press releases, varying levels of expertise amongst press officers and their understanding of
journalistic needs:
‘The problem is, of course, is that there’s plenty of charities that exist nowadays and
[…] these reports are constant. I don’t know where these people get time to write all
of the reports! And then, a lot of these reports fall between two chairs and don’t get
attention. And maybe people then go....”Oh poverty, not again!” Press releases make
me very, very angry because it surprises me so many of them that arrive and people
can’t write, and that can’t draw attention in the opening paragraph […] they can’t
find the news line in their own reports.’ (Online Producer, Welsh Language)
‘There's a wide range - some press releases are better than others. The expertise is
there if you question them. They think that once they have sent the press release
that is it. They don't understand that there is more for them to do and to provide.
They need a better understanding of our demands and requirements. You will find
that if a journalist goes to work for them then we see a huge difference in the help
we get and the access we get.’ (Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
Whilst writing quality and the clarity of the ‘top line’ was clearly a key issue, other elements
concerning the relevance and specificity of information also arose in discussions. The
specificity of facts and figures to Wales, rather than the UK as a whole in press releases was
identified as crucial, yet often lacking or inadequate:
‘One thing that happens quite a lot I would say, which for me makes it tricky to do, is
quite often charities will have both a Welsh and a UK/British [office] and will do
some statistical research, but it will be a UK wide survey. Then they extrapolate
Welsh figures from that, and when you look at it, actually, the sample size for Wales
is so tiny! […] So then, to make it feel like a bona fide Welsh story, you are talking
about research which is based on such a small sample it then becomes tricky […] You
question the quality of the research […] and maybe not emphasise that part of the
story and try and think of something else, because it wouldn't be right to go on a big
kind of headline […] I think that’s something, understandably, charities do quite a lot
because, obviously, it’s expensive to do research.’ (Television News Editor, English
Language)
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Another frustration highlighted was a perceived lack of responsiveness on the part of Third
Sector organisations in supporting the development of stories they had themselves brought
to the attention of journalists:
‘One thing I would say, which sounds ridiculous but does happen a surprising
amount, is stories embargoed to a certain day when people aren’t available. So you
want to do the story, and you phone and they say, “I’m sorry they’re not available
that day!” You’d be surprised how often that happens. Or the case study isn’t
available on that day. So they want you to film that on a different day, and actually
it’s really hard to do all that. So all those things will make it harder and harder to get
that piece on because then it becomes a massive juggle.’ (Broadcast Editor, English
Language)
‘Fairly regularly, more than you’d expect […] press releases come in, we speak to the
organisation, and they don’t have anybody available to speak to us on the day
they’ve sent out that press release, or on the day the press release is embargoed for,
or they don’t know about case studies, or they’ve thought about case studies but
they’ll go away and make phone calls. Fairly regularly we see stories die a death
because actually the organisation - that’s probably spent many thousands of pounds
and maybe many weeks, maybe even many months, on a story idea, on a publicity
push - then can’t actually deliver on the day.’ (Broadcast Producer, English
Language)
On the other hand, some journalists acknowledged that when they did contact charities it
could be rather ‘last minute’, making challenging or unrealistic demands upon organisations
to produce useful information:
‘Yeah, yeah that’s fair enough. I’m not sure what the answer is to this, other than
being able to double the budgets on programmes, which isn’t going to happen
anytime soon!’ (Broadcast Journalist, English Language)
‘[Laughs] I’m sure that I have […] somewhere down all of the years. I find that...it’s
hard, and I know before I do that phone call that I’m hedging my bets massively.’
(Online Producer, Welsh Language)
‘I think from their perspective it is last minute. From our perspective, we pretty much
call up as soon as we get a story, so it’s not last minute. In our perspective, it’s just
that our deadlines are very, very short, certainly for broadcast, and social media has
made that even shorter. So, if figures are published like, say, Welsh Government
provides some new figures on something related to poverty, those will come out in
the morning. We’ll see politicians, we’ll start talking about them, charities will start
talking about them on social media and then that will filter through to our audience
by the afternoon, and if we’re not coming to that story on air the next day people are
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going, “Oh, I already saw that on Facebook, I’ve already read an article about that
yesterday!” So social media has made that process a lot quicker and I would say as
soon as we get an email or we see a story we’ll contact the charity we want to speak
to straight away. The deadline for us is usually sort of the end of that day, so very
often they will only have about three or four hours or something like that, to get
together.’ (Broadcast Journalist, English Language)

Accessibility, timeliness and cooperation in developing stories were themes frequently
mentioned with reference to case studies. Case studies were identified as ‘absolutely vital’
(Broadcast News Editor, English Language), without which stories considered generally more
difficult and less likely to find space on news agendas:
‘More often than not […] we would be looking for a case study, because at the end of
the day, we’re in the business of telling stories. So, you need people’s stories to tell.
That's the only way, really, that you really get the message across and it's far more
powerful to hear a story from the horse’s mouth’ (Broadcast News Editor, English
Language)
‘To have a fresh voice and a fresh perspective […] of someone who was affected that’s always what we want from a story, but we recognise what we want from this
topic - you can’t always get that. But if there was a case study offered on that kind of
story, we would be more likely to take it.’ (Broadcast Journalist/Producer, English
Language)
The Third Sector’s role in facilitating meetings with potential case study subjects was widely
identified by journalists as very useful. As already discussed, there was widespread concern
that ‘raw examples’ of poverty could be overlooked because journalists do not have
sufficient contact with people in their communities or at the ‘grassroots’. The value of
talking face-to-face with people was raised repeatedly – especially access facilitated by
regular contacts in charities or think tanks whose expertise on poverty and communication
skills were trusted and respected:
‘I did a programme a few years ago on young people coming out of prison and there
was a young woman from an ethnic background in Cardiff. She came in to the studio
to talk about the experience of being sent to prison in her teens. And she got the
opportunity to point her finger at someone else in the studio that was in power, or in
a situation to do something to stop the cycle of breaking the law amongst young
people that come from poor backgrounds, or that have various problems. And that
politician’s answer was that there’s a need to be tougher… and her reaction was,
“No you need to stop and listen to people like me”, and it was very effective […] The
example was just fantastic, it was very powerful’. (Broadcast News Editor)
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The importance of exclusivity of access to case study participants was also highlighted, with
journalists favouring specific examples chosen for different programmes, even within the
same news organisation:
’I’d certainly say in terms of case studies, we would much prefer to have a case study
that is only offered to our programme. If we know that that person has spoken to
lots of outlets it sometimes feels that the story has already been told so we do like to
be able to say, we like to know that the story is being told for the ﬁrst time on our
programmes. You'll often see, you know, one person being put up for interview for all
media outlets […] that story, it may have been running all day. The person's story has
been told already. So, what are we really offering the audience that’s new on this
particular story? That may be a bit off-putting.’ (Television News Editor, English
Language)
The value of Third sector contacts understanding such journalistic priorities was regularly
acknowledged.
Journalists also talked about contacting charities proactively for useful content. This was
especially the case in Welsh medium news, and/or when specific challenges were faced,
such as producing stories about issues and contexts overseas. However, some journalists
cautioned that regular contacts based on trusted relationships could also mean that the
‘same voices’ were heard, potentially impacting the breadth of ideas and experiences
featured in their coverage. The importance of maintaining independence from third sector
organisations in the interests of journalistic relevance and quality was also noted, not least
in terms of the selection and assessment of case study examples:
‘I’d want our news desks or planners to speak to them so you’ve got a real
understanding of who that person is. Are they the right person for the story?
Inevitably, charities - particularly if charities are pushing us a particular story - they
might have somebody who fits their purposes or, (I’m sure they’re just as busy as we
are in terms of sort of media activities) so they might just give us the first person that
they come across, or may be the only person that they’ve got: they’re trying to get
the story on air, so that person will ‘do’. I want journalistically to do something,
which is our own journalism - to understand actually who the person is, what’s the
story they’re telling? Is the story true? Does it actually fit in with what we understand
as being the wider issue?’ (Broadcast Editor/Producer, English Language)
Indeed, whilst the role of charities as facilitators of case studies was widely recognised,
many journalists emphasised a preference for working with people directly on potential
stories, valuing the opportunity to use their journalistic skills more freely to access sources
and develop examples without interventions from gatekeeper organisations:
‘I think you get a more honest picture with journalism if you go out and get it
yourself’ (Online/Print Editor, English Language)
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‘[…] There's a feeling that if we went through the charities they would interfere too
much or try to be too careful about what we can do […] We feel that we are acting
responsibly, but I'm sure they think differently. That can be very frustrating when we
do things with adults and we think we are being professional without the need for
anyone else's interference.’ (Broadcast News Reporter, Welsh Language)
‘Our emphasis journalistically would be on finding these people for them to be able
to give their evidence directly to us, rather than depend on other people, press
officers or whatever or people that are a part of the charities to question people for
us to be able to publish something. We’d tend not to do that, we’d rather question
those people ourselves, because by questioning something raises, you can go after
that question again and get a different colour or a more original and more loyal...to
our journalism’ (Print Editor, Welsh Language)
‘We needed something on alcoholism and homelessness and we got into contact
with one charity who work in the South and they said that they had three welsh
speakers and they said that they would ask the individuals and the answer was no
[…] and that happens regularly […] and that it is it […] we could have met with the
individuals first but no was the answer for that question also, so it is really hard […]
to know what the efforts are […] I am not questioning their efforts but if they just
asked via email then it is easy to say no to that, whereas if we met face to face and
spent half an hour discussing […] if you are going to go and meet someone then you
can talk to them about the programme, and they say no […] but they still want to do
the programme and that is what we want to hear from the individual […] we can get
a lot of information from the individuals just by talking to them - not information to
be used on the television but information which creates more of a story in our own
minds as we have had access to speak directly with the individuals with case studies.’
(Programme Producer, Welsh Language)
A keen awareness of poverty as a potentially very sensitive issue to cover was very evident
in many journalists’ accounts. This applied especially in reflections upon featuring direct
experiences of poverty and case studies of the impact of deprivation in people’s lives.
Journalists talked about difficulties in securing first hand accounts due to a reluctance to
trust journalists to handle their stories well. They also reflected upon other barriers,
including the social stigma attached to poverty, peoples’ feelings of shame at their
circumstances, fear of public retribution for claiming welfare benefits and even of
government sanction for speaking out about their circumstances:
‘I think we’re all aware of problems - particularly with stories on poverty case studies
because obviously often don’t, who are in that situation, they’re sort of embarrassed
by it and they don't want to go on the TV and talk about it.’ (Broadcast News Editor,
English Language)
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‘Families that are trying their best but that are finding it hard, and that they’re too
proud to share the story […] they are people who are just, through misfortune in the
situation that they’re in, and because they are proudly Welsh, they wouldn’t want to
share their story here’. (Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
‘You might want to […] speak to someone who is directly affected by some of these
cuts and […] you may have the statistical information and you may want to put flesh
on the bones by speaking to somebody who is affected. That can be more
problematic and more difficult, partly because there are a lot of people - although
they are affected by decisions that are taken - do not want to put their heads above
the parapet […] Sometimes it is a pride thing - that they do not want to be portrayed
as some kind of victim, but I think also there is the fear some people have that if they
do put their heads above the parapet, and they are claiming benefits, then they are
going to be targeted and to have benefits taken off them […] so that can be a
problem.’ (Print News Journalist, English Language)
‘When we do food bank stories we’ll always ask if they, if some of their regular
customers, so to speak, will have a chat with us […] and very often people don’t want
to talk about it. So groups like that are very difficult to reach because they […] don’t
want to talk about why they’re using them, because they feel there is a stigma that,
you know, maybe they’re not providing for their family or the sort of tabloid stigma
of, “they are scroungers and claiming benefits”. They don’t want to open themselves
up, they’re a bit scared of us in some respects, because of the impact of “Benefit
Street” […] I think people are a little bit scared of talking about their experiences of
it, and being open.’ (Broadcast Journalist/Producer, English Language)
However, other journalists were keen to emphasise how such sensitivities could be
mitigated, through employing certain techniques in reporting. They also stressed the
importance of such approaches in order to include coverage of the most vulnerable groups:
‘We've got lots of different ways now of doing interviews anonymously, it’s quite
common now for us to use reconstruction. We quite often ﬁlm people’s shadows
instead of their faces, we'll often get actors to voice up people’s voices if they want
to be completely anonymous. So, we really do try to tackle the problems that come
with sensitive stories like child protection.’ (Broadcast News Editor, English
Language)
Indeed, overcoming the reluctance of potential case study participants was an issue upon
which several journalists thoughtfully reflected:
‘I am aware […] we persuade individuals to take part in programmes for a lot of
reasons and I am not saying that journalists … but the pressure is there to get the
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story and to get an example. Naturally, sometimes it is going to be like some sort of
battle…’ (Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
‘You have to find why they would want to take part in a programme […] and that is
our job as journalists […] to explain to them […] It is very likely that they are going to
say no but if you talk to them about what happened and then, well, one reason may
be that by sharing the reason that perhaps their story might help other people […]
This then helps them to take part and in actual fact they might help ten other people
which is precious for the individual concerned […] and they live in the hope that their
loss and their pain will help other people.’ (Broadcast Producer, Welsh Language)
Such reflections by journalists clearly demonstrate an awareness of the interests of
individuals participating in case studies. However, they also highlight how journalistic
priorities might focus upon finding a way to align those interests with those of the story.

Journalistic Experiences: A Summary
The similarities and differences between the ideas and approaches outlined in our
interviews with journalists are not just characteristic of the reporting of poverty in their
specific news contexts, but also more generally reflect professional ideals and values,
differing routines, cultures and challenges in contemporary journalistic practice. The news
professionals we interviewed were drawn from a cross section of news organisations,
working in English, Welsh and bilingually, with ideas and beliefs conditioned by their
particular experiences and the particular demands of their roles. Overall, our respondents
were highly aware of the social significance of the ideas ‘out there’ on poverty and the
potential contribution of news and current affairs to those ideas, the importance of fairly
representing the range of experiences of poverty in Wales and of holding government
policies and proposals to account. Clearly, however, there were a number of challenges
thought to potentially limit the accuracy and meaningfulness of news coverage of poverty.
These included the general difficulty of representing an ongoing issue ‘as news’ – a problem
which, (like climate change, for example), can lead to its marginalisation from news
narratives, in spite of its ongoing salience and profound impacts upon people’s lives. Rather
than leading a story, poverty is often one detail, or subtext within a report – often focused
on political or economic affairs and may not be explicitly drawn out as a news angle. As such,
meaningful shifts at the macro level may not always be well connected to the reality of
people’s livelihoods on the ground. Although a general consensus prevailed amongst
interviewees that poverty is made most meaningful to audiences through exploring ordinary
people’s experiences, making this happen is clearly no small task in a fast paced newsroom
where resources feel stretched. Reflections upon the depletion of specialist and ‘patch’
correspondents suggested a dislocation between news professionals in the big cities and the
lived realities of poverty in communities across the country. Similarly, the expertise required
of journalists as generalists may have meant a loss of in-depth understanding of poverty, the
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meaningfulness of potential stories and further limitations to investigative work on the
ground. Some journalists voiced concerns about how the lack of social diversity within the
industry may further exacerbate such difficulties. Whereas current affairs journalists
working to longer timescales spoke about their roles slightly differently, preferring to
develop stories, and cultivate the necessary relationships and understanding of the issues
themselves, in news journalism a potentially problematic distance from the stories of
ordinary people was evidently felt. Relationships with the Third sector, to some degree then,
offered one means through which to reconnect journalists with poverty stories on the
ground, providing in-depth information through reports and access to case studies from
their front line work with communities in Wales. Where understanding of the demands and
challenges of news production were well understood by contacts in Third sector
organisations, such relationships were highly valued and talked about in terms of enhancing
human interest reporting and the meaningful representation of poverty. However,
journalists’ accounts also suggested that such relationships came with tensions, and
misapprehensions and could present impediments to quality reporting.
In the next chapter, we turn to the perspectives of third sector professionals reflecting upon
their media communications practices on poverty, including their aims, experiences and
challenges in engaging with the news media in Wales.
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Chapter 5: Third Sector Experiences of Communicating Poverty
Introduction
Our interview research involved talking to 16 professionals working across a range of third
sector organisations in Wales engaging with poverty in different ways. These included
housing associations, homelessness charities, foodbanks, community and voluntary support
organisations, equality advocacy organisations, religious groups and international NGOs.
Whilst some of our participants worked in roles formally dedicated to, or responsible for,
media communications, others engaged with media much more incidentally as part of their
work. Each participant was asked about their views on news coverage of poverty, their own
experiences and ideas about engaging with news media organisations and the opportunities,
pressures and challenges faced in getting out their message on the issues that matter to
them. A thematic analysis of the interviews follows, providing an insight into the
perspectives of third sector professionals working in Wales. The findings are organised into 3
main sections: Communications Aims and Expertise, Representation and its Challenges and
Relationships with the Media.

Communication Aims & Expertise
Our participants represented a range of organisations whose engagements with news media
differed significantly in terms of regularity and directness. Some larger organisations
employed personnel dedicated to handling public communications. These interviewees
talked confidently about their communications work and strategic aims to influence policy
and/or public opinion. Other organisations were more focused on the delivery of frontline
services, directly supporting clients and/or seeking to influence policy makers more directly.
As such, these organisations did not necessarily prioritise media communications or have
roles for people exclusively responsible for it and tended to have less frequent contact with
journalists.
Some interviewees had been journalists in their previous jobs and felt that this enabled
them to bring to their roles an understanding of news media demands and pressures. This
included how to produce effective press releases and sensitivity to the time and resource
pressures faced by journalists:
‘Having worked in the Welsh media […] I think they’re all pretty fair and I think
there’s a good relationship there. I know their agenda - they want good stories, you
know my agenda is to inform people, so we’ve got to play to their agenda by trying
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to write them in a way that will get into their papers. That perhaps means giving
them a strong line […] or trying to find lots of case studies or things that they can
follow up […] I understand the pressure they’re under - in particular print journalism and they haven’t got the resources they once had and mistakes are inevitably made,
and I think we’re in an age when a lot of that’s just got to be overlooked because we
know how hard things are.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
Some reflected upon the differences between journalism and PR/communication roles
highlighting issues such as professional expertise and values. For example, one Media Officer
noted how objectivity and balance are understood in a story could depend on the degree of
in-depth knowledge of the issues a writer has – a perspective which also provided a
counterpoint to some of the journalists’ assumptions about the potentially negative
influence of PR on the quality of journalism:
‘When I was a reporter you could do ten different stories a day, whereas when you’re
in PR you’re working, really, on one message through various different stories all the
time […] which makes it for me much more satisfying because you develop a depth
and a knowledge, and you get a chance to really understand the whole picture. And,
it does show you how even hard, mature journalists think they know about a
particular story, you realise, actually, “you don’t know the whole picture!” They’re
given one side for it, they think they know all the facts but you find that, actually,
they don't know a lot. It’s made me very suspicious of what I read in newspapers
now as well. You think, “there’s another story there!” It’s very difficult to write a
story without being biased and without having an agenda and I think journalists may
try to do that, but it’s very, very difficult.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
Those in dedicated communications roles in the larger, national or international Third sector
organisations tended to have considerable experience working in public relations, and/or
the media. They described a combination of formal support-structures and autonomy which
enabled them to plan ahead and carefully craft a tailored message for the welsh audience as
part of their everyday practice:
‘They’re basically a newsroom over in London […] so we get the UK draft of the press
release, then, as an advocacy communications team that we’re part of, we sit down
and see how we can adapt this press release to work in Wales. We can adapt it
completely if we feel that will work in Wales - we’ve got the freedom to do that. But
usually, we try to stick to the same messaging because that's the main headline
that’s going to be coming down the wires […] and then we’ll work on adapting the
press releases, signing them out for our head of company here, and also sending it to
London to be signed off as well […] If it’s a huge campaign we need a case study to
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go with that story […] finding a case study way, way, ahead of the date of the launch
[…] mainly through our programme work.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
Linguistic competency in a bilingual environment was felt to have a significant impact upon
the coverage received by campaigns. Some described how working bilingually impacted the
levels of expectation and demands placed upon communication professionals in their role:
‘The argument’s always been is that you just extend your coverage - every time if
we’ve got both the Welsh language media to go to and the English media, and for
local radio [we] will tend to do interviews back to back just in both Welsh and English
[…] it goes out in both languages then.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘It’s not an issue, but it’s something that could be raised in Wales specifically because
it’s a bilingual nation. You’ve got the bilingual media, but you don’t necessarily have
bilingual experts, so it falls quite often […] onto us, if we happen to be Welsh
speakers, to do it and sometimes it really is like, “I’m only doing it if it’s a prerecorded!” (Media and Communications Manager)
Others related how, through their experience, they had understood the time and resource
pressures faced by journalists and learned what would make their stories more likely to be
used:
‘Giving them one or two keywords which are, “that’s the story, that’s the angle that
we can put in that kind of headline”, and they can just sort of polish it up and add
quotes and they run the story with very little work. So, for stories with the press
release, we’ve found the more work we can do for them, the closer we get to an
article they can just upload and publish, the more likely it will be to get covered which I can be a criticism of the journalism industry as a whole at the moment, but it
is what it is.’ (Communications Officer)
‘It’s a competitive world that we live in and journalists don’t have much time, they’re
on tight deadlines. So, you try and tailor something so it’s literally a pick up and
plonk job sometimes’ (PR and Communications Manager)
By contrast, several interviewees had no background in media and limited formal training in
communications. They reflected upon how this might affect their understanding of what
journalists were looking for and the success rate of their press releases:
‘I would say we probably haven’t been as good at it as we possibly could be because
we don’t have anybody with a media background, you know, so we don’t have a PR
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department or anything like that. It’s something that we do sort of tacked onto
everything else that we do.’ (Operational Manager)
‘A lot of them haven’t really been picked up […] It’s a lot more difficult to kind of
break into the press really, so it’s working out what we need to do for them. Yeah,
it’s a lot harder because we don’t really have the contacts that perhaps we should to
find out about how we can do that better’. (Information and Communications
Officer)
Interviewees related how trial and error and learning ‘on the job’ and from ‘more senior
colleagues’ shaped their practice. Whilst media communications training was generally seen
as a good thing across the board, for smaller organisations, costs were often identified as an
impediment:
‘I’ve done the role now for four years or so […] I’m doing things my own way which
perhaps might not be the best way. There’s plenty more training I would like to do
and plenty more that is available, but we just simply can’t afford [it].’ (Information
and Communications Officer)
‘Training is good, but again, when you work for a third sector organisation, there’s
not that much money flying around to pay for these things.’ (Communications
Officer)
Some interviewees described their responsibility for communications within the remit of
much broader roles, with external PR agencies sometimes used to support communications
work:
‘It’s just things that we want to focus on and our PR agency helps us with that now.
So, every month or two we’ll come up with what messages we want to get out there
and they’ll sort of use their expertise to decide what things are worth doing, then
help us with just getting regular stories out, and making sure people know roughly
what’s going on and things on social media. The PR agency will do bit of that but
they also do more targeted pieces.’ (Knowledge and Insight Manager)
The communications aims and strategies of those we interviewed varied quite considerably.
Whilst some were very clear and focused about their objectives, for others these were less
well defined. However, for all of our interviewees, challenging negative public perceptions of
those experiencing poverty was seen as a desirable consequence of their work:
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‘It’s not about being in people’s face. Or being well known or famous, it’s the impact
of the story on the general public’s attitude.’ (Organisation Director)
‘There are still people out there that have images that food banks feed scruffy lazy
so-and-sos and “if they just got off their butts and got a job”, type thing. So, the
most effective way to counteract that sort of view and lack of knowledge really, is
stories. So when you can tell the story behind the faces […] it has much more of an
impact, so we’re starting to do that.’ (Operational Manager)
However, for some, challenging negative aspects of news agendas and the wider public
discourse on poverty was a relatively new, more peripheral or secondary aim. Generating
widespread media coverage was less important to their strategies, which instead focused on
communicating campaign objectives, reaching policy makers directly and/or highlighting
successful activities to funders:
‘What’s important for us is, I guess, what I call a business to business. So we need
our funding partners to know that we’re doing a good job, which isn’t always the
same thing as having the wider public know.’ (Knowledge and Insight Manager)
‘The only story we put out was when the First Minister came post-Brexit to reassure
migrants that they were still welcome here. But it was driven by the Welsh
Government. They wanted to show that people were reassured. From our point of
view we weren’t concerned about the media angle, we wanted our young people to
speak and be heard by the First Minister in a face-to-face situation. From our point of
view, the media were just there to tick the box of the Welsh government - to show
that the politicians were doing something. So for us, the benefit was just that the
children were heard. Not through their media portrayal, although hopefully their
media portrayal would have helped create a positive atmosphere.’ (Organisation
Director)
‘We don’t have a wider communications strategy in terms of talking to the media or
sections of the media. It’s something that we’re looking at and dipping our toe into
the water. Historically it’s not something that we’ve focused on for a number of
reasons: team size, the type of work we were doing, lots of reasons really.’ (Policy
and External Affairs Officer)
Although, for some, communications work was more industry or funder-oriented, these
interviewees also often mentioned how limited and prescribed budgets meant that public
communications work was not something which their organisations were able to prioritise
or dedicate resources to:
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‘It’s not necessarily where we should be spending our charitable money.’ (Knowledge
and Insight Manager)
‘Project workers are restricted in what they can do. Everything they do has to be
directly towards whatever we’ve said we were going to do when we got the money,
so they’re very restricted […] They don’t have the time to feedback information to us
and we have to go to them to make sure the stories are being shared.’ (Information
and Communications Officer)
Others expressed concerns that media coverage may not always be helpful to their causes,
and that there may be good reason to avoid publicity in some contexts:
‘We are not looking for a massive story, as huge media attention can always [create]
backlashing and negative connotations. So we shy away from massive stories and try
to do little stories about volunteering or general contributions on a local level.’
(Organisation Director)
Those who did seek to maximise news coverage for their message often reflected upon the
competitive Third sector environment and the considerable work entailed in generating a
reputation as a good journalistic source for poverty stories:
‘It’s something that is in our longer-term strategy really. To be one of the number
one ports of call […] For a small organisation with a small reputation like us, it’s
getting better.’ (Policy Manager)
‘When someone is looking around and says, “alright we need to do this piece of
work, who can help us out?” they need to know who we are and what we’re about
and that we can do that for them. So we need to make sure that’s always in people’s
heads.’ (Information and Communications Officer)
‘I think we’ve got work to do as well, certainly, with raising our profile with regards
to certain issues which we cover, so that we become the “go to” people.’ (Media and
Communications Manager)
‘We need to position ourselves a lot better. I think that when certain stories come
out, there’s always the expected […] certain organisations are going to react to it
because it’s to do with them. I don’t think, you know, we’re the top of the list of
anyone.’ (Information and Communications Officer)
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Many organisations talked about affecting public opinion through news media as just one
strategic aim amongst many, others including demonstrating worth to funders, internal or
network-partner communications and influencing decision makers:
‘One is about raising awareness about our organisation - so brand awareness, brand
building. The other one is to build awareness for our members and to help raise
awareness about the work they do. The third one is to raise awareness within the
general public about the issues we talk about - to challenge myths and to show
people the reality of what’s changed, what’s got better, what’s got worse. And the
fourth one - is challenging key decision-makers and politicians so they can see we
need to take action. So, if we go to an Assembly Member that we need to take action
so care homes don’t go bust, if it’s just us saying it, it will be low priority. If we are
then saying it’s also on BBC Wales, it’s more likely to succeed. Sometimes we will do
one, which will do all four, and then other times we will just do one. If something is
likely to meet those four aims then I would be more likely to put a story out about it
and put more time and effort into it.’ (Policy Manager)
‘I think the responsibility to tell the story of people that we’re working with - to
demonstrate that homelessness isn’t just rough sleeping and also to demonstrate the
need of an organisation such as ours in Wales. Whether that’s from a point of view
of demonstrating our need to the public and getting some engagement in local
communities where, you know, we might open a hostel somewhere, and there’s
some adverse local reaction to that. Obviously, if we can do some proactive positive
work before that then we’re more accepted into communities. But also from a
funding point of view as well - it’s all part of the same picture really: just
demonstrating our need, demonstrating our outcomes and the continuation of our
service then for as long as it needs to be there.’ (Communications Officer)
Another key theme included the work-balance to be struck between reacting to media
demands and more proactive approaches to communicating story ideas to journalists. Clear
differences were evident between how policy-change oriented organisations, grassroots
service providers and networking/umbrella organisations talked about planning and
managing their media strategies:
‘We respond to requests from journalists as and when they arrive, and we equally
approach them with stories when certain stories come up. So there isn’t a formal
plan as such.’ (Organisation Director)
‘There’s an end point, there’s a goal that we kind of work back from: so how do we
get there, how do we get that reaction or that policy change, or whatever that goal
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is […] and we plan back from that to make sure and assess what the effect of this
was and whether we’ve reached that point.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
Many expressed a desire to shift the balance from mainly reactive to more proactive media
work in order to position their organisations and/or communicate their message more
effectively:
‘We can be quite reactive and I think we need to be a bit more proactive. We need to
know about things that are going to be happening in advance and have statements
prepared. I think a lot of other organisations are good at that, they have contacts in
the right places and they know what issues are coming up through the Assembly or
local government and they can be prepared for that and have their statement ready,
or they can have a quote in the story as it comes out.’ (Information and
Communications Officer)
‘We thought it would be interesting to move from being a very reactive sort of
institution where we’re literally just there to deal with the fire fighting, and be an
institution, which can start, kind of, having a bit of a moral voice, you know, in wider
society, and also having a point of view heard in the media about issues like poverty
and national social issues. We want to be able to get the messages out there, rather
than just being more reactive.’ (Communications Officer)
Whilst some described targeting moments during the calendar year when news media
coverage was considered more likely, others described their schedule as directed primarily
by campaign priorities and available resources:
‘August isn’t a bad time because there’s a lot less political stories out there so they’re
a bit more inclined to cover positive stories or particular stories we’ve had on the
backburner that we haven’t managed to get out there yet, but send a press release
and hope for the best, kind of thing.’ (Communications Officer)
‘We don’t plan around the media news cycle. I know some news organisations do,
and try to target when news is tired. But really, our sector moves so quickly that
trying to plan ahead for a whole year in terms of media just wouldn’t work. So what
we tend to do is look for two or three main things we’ll focus on that year, put them
in the calendar, and then just hope then it gets covered. There are probably
organisations who are more easily able to adapt, but we have less resources, which
is probably true across the whole sector.’ (Policy Manager)
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Whilst mainstream news media channels remained the primary focus of many organisations,
social media (primarily Twitter), was also mentioned by almost all interviewees as a channel
important for direct campaigning, networking within the sector or with journalists, or
managing media communications:
‘My priority is still very much mainstream media because I think it’s still got more
power than we have as an organisation to reach people. For example, you get an
item on Wales Today: is it 100,00 people watch that? You get something on Good
Morning and then of course it goes online. If we can get interviews on Good Morning
Wales you’re suddenly reaching a lot more people than we can possibly reach
through our own communications.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
‘I think we try and target national rather than regional papers but perhaps for some
things we should be targeting regional as well. Personally I don’t read newspapers.
I’m just of a generation where I don’t feel they’re as important, but they probably
are to other people so it’s probably something we need to target a bit more.’
(Information and Communications Officer)
‘I think social media - it’s obviously changing the game really when it comes to doing
things like grassroots campaigning. And for us, as a larger organisation, [we’re]
really only just getting to grips with the fact that we can use social media to do
things like this to influence. Even on a UK-wide level they’re not really doing it much.’
(Media and Communications Manager)
‘More and more there’s charities and organisations that are setting up Twitter
accounts, especially private Twitter accounts, and inviting journalists to be part of
that sort of group. And they send out embargos for press releases via the Twitter
account rather than via emails because they get they get lost in emails […] and then,
these journalists, they get their part of this exclusive club that gets the information
beforehand and you get invited to those accounts.’ (Media and Communications
Manager)
Despite the importance attributed to public communications by many interviewees, beyond
the largest organisations, assessing or accounting for its effectiveness in addressing
organisational aims were mostly limited. This was largely attributed to time and resource
limitations, although, the use of web and social media analytics was felt to facilitate more
monitoring:
‘We’ve got a press monitoring service, Press Data, because they pick up the Welsh
language cutting for us and the media unit in London. So we get a news bulletin
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everyday with a pick up from the press […] London usually picks up online (Wales
Online) but the Press Data service we’ve got here, they will pick up Golwg and Welsh
language services as well, so we can monitor our coverage coming in. We usually set
up or do the interviews for broadcast, so we know when we’ve done those; local
radio - those get picked up by London as well, and then we record them. So we can
look back after a huge campaign and summarise, because London usually wants to
know how much gets in the media.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘I haven’t got time really to spend too much analysis of how things are being picked
up or not.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
‘I keep a regular tab on website hits and details of social media weekly and monthly,
as well as Facebook, but actually I don’t tend to track stories individually, which is
perhaps something I should.’ (Information and Communications Manager)
‘You can see which tweets are most re-tweeted and Twitter analytics shows how
many times your page has been viewed. We know it exists, but it’s not something we
measure. Same with Facebook: the main constraint is time.’ (Organisation Director)

Representation and its Challenges
Many third sector interviewees offered views on news media representations of poverty in
Wales, as well as their experiences and challenges faced in seeking coverage for their
causes. A wide range of issues fed into these broad themes, from reflections upon public
opinion and the social/political context for audiences to journalists’ specialisms and
expertise, the volume and type of coverage, newsworthiness and negative framing.
Overall, many felt that most journalists in Wales were honest and well intentioned in their
approach to covering poverty, commenting on differences with UK national media and that
a ‘tabloid agenda’ on poverty was not generally a feature:
‘I don’t feel like it particularly is in the Welsh media as such. I think they go along
with some […] narratives about poverty […] some of which, a bit negative but {…} I
think less so really local stuff. ’ (Knowledge and Insight Manager)
‘My impression is that […] they’re not they’re not too tabloidy […] they’re not very
right wing. They will report it in a fair and accurate way and in a sympathetic way.’
Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
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‘I suppose it’s not an example from Wales but when you look television programmes
like Benefits Street […] I’m not sure that’s good thing at all. I’m not sure that it […]
fairly represents those people or those people knew exactly what they were signing
up for when they did and that shows people in poverty that is exactly what it shows
but […] opens them up to all sort of […] criticism and scrutiny and I’m […] glad Wales
hasn’t followed suit in that sense.’ (Communications Officer)
‘I don't think there's’ a big difference between Wales and the UK media thinking
about it […] I think [media organisation] do do that type of story as much as any
other tabloid I guess because it’s an easy story, you know, “here’s a benefits cheat
who was sent to court in wherever” and […] you’ll get loads of clicks on that you’ll
get loads of angry comments […] because that’s what people get angry about very
quickly.’ (Information and Communications Officer)
Several interviewees reflected upon the particular challenges posed by the Welsh media
environment, including a UK-Wales mixed broadcast news and lack of a Wales based
national newspaper, as well as widespread readership of UK national tabloids perceived to
negatively influence public opinion on poverty:
‘Probably the biggest selling newspapers in Wales are not the Western Mail or the
Daily Post or the Evening Post it’s probably the Sun. So people’s opinions of being
poor [are influenced] by English based newspapers in Wales’ (Advisor for
Communication/Media Officer
‘It’s the red tops […] that people are reading - and getting Welsh coverage in them,
that’s a whole different issue. In Scotland they’ve got a national media […] and
people buy into it. We haven’t got that in Wales […] and I think actually the result of
the EU referendum and things like that, there’s a whole lot of issues that are
connected to that […] it’s something that we have to deal with and we have to fight
against in a way’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘So we haven’t got either English or Welsh language national paper really covering
the whole of Wales […] so to get good coverage […] in my experience you’ve got to
go for the local weekly papers […] it’s more difficult but it’s one of the most effective
ways. It’s a lot more hard work than just going to the Guardian and saying can you
run this and they’ll do it and you know you’ve got it’ (Media and Communications
Manager)
‘Part of the problem in Wales is we don’t have the space to interrogate these issues.
We have a Welsh news right, but we still have Newsnight. Sometimes it might be
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better if we scrapped Newsnight, don’t show it on Wales and just focus on our own.
We try and do both. If we just had one big one which really explores the issues it
might be better.’ (Policy Manager)
There was also appreciation that the news media’s coverage of poverty may by affected by
the wider public discourse about poverty and/or commercial considerations:
‘I think journalists would really like to be more honest and be more forceful when
talking about poverty but they’re coming against the same barriers […] about the
sensitivity and the […] political landscape around the issue […] Everybody wants to
change a situation it’s not right for so many children living in poverty in Wales but
it’s really difficult to get that honest hard-hitting message out there which also
unfortunately is does still not sit comfortably with members of the public. A lot of
people turn round and say poverty doesn’t exist anymore. (Media and
Communications Manager)
‘People overestimate the amount of people on benefits the amount of people
fraudulently claiming benefits, but I think they perhaps underestimate […] the
amount of people in poverty […] If you are on a very low income I’m not sure if
people would consider themselves in poverty.’ (Information and Communications
Officer)
‘I think that it’s about what sells and yeah, there is a human aspect in that and it’s
also about perpetrating (I was gonna say myth) but perpetrating ideological
standpoints of your readership […] you know what they are and you write towards
that.’ (Policy and External Affairs Officer)
Others felt that the media environment in Wales was also compromised, leading to a less
critical approach and inadequate interrogation of the issues, by the proximity of those
working in the media and government and NGOs, with a reluctance on the part of third
sector organisations to criticise agencies that were ultimately channels for their funding:
‘The smallness of Wales and the closeness with media and government […] it’s quite
hard to do really hard hitting journalistic stuff - for the journalists but in particular
for the NGOs […] people really cautious to criticise the government or being seen to
criticise government or challenge because their jobs depend on it, or their
organisation depends on funding from them. It’s a bit of a strength and a weakness
of Wales that tightness’ (Knowledge and Insight Manager)
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As we previously discussed of the journalists’ interviews, some third sector interviewees
expressed concerns about the diversity of journalism as a profession, and the extent to
which they could represent a diverse population effectively:
‘I don’t think people really, the media really understand poverty properly. A lot of
that is who the journalists are: Journalism is a very middle class career still […]
There’s not a lot of poorer kids going into journalism. There seems to be a lot of
barriers for journalism becoming representative and diverse body. That can’t help in
how poverty is represented’ (Organisation Director)
‘I’d like to see more diverse voices involved in the coverage of issues like poverty’
(Communications Officer)
‘I do think in Wales there’s a big emphasis on bi-lingualism, which is good, I do
support it, but I do think that adds more barriers to diversity in terms of class and
ethnicity. So more middle class white people are more likely to speak welsh than a
working class Muslim, or black person. But that’s just statistically the case. A lot of
Cardiff based journalists in particular are from a particular section of society which
isn’t necessarily a good cross section.’ (Organisation Director)
A theme commonly commented on was the attention afforded to poverty in the Welsh
media, with interviewees differing in their views of how accurate current portrayals are, and
how they felt they should be. Some highlighted the prevalence of experiences of poverty,
pointing to employment insecurity and the diversity of people facing economic hardship.
Others pointed to the tendency to over-generalise about poverty in Wales:
‘It seems to be a lot more in the news […] I’m not sure if that’s just because I pay
attention to it more because I work in it or it is actually improving. It seems to me […]
well it’s a lot bigger an issue, especially […] since the recession obviously it’s been a
lot more of a common issue to talk about […] child poverty, fuel poverty, lots of
different kinds of poverty, older people as well has been a big deal.’ (Information and
Communications Officer)
‘I think what would be great is if they could highlight […] we’ve got real problems
with poverty in Wales and […] it’s getting worse rather than better. If you’d said ten
years ago there’d be all these food banks around and all our time would be taken up
[…] with just trying to put enough food for people to eat you would never have
thought it would have happened in this country.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media
Officer)
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‘It has had quite a lot of attention, but I don’t think the links are made very
effectively. I think sometimes the media characterises the whole of Wales as poor,
the poor relation, that poverty is a problem throughout Wales […] You know plenty
of people in Wales are really well off.’ (Organisation Director)
‘I‘ve worked in social care of one sort or another for more years than I care to
remember and I think that I think the face of poverty has changed considerably in
that time […] there was very much “them and us” […] and now the people that are
using services are a much broader demographic than they were back then […] and I
think the media need to make sure they reflect that.’ (Operational Manager)
‘I think certainly in Wales that the stories that I’ve seen […] they have been broader
and whether that’s to do with the stories we are feeding the media and maybe we’re
getting better at getting that message out […] or whether that is because the media
are actually recognising it and choosing to reflect that I don’t know […] you know it
could be anybody it could be you, could be your neighbour, could be anybody you
know and to actually get that across to people […] the more we can do that the more
effective we can be.’ (Operational Manager)
‘I think a lot of sort of hidden poverty […] basically a family can be […] both parents
can be employed working a full time […] low paying wage but full time […] and they
can […] from outward signs have home have stability but actually they don’t have
enough to cover their […] basic expenses and it’s […]a daily struggle, they just get by
and that kind of poverty I think is very much under the radar and I think it’s
becoming more and more common […] Really being on the cusp of things is really
difficult so I think sometimes poverty is represented from the extreme examples of
[…] absolutely being destitute […] you might be ‘there’ one day, but you are really
just a few bad payments and bills away from being right at the other end and it’s a
sort of stressful existence and I think understanding the sort of instability and stress
of it associated with poverty I think doesn’t always get come across.’
(Communications Officer)
Many interviewees felt that there was a lack of context provided in much poverty related
coverage, with insufficient examination of the causes of the difficulties people might find
themselves and associated social issues:
‘It’s almost like taboo isn’t it? […] When the media report homelessness […]
especially in the filming aspect, it tends to be in one way so - it is […] “oh look at this
person on the street!” and then it always is that person, the sad person with a dog
[…] and then it doesn’t really delve deeper into maybe why that person is like that
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and how easy it could be for […] you or I to be [in that situation]’ (PR and
Communications Manager)
‘When Islamophobia is spoken about in the media you know it’s […] the street thug
calling someone you know a Paki on the street and not the sort of wider social issues
which is much more damaging and much more crippling to society. So, I think that’s
also maybe something that needs to be looked at when we talk about what poverty
is […] it can’t be separated out from all the other types of discrimination people are
facing’ (Communications Officer)
Whilst third sector organisations’ perceptions of what may be newsworthy were not
dissimilar to those of the journalists we interviewed, many related how certain topics or
projects they had tried to communicate had been ignored, or regretted that stories that they
would like to see appearing in the media were unlikely to be covered. Whilst some of these
differences were clearly determined by their particular campaign messages and/or the
target audiences they were trying to reach, other more general issues were also cited. In
general, as some journalists acknowledged, the unattractiveness of poverty as a topic and
the notion that people may be averse to hearing about it was raised:
‘We [talk about] poverty but of course poverty […] isn’t sexy and I think if when you
look at poverty you also look at how do they report wealth - and that gets a lot of
reporting, doesn’t it, through celebrities, through […] high powered things […] that’s
what attracts people, that’s what people want to read about. Maybe it comes back
down to, we don’t want to read bad news about [sad people]’ (Advisor for
Communication/Media Officer)
Conversely, however, many also reflected upon how ‘good news’ tended to be ignored or
seen as less newsworthy:
‘Sometimes it just feels like positive news isn’t wanted - it’s […] “aw, we want doom
and gloom and we want to report that side”, like the sadder side of things because
that’s what people want to read and it’s […] quite sad really, and you know your
positive news story could get bumped.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
‘It’s a lot harder to sell a story of something good that happens because […] the good
things happening […] should be the default for things’. (Information and
Communications Officer)
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‘Good news doesn’t sell and I think that’s a great shame […] I think there is a
realisation […] an awareness that people don’t want to read negative news all the
time […] that’ll hopefully benefit us.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
Reflections upon other difficulties with news values focused on sensationalism and the idea
that interesting but not extraordinary stories tended to be ignored with the result that the
reality of poverty is not accurately portrayed. Amongst other examples, which resonated
with journalists’ accounts, this included the idea that the nature of poverty as an ongoing
issue is generally not represented:
‘With uniqueness, the media always say that Wales is experiencing high levels of
poverty and that nothing has changed. Is it a big thing if Wales is always being
talked about and poverty? So things that tend to get news coverage are big changes,
new initiatives that are unique.’ (Policy Manager)
‘UK-wide there was an increase in children living in poverty according to the stats,
but in Wales there was a 2% decrease from last year. So we reacted to it anyway,
because it was still two thirds - almost two thirds of children in Wales living in
poverty […] because it wasn’t sort of an increase I think some papers […] picked up
on the UK story instead because it was more of a big deal I guess, but they didn’t pick
up on the Welsh angle.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘A lot of the time the people that we support […] are still on a journey, they’re
nowhere near finished, but I would argue that that is not interesting to a journalist.
They want the person that’s had ‘bad-better-good’ […] it’s that formula […] I think
it’s a bit redundant really sometimes […] not everyone is cookie cutter like that
especially not the people that we work with.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
For some, the important stories they felt were ignored were those with more specialised or
technical aspects, for example, with regard to housing policy, its consequences and
connections to wider economic currents:
‘You will sometimes get the narrative that it brings in jobs and will help support the
[…] local micro economies […] and I think as a sector we continue to pursue that
narrative. So most house building for the social sector will have a community
benefits package which is an agreement […] with the house builders […] about
employing a certain number of individuals […] from the local community or offering
apprenticeships or training schemes. So there’s something that’s actually tangible
that’s going back into that community but we don’t hear about that in the media
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ever and that’s quite interesting […] housing isn’t […] massively in the media I would
say.’ (Policy and External Affairs Officer)
‘In areas of social housing, such as supported housing, which is a housing project
which supports people with additional needs. Currently no cap applies to them.
Westminster suggest capping that rate, I know that is quite technical but what it
means is that suddenly those organisations, would not be able to get additional
money from local authorities, so all that supported accommodation would go. So the
impact would be catastrophic. But it’s not anywhere in the media. It would have a
huge impact on poverty in Wales. It’s starting to be talked about a bit, but the
problem is it’s a little too complicated to explain. So anything that takes longer than
ten seconds to explain it won’t get covered.’ (Policy Manager)
Other influences upon a story’s newsworthiness and what ‘gets it out there’ resonated
strongly with the reflections of journalists. These included proximity – especially in terms of
demonstrating the specific relevance of a wider, UK story for Wales:
‘Stories have to be Welshified’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
‘Because we’re working with London and the other devolved nations as well, it’s
quite a big impact especially if it’s a UK-wide story […] so our work here is trying to
get a Welsh angle to a UK-wide story and make it work […] for the media here so
that’s our challenge.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
For similar reasons, it was felt that stories about charity overseas and/or foreign aid tended
to be ignored by the Welsh media, unless some kind of Welsh angle could be included. The
combination of certain elements, such as strong statistics backed up with a sense of urgency
or emotion surrounding a poverty issue were identified to enhance the newsworthiness of
stories:
‘A good stat usually grabs the headlines and then you just pad out that stat then
with your case study or maybe a story - depends what else is going on […] normally
there needs to be some kind of emotional response to the issue to make it successful
[…] and if possible some sort of urgency as well […] you need something that people
are going to feel emotive about for the journalists to pick up on it as well to make it a
big story I think.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
However, for others, sometimes the reasons for a story being either picked up or ignored
were difficult to identify and could appear rather arbitrary:
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‘It’s really hard to know which ones are going to work when you do. So there’s one
that didn’t which was really surprising, because […] I thought everything in there was
a powerful story and that general readers would care about and it didn’t get picked
up […] Maybe something else was going on that day, maybe we didn’t make it clear
enough […] Sometimes when you’re not expecting it you suddenly have a big push
out of nowhere, then other times you generate interest and end up getting nothing.’
(Policy Manager)
‘We can’t force – […] it’s up to them to follow their agenda and of course it’s up to
the will of the particular producer, […] particular editors at the time what stories
they’re going […] to do and of course we know we’re competing against every other.
A lot of it is so arbitrary - that’s what we’re dealing with. There aren’t hard and fast
rules […] and you know you can write the best possible press release and one day it’ll
get in and it’ll get front page it’ll be on Wales Today and another day it’ll be
completely ignored it all depends on what else is [in]. (Advisor for
Communication/Media Officer)
Some, however, discussed how legal restrictions such as purdah in the run up to elections,
or a more general concern that taking an overtly political stance on the issues of the day
would not be helpful, restricted the kinds of coverage third sector organisations themselves
sought to pursue. For example, with regard to the EU Referendum and Brexit:
‘We didn’t really say anything about it after reading through charity commission/
electoral commission rules - we thought it was easier to just stay out of it. However
as soon as the referendum was decided, the next day, we put out a very strong
statement - not condemning the result, but saying we were disappointed with the
result and then following that, about how the fallout of the results […] will continue
to affect people. We’ve come out very strongly against it afterwards but we didn’t
say anything in the run up because […] as a publicly funded charity we can’t be seen
to influence people’s votes […] some of those things […] are a little tricky sometimes
[…] when there are really big issues we feel we should be commenting on, but we
just kind of can’t, we have to hold back a little bit.’ (Information and
Communications Officer)
‘Because we receive government funding I don’t think we would’ve said a word really
about it and I think if there is ever a time to talk about poverty it should’ve been
during Brexit. So I’m gutted on a personal level […] I think the remain campaign did a
terrible job in Wales […] if there was ever a time to look at areas that are socially
deprived and look at what European money has brought in it was then […] then I
think we could have done with hard hitting in your face kind of stories, but, [it] just
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didn’t come and it’s sort of afterwards now people are like, “aw, aw yeah we do get
EU money so it’s just a nightmare.’ (PR and Communications Manager)

Finally, in terms of representation, whilst most accepted that different perspectives on
poverty should be featured in the news, many talked about the power of negative media
framing as something that was exploited and damaging, often pointing to problematic
documentaries and news coverage in the UK media. Others also objected specifically to
things they had observed when journalists in Wales ‘framed’ a story, such as posing loaded
questions, or reproducing myths about the ‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ poor:
‘Every message we get is filtered through questions that they ask and how they
frame those expressions […] Asking a question about what to do about homeless
people on drugs: that kind of framing, for every person who is listening, they now
have the idea that people are homeless because of drugs. So whatever we say then
becomes negative. What would be good is if they asked neutral questions. If we are
trying to be evasive then be as intrusive as you like, but if the news story is positive,
like a new initiative to help rough sleepers, we don’t need that almost antagonistic
question […] if they continue to frame it in that way, people’s empathy for people in
poverty will be damaged.’ (Policy Manager)
‘So the interviewer would say, “So what about people who say that some homeless
people don’t deserve help?” And maybe it’s a trick way of asking the question. The
whole question accepts the premise that there are people who aren’t worthy of help.
And that trickles through in a lot of articles, that there is the deserving poor and the
undeserving poor […] I’d rather say on the radio interview, “no every poor person
deserves help”, but you don’t want to derail the interview so instead you say, “no,
that’s not the majority of people, most homeless people are just falling on hard
times.” So I think it’s the way the media frames the questions, which pushes you
down a certain path which is difficult to correct.’ (Policy Manager)
‘what’s interesting around disability is the narrative around that falls into two camps
you’ve got the deserving disabled poor people, “aren’t they poor!” and it’s very
disempowering, and then you’ve got, “oh well, you’re not disabled enough so you
shouldn’t be getting the money and you’re scrounging!”’ (Policy and External Affairs
Officer)
‘The topic is hard. We can use facts to counter the myths of homelessness, we can
say, “no, it’s not true, it’s relationship breakdown”, or “not all homeless people are
ex-offenders”. I think when you talk about benefits, people have a block to any facts -
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so the fact that most benefits are pensions, yet we spend all our time talking about
disability, unemployment allowance. That really bothers me.’ (Policy Manager)
Whilst the consequences for public opinion and empathy were clearly identified as at stake
in these reflections, more immediate negative and direct impacts of negative media (and
political) discourses on poverty upon those who needed to seek support from the third
sector were also discussed:
‘To get people to come forward to help with benefits […] when they’re being shown
on the media as, “they’re all scroungers”, actually when politicians themselves are
saying, “they’re scroungers, all you have to do is work hard and you’ll be fine” you
know there are people that can’t do that and when the rate of benefit fraud is 0.1%
but the public perception of it was […] into like double figures […] but then people
genuinely need […] to come to us to help to apply for those benefits because your
chances of doing it alone are quite small. The chances of doing it with us are very
high […] I think generally people shouldn’t be ashamed of applying for benefits but
that’s […] the impression they get, I think, from the mainstream media’ (Information
and Communications Officer)

Relationships with the Media
Interviewees reflected extensively upon how reacting and responding to media demands
formed part of their work. Engaging with journalists’ requests were usually motivated by the
sense that negative ideas about poverty might be challenged through promoting more
representative, accurate stories about people and/or positive outcomes of their work.
However, a concern that campaign priorities and organisational values should not be
compromised was very evident and the difficulties of managing responses to journalists
alongside casework were also a strong theme in these accounts. Many, for example, talked
about the time pressures for journalists, but also in their own organisations’ front line work,
and how this impacted upon finding case studies:
‘If there are […] big news stories, like when we send out our annual statistics for
instance, we very often will be the point of contact for Wales, so I get quite a lot of
phone calls from journalists who want a story, preferably with a client, within the
next half an hour please! So there’s always the time pressure, which I understand,
and there’s always the demand for a client, because obviously, if you’ve got a person
you know it makes the story more sellable I suppose.’ (Operational Manager)
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‘Getting those stories from the project workers is not always straightforward, simply
because of their caseload […] They have a great solution for one of their clients they’re kind of signed off: “great, move on to the next one”. They’ve got another
twenty! But, they haven’t got time to feedback that story then - to get that out.’
(Information and Communications Officer)
‘Sometimes they’re looking for someone and the timeframe’s just completely
unworkable. For a start, I might not be able to respond for an issue for a few hours
and then you’ve got to do the digging. So, if they’re looking for someone and then
trying to convince that person […] I mean we don’t have a full time media person, so
that tends to be something very, very, difficult because everyone’s doing a working
day […] Even the people they want to interview or speak to might have a working
day […] Sometimes we need at least a few days just to get things going and yeah,
we’ve missed a few boats because we just can’t respond to the pace at which they’re
working.’ (Communications Officer)
Others emphasised the difficulty in accommodating very specific requests from journalists,
especially at short notice and with limited resources:
‘Sometimes it’s very specific what they’re looking for as well, and you’re just like,
that’s too narrow a field, you know, that’s ridiculous!’ (PR and Communications
Manager)
‘”Have you got a case study for this afternoon? I’m interviewing the Children’s
Commissioner on poverty, and I know you’re working on poverty” Have you got a
family ((laughing)) available this afternoon around six?” “Well, of course, no!”’
(Media and Communications Manager)
‘If, say, a broadcast journalist gives us a ring and says, “we’ve got this story going
out tomorrow, have you got someone we can come and interview? We need to be
there in two hours and we need them to tell us their life story”, that’s really hard,
and sometimes in Welsh as well, which is always a “no” because, do you know, it’s
the holy trinity of finding someone who’s available, happy to talk about their story,
and then in Welsh, or in the area.’ (Communications Officer)
Various strategies for anticipating, managing and responding to such demands were
suggested by interviewees, from simply declining and/or suggesting others that might be
able to respond, preparing materials that could be shared online for journalists to access,
and proactively preparing ‘banks’ of case studies as part of their project work:
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‘We do get maybe a couple a month asking, but, as I say, it’s usually fairly short
notice, fairly specific, and there’s not something we can directly help out with. But
then, I’ll be happy to pass them onto organisations that I know may be able to help.’
(Information and Communications Officer)
‘I think one of the thing we learnt is if a journalist comes to us and it’s […] really
really really tight, just say no from the beginning. Because, one thing is we might, try
and then everyone goes away unhappy because we put in the effort and we haven’t
found anyone and they feel like we’ve let them down […]I think that’s just a lot fairer
than […] saying there might be someone, “let me see” and then come back at the
end of those 24 hours and say, “no, there isn’t.”’ (Communications Officer)
‘Every month or so, what the media department - there’s all of two of them (laughs)
- say is basically, “please keep clients’ stories in your heads as something that we
constantly want”. So, they use those for all sorts of things, and we’re starting to do it
on our website: so we’re using client feedback and stories to put on our website to
make it more meaningful, to make it more real. So, the idea is, then, they’ve got a
bank of stories they can pull on and they’re not then running round trying to find
somebody - that’s the theory.’ (Operational Manager)
‘What we’re trying to do is build up a bank of people that are willing to talk to the
media, so when we do get those calls, we just give them a call saying, “do you mind
doing an interview for BBC this afternoon?”’ (Media and Communications Manager)
Case studies (people willing to share their stories publicly) were widely identified as one of
the most important elements that would make a story, proactively offered to the media,
more likely to be picked up by journalists. However, some interviewees were keen to explain
how generating media interest in case studies was just one step in a process requiring
careful management:
‘If we have a campaign coming up, we’ve got our case study in place, it’s then two
days before: I’m just phoning around sending the press release out under embargo
and making it quite clear we have got a case study to go with this story. Boom! The
phone’s dashing straight away because it’s a package […] Sending the story out, if
we can, two days, three days before, to give enough time for broadcasters to go out
and interview the case studies - especially if it’s a weekend story ready for Monday
morning - it’s in the bag then. And you’ve tried to give that family enough time as
well, because ITV, BBC, Western Mail, radio stations will all want to talk to that case
study […] They’re the human interest story, they’re the important people. We can fit
the spokespeople in here around any time flexible enough, but the human interest
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story, that’s going to bring the story alive isn’t it? So, trying to tie in enough time so
they don’t get overwhelmed… I’ve been in a situation where BBC’s gone in, I’ve got
ITV on the doorstep ready to come in, and a queue of journalists ready to go in to the
family inside, and it was a matter of just keeping them […] like a queuing system. We
try not to get to that situation - try to do maybe one in the morning, one in the
afternoon, and the others [later].’ (Media and Communications Manager)
Managing journalists’ approaches in order to protect clients from potentially negative
aspects of media attention was highlighted in various accounts. Interviewees were intensely
aware of their ethical responsibilities and duty of care towards the vulnerable people they
represented or supported in their work. They were also very aware of the risks that a story
handled badly could pose to the reputation of their organisations or even the wider sector.
These concerns underpinned a strong rationale for maintaining close contact with case study
participants, preparing them for the experience and supervising the interactions they had
facilitated with journalists. These precautions for protecting people who had agreed to
relate their experiences of poverty were balanced against what interviewees perceived was
the potential value of this work:
‘Our media work tends to be about getting people in touch with the right case
studies. It’s not that important to us that they know who [we are], but that they
know that homelessness in Wales is working, that they get case studies and that the
message is getting out. Sometimes the wrong case study is put forward, or the
wrong message is put out. So we always try to make sure that when they go on the
radio or news, they say the right thing and protecting what the sector is trying to
stand for.’ (Policy Manager)
‘We can’t just pluck them out of their lives in an hour or so and give out numbers and
say, “yeah, just ring this person, ask them about what it’s like to live in poverty.” It’s
of course a sensitive issue, isn’t it, and you’re working with families that don’t
necessarily know that they’re living in poverty. How do you approach that?’ (Media
and Communications Manager)
‘I think we are fairly cautious when it comes to the way that we deal with filming in
particular. The longer I’m here the more I understand that because the people that
we’re dealing with do have different issues and are vulnerable and we do have a
duty of care - it’s ethical it’s moral – and, you know, I wouldn’t want to be the
organisation that is putting our people on the TV for the sake of having exposure, I
just don’t think it’s worth it.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
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‘They seem to take one element and want to expose that and you’re like, “well,
that’s not a true reflection, and why would we give you access to our staff and our
service users for you to do that?” We’ve got a duty of care as well because we get
funding from Welsh government and you can imagine […] We have a good
relationship with them and we don’t want to blur those lines either, so there’s lots at
stake when we think about what we are willing to put out there.’ (PR and
Communications Manager)
Interviewees acknowledged it could be difficult to find people willing to share their stories
for public consumption, even if those stories could potentially illuminate important broader
issues:
‘People who are accessing the services don’t necessarily want that to be public. They
don’t want everyone to know that they’re claiming Personal Independence Payments
because they can’t work, or seeking support for their mental health. So that’s
difficult sometimes - to get personalised case studies - they’re kind of quite sensitive
areas unfortunately. It would be great to get some of those stories out there but
because they are sensitive, it’s difficult to do so’ (Information and Communications
Officer)
Contrastingly, others related how people were, perhaps quite surprisingly, often willing to
share their stories and prepared to put themselves forward as case studies for journalists:
‘A lot of our volunteers and certainly a lot of colleagues (and myself previously) are
always a bit reticent to ask clients if they’ll tell their stories. There’s always an
assumption that people won’t want to say - that they’re embarrassed, they won’t
want to tell anybody. But actually, my experience has been that when you ask, I’d
say almost (let’s be conservative) 85% of people said, “yeah, no problem”. Some
people would have a proviso that they do it anonymously, which is fair enough. I
think there are a lot more people who are actually quite happy to share their story
and whether that’s a change in attitude, I don’t know. I wonder if the views of people
who are poor have shifted slightly because there are so many more of them […]
because of austerity and the years of financial, you know, where there are more and
more and more people who are working, who are doing all the things you’re
supposed to do and yet still struggling, or still find themselves in crisis, and actually,
has that reduced stigma a bit?’ (Operational Manager)
Yet, many warned that case study participants were not always necessarily fully cognisant of
the potential consequences of sharing their stories, even when organisations took care to
explain honestly what their participation would involve:
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‘I remember working on one story and it was [an] action group in the Valleys. I got
some lovely case studies from people who’ve been helped hugely by this organisation
and I explained to them, “you know it’s for the media, happy to talk?”, “yes, yes very
happy!” Did the interviews, then they saw it in print and had a breakdown. And you
feel ((sighs)), I think you have to recognise that they’re vulnerable people and they
will say, “yes, yes”, perhaps not really completely understanding that they’re going
to open the paper and see themselves in there, and they’re going to feel unhappy
about that, and they’re not very stable. So, you’ve got to be really careful with that.’
(Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
‘He had some photographs taken. Then, a few days later they sent a photographer
down. The thing this illustrates, that we obviously have a responsibility to people
that we’re working with to protect them a little bit and to point out that anything
they put out there is going to be there forever. You know, if he’s going for a job in
five years time and they Google his name, this might come up. So, we have to be very
responsible to the people, the stories that we’re telling. I guess journalists don’t have
the same level of responsibility towards people, hence the slightly insensitive
headline.’ (Communications Officer)
Especially for those working directly with clients, whilst the argument for publicising
people’s stories was understood, many felt that taking part in case studies often simply did
not serve the interests of the individuals involved. This was due to participants’ vulnerability
to the risks of exposure, including feelings of intrusion during the interview itself, the
consequences experienced in the immediate aftermath of publicity or its future
ramifications in their lives. As such, some interviewees explained their great reluctance to
put anybody forward as case studies:
‘Well there’s this thing called poverty porn. Where poor people are used by the
media, sometimes, to get the sob story element and so we usually don’t, when
people ask for refugee, or asylum seeker or child refugee. We’ll ask our clients,
because we are the middleman, we don’t want to prevent anyone from taking up
that opportunity. But generally we don’t see it as a benefit for the individual as it can
do more harm than good. But sometimes I can see the argument for why a really
good example of a family or individual who is in a situation of poverty, how that can
inspire people to feel more empathy, and give more money towards refuges and
people on benefits. Whatever it is. I can see the arguments for having those stories in
the media. But more often than not I don’t think it benefits the individual. Maybe the
cause but not the individuals.’ (Organisation Director)
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‘We are getting more and more requests people wanting to speak to Syrian refugees,
so actually to the beneficiaries of our services. In this case we would usually ask our
clients first, so a refugee client or a family, in a sensitive way. Most of the times it’s
not something we end up doing because the families don’t really want to do it. We
can’t see it’s going to benefit them. It’s probably going to expose them to more harm
than good. Usually we avoid bringing individual clients into the media spotlight just
because of potential ramifications we can’t control once the story has gone out. So
usually we would just give a generic comment without identifying individuals. So it’s
quite difficult to manage properly, even though with the promises of anonymity,
there’s still an element of risk.’ (Organisation Director)
‘Their families are concerned they might be a target for people from the Far Right,
and if you think of the Jo Cox situation, it isn’t an impossibility. There’s always these
potential problems, where young people could become a target, or anyone who
speaks out on these issues.’ (Organisation Director)
Others described the practical steps they took to try to protect vulnerable people who did
decide to cooperate with the media on stories. These included concealing identities,
profiling an organisation’s work from a distance, putting up spokespeople instead of clients
or releasing agreed statements:
‘The people who were eating there because they were hungry or didn’t have homes,
didn’t have food, we just made sure that they didn’t get any cameras near them.
Some of them were asylum seekers who had showed their case. We just didn’t want
to expose them at all to any sort of scrutiny, so we just made sure that they knew
that these guys were here and they could just keep their distance and there’s
hundreds of people there so it’s fine.’ (Communications Officer)
‘A lot of the stories we’ve collected we probably couldn’t put out there because of
the vulnerability of the person […] and then it’s like, well, do you put an anonymised
version? Would that even be picked up? I’m not sure, it’s a difficult one.’ (PR and
Communications Manager)
‘It may be better to speak to someone who’s in charge of whatever the situation is
that person is in. So for example, if it’s a story about a hostel, rather than talk to
somebody who’s using the hostel, talk to the hostel manager who will have a much
broader experience and be able to talk to you on a more informed, broader basis,
and who probably would be happy to have a photograph taken and to have the story
recorded.’ (Advisor for Communication/Media Officer)
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‘As soon as anything happens to put them in the media spotlight they [affiliate
organisations] do instinctively come to us and we’re happy with that and we try and
speak to them about it. I think it’s generally because a lot of them again wouldn’t
have those skills, so they’re hoping we can give them a bit of a hand with it. There
was a case where the [affiliate organisation] wasn’t giving any statements at all, and
they just said go straight to the [umbrella organisation] and we had a prepared press
release on it. They know that basically what’s going out there is going to be
coherent.’ (Communications Officer)
Others described the work they did to prepare and support people through meetings with
journalists and the subsequent coverage, and to follow up afterwards in providing further
support:
‘I just give them a really honest overview of what it’ll mean: There’ll be journalists
wanting to speak to you over the phone and wanting to come to your house; there’ll
be cameras in the house; there’ll be articles about you in the paper; you’ll be asked
to have your picture taken. And also, the other thing that’s become apparent over
the years - the online aspects of it - of course they go on, as well, to see all these
comments coming up, so you’ve got to really prepare them for those (mostly
positive) comments. But there could be one or two negative ones, and those are the
ones that are going to hurt.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘The journalists know I’m there with them during that interview - journalist rings my
mobile phone and I’ll just put it on to whoever’s doing the interview. So, I’m there at
all times. If they’re doing an interview with television and involved with print
journalists as well, if they want a neutral area, we can invite them over here and do
it here. Because a lot of people are not happy having cameras and journalists going
into their home.’ (Media and Communications Manager)
‘We try then to keep in touch with a case study: not sort of zooming in, taking over
their lives for a couple of days and then, “bye, thank you!” You know, we try to keep
that relationship warm. I’ll try and go back to see them the day after, “how are you?
What kind of response have we had to the story? Who’s seen you on telly? Anything
on social media you’re not happy with? Just to give that support - it’s a really tough
process - then you’re not just leaving them with it themselves only.’ (Media and
Communications Manager)
Many interviewees reflected upon the extent to which journalists appreciated these
sensitivities and the role of communications professionals in facilitating and mediating
contact with case studies. Some described cooperative relationships with journalists very
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positively, and appreciated how some journalists listened to third sector expertise about
managing people’s vulnerabilities, set against the pressures they faced in producing stories:
‘They’ve got a story as well, and they’ve got maybe an editor or a producer that
wants specific things from them, and sometimes it’s trying to meet in the middle. It’s
kind of like, “well, if you want that, we can give you that but we can’t give you
THAT”, and it’s almost trying to work together and I think some journalists are more
aware of that than others.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
‘It actually quite refreshing when we are talking to [broadcaster] that they are aware
of the sensitivities around homelessness and we’ve said, you know, “if you want to
cover a story with us then we do have things that we do need you to comply with”
and they seem very happy to do so, which is really nice. The independent production
companies that have come and met with us haven’t been as, sort of, forthcoming:
it’s like, “we’ve got this story, we’ve got this idea, we’re putting it out there, it’s
gonna be, like, gritty” and you’re like, “it seems that you will go to any length to sort
of get what you want to portray on screen, and that’s really not where we’re coming
from.”’ (PR and Communications Manager)
Others talked about more difficult experiences with journalists, with tensions arising due to
the manner of their approach, issues of control and the value of a story set against its
potential harms:
‘But I did find them quite aggressive in how much pressure they put on us. When we
were able to do it, we had the [third sector organisation], but their board didn’t want
to subject their young people to that scrutiny, so their board didn’t want to agree
with it. So we informed [broadcaster] then the journalist was very aggressive, and
they independently bi-cut us and went directly to the [third sector organisation] then
offered them all these reassurances. In the end they did agree, but because I said no
and they went against me, I felt they were quite aggressive and persistent. They just
wanted their three minutes of racist kids on TV. But they weren’t. So they weren’t
that nice to deal with.’ (Organisation Director)
‘Journalists are very ethical, responsible people, but it has happened to me over the
years that the families have been contacted directly. And then you’ve got no control
then of how what they are saying is going to be interpreted in the press. They don’t
know how to handle press because you can’t give them that level of support then […]
Especially as they’re doing it for your organisation we try to support them as much
as you can, especially if they’re young people as well.’ (Media and Communications
Manager)
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‘I think that they have to understand that you can’t always get a case - you can’t: it’s
unreasonable to get case studies from people who are who are vulnerable.’ (Advisor
for Communication/Media Officer)
Some of these tensions were eased in situations where third sector interviewees felt they
had trusted contacts in the media. Many talked about developing a trusted media contact
list, often through events and networking, as a desirable and important aspect of their
practice, and something that would contribute to their message being represented well in
the news:
‘We’ve developed a relationship with individual journalists. Which is how our stories
get in the paper. We don’t have that relationship with other newspapers. So we will
prepare a press release, send it out, then sometimes journalists will get back to us
and say this is how we’re going to frame the story. More often, they don’t actually
have the time to come back to us, we give them the press release, we trust them
anyway to know that they’re going to present the story positively. And then the story
goes out.’ (Organisation Director)
‘It’s good to build a relationship outside of a news context, outside of the news cycle,
to kind of get to know someone. And that’s very useful, as well, for when you
actually want to get a story out because you can approach them and say, “Ah we
want to get this story out there, what’s the best way of doing it?” He might give
some advice then about how we can pitch it and angle it, and so those relationships
are actually quite important and useful to us.’ (Communications Officer)

‘There are certain journalists in Wales that I have actually used specifically for
certain stories […] I would give them an exclusive first. So for example, we’ve got a
report coming out in four weeks, so a [journalist] is coming in for a meeting to have a
look at the report even before we write a press release to see whether they will run a
whole scoop sort of thing. So, I would say relationships like that in Wales are easy to
develop.’ (Public Affairs Officer)
Others felt that either they knew too few journalists well enough or had not secured the
kinds of working relationships with the media that would support their communications
practices and saw this very much as something in which they should invest time and effort:
‘I think we’re doing quite well in the South, but like I’d like us to be able to have
journalists throughout Wales that we know are susceptible to us putting stuff out
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and us getting coverage, and I think that is achievable. It’s just you've got to put
some work in, pick up the phone and, if you can, go and meet them. Someone will
have a coffee with you if you ask. It’s sort of reciprocal as well, so them coming to us
for comments, especially in North Wales, I would like them to identify us as a big
charity up there.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
‘I think it’s fair to say we’ve not got strongly developed relationships with journalists.
I think that’s something that we’d like to improve. We are building on it because it’s
a case of once you get a good relationship with a person you do tend to go back to
them.’ (PR and Communications Manager)
However, all of our interviewees mainly focused on their relationships with the media in
Wales, with some expressing significant aversion to media such as the national tabloids
thought to pursue a negative approach towards those experiencing poverty:
‘I would never dream of e-mailing a tabloid newspaper, never, because I don’t trust
them. From what I can see, they have an agenda, which is diametrically opposed to
our own. They seem to be more about highlighting and creating divisions, when we
are not about that.’ (Organisation Director)
Finally, many interviewees reflected upon the things they believed could make a positive
difference to their practice and to the coverage of poverty in the media in Wales. Here, the
issue of cooperation, both with other charities or NGOs and also with the media was
regularly mentioned in different ways. Some of this revolved around preparing for media
requests and proactively working on time-sensitive materials such as case studies in
advance. People talked about working together to combine their skills and work specialisms
– especially with regard to connecting small or service delivery focused organisations
working directly with clients with those with more resources and expertise dedicated to
communications, who worked daily with the media. Several interviewees suggested building
‘story banks’ or maintaining up to date records of those willing to offer their stories as case
studies in one way or another. Coming together to share these resources, to work towards
collective strategic goals or projects was proposed, as was seeking more opportunities to
learn from journalists what their priorities were for stories about poverty. Interviewees were
evidently keen that initiatives be taken that encouraged mutual understanding of the
respective roles played by diverse third sector organisations working on poverty and by
journalists in the production of poverty news.
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Third Sector Experiences: A Summary
Third sector professionals were broadly positive overall in their views and experiences of the
news media in Wales. With some exceptions, the majority were keen to form strong working
relationships with news media in order to communicate stories about their work and to
highlight the various ways in which poverty is an issue. However, there was a considerable
variance in the degree to which interviewees expressed confidence about their existing
relationships with media and the capacity and resources available within their organisations
for cultivating them. Often those working for larger policy or advocacy focused organisations
had valuable experience to draw on, either from working in the media and/or in
communications dedicated roles. With clear strategies, time, resources and expertise
dedicated to media communications, both responding to journalists’ requests for help and
proactively placing stories was clearly seen as far more feasible than for smaller, grassroots
organisations. For smaller and more frontline service-delivery focused organisations, time
and resource constraints often meant that media communications really did not factor as a
strategic priority, even if interactions with journalists did happen to varying degrees as part
of their work. However, at the grassroots, interviewees were clearly much more directly
connected to valuable first-hand accounts of people experiencing poverty than those in
larger organisations where such case studies had to be ‘found’.
Most Third sector interviewees recognised the value of case studies to newsmakers, and as a
means through which to represent the realities of poverty compellingly and meaningfully.
However, without exception, Third sector interviewees also voiced concern about the
potential harms facing case study participants and the duty of care upon them to protect
those to whom they facilitated media access. Several talked with experience about the need
to prepare people for, manage and follow up on their encounter with the media in order to
fulfil this duty. A clear tension was evident between, on the one hand, the potential value
attributed to case studies in achieving communications goals and affecting the wider
discourse on poverty and whether, on the other, interviewees believed case studies served
the interests of individuals participating.
Across the range of organisations, interview participants clearly shared many goals and key
values, focusing upon supporting those in need, improving lives and seeking to transform
the conditions underlying experiences of poverty. However, communication aims were also
driven by other considerations, such as generating organisational funding and recognition.
Indeed, an important theme underpinning many of the reflections of our interviews with
Third sector professionals was the competitive environment in which they work. Yet, overall,
the interviews highlighted a willingness in the sector to cooperate on communicating a fair
and accurate narrative on poverty in Wales.
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Conclusions
There is an encouraging story to tell about news media narratives on poverty in Wales. Our
content analysis study demonstrated that, generally, reporting was fair and balanced and
seems to reflect the importance attributed by our interviewed journalists to avoiding
stigmatising representations of poverty. Ethical considerations in reporting poverty and the
potential vulnerability of those experiencing it were foregrounded in many journalists’
reflections and they were interested in finding ways to improve the fairness,
representativeness and meaningfulness of their reporting. Journalists defined their
professional values very much in opposition to the kind of sensationalising coverage and
gratuitous scapegoating that we might see elsewhere in the UK news media. The content
research has also highlighted how routine pressures and increasingly limited newsroom
resources may lead to a gap between reporting ideals and practices on poverty, however.
Journalists highlighted how drawing sufficient attention in news to recognise the continuing
importance of an ongoing issue like poverty is not easy. Moreover, directly accessing
peoples’ stories on the ground and unpacking the complex social implications of official
statistics, trends or policy changes are a challenge for journalists without specialist briefs or
local connections.
During our monitoring, the Tata Steel crisis and other large businesses running into financial
difficulties were prominent stories, and the main issues associated with poverty were
unemployment and job insecurity. In some of these reports, informative and in-depth
analyses examined why these events had happened, often pointing to structural factors
leading to economic vulnerability and uncertainty. Responsibility for poverty was largely,
albeit implicitly, attached to government and business, with the Welsh Government, in
particular, looked to for a response.
Some reporting featured the consequences for workers and others experiencing poverty,
especially in de-industrialised areas. Ordinary citizens were frequently used as sources.
However, it was the politicians who were most likely to be heard in the coverage of poverty.
Moreover, the gendered nature of journalists’ sources was striking, with more than twice as
many sources identified as male than female. This may have been, in part, a function of
gendered workforces in the industries beset by crisis, but it nonetheless highlights a
significant limitation in the diversity of voices and range of poverty experiences highlighted
in the news. In the majority of coverage featuring poverty, it was evident that the dynamic
of ordinary people’s experiences was often lost.
In reporting thematically focused on macro economic and political issues, what stories mean in
peoples’ lives is usually left unexplored. Seldom, in coverage about unemployment, austerity
and cuts to social resources, or about major political decisions or campaigns, did narratives
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unfold that meaningfully connect the political and economic forces at play to how they could
impact livelihoods, everyday individual or family experiences, or communities. In the reporting
of the EU referendum captured in our sample, for example, leaving or voting to leave the EU
was positioned as a more likely cause of poverty than remaining. However, it is notable that
this aspect of the coverage did not emerge until well into the referendum campaign, and that
usually, such evaluations were introduced by politicians’ campaign messages, rather than indepth journalistic investigation of the potential impacts in peoples’ lives.
Routinely embedded in news driven by politics or business news, there is a risk that poverty
may appear as a habitual feature or social condition of Wales’ contemporary (or historic)
circumstances, rather than be subjected to critical journalistic scrutiny or account. The
contextualising factors for poverty are complex. Seemingly dry or specialist policy detail,
such as on housing or other social policy, play a role alongside structural forces whose
relevance may be difficult to explain and to capture as news. Making such factors relevant
and meaningful to audiences requires specialist knowledge, as well as resource intensive
story-telling techniques, such as case studies. Conversely, where reports do focus powerfully
on everyday lived experiences of poverty, their resonance may not necessarily connect with
the complex conditioning or ‘framing’ features that would explaining causes, consequences
or responsibility for poverty in Wales.
The news journalists we interviewed generally recognised that the Third sector can play an
important role in this space. Indeed, the Third sector already plays a role in connecting
journalists in Wales with ordinary peoples’ experiences on the ground, extends the range of
possibilities for news stories on poverty and introduces journalists to more diverse and
representative examples than they would regularly be able to access. However, there
remain considerable challenges in how best to productively facilitate this role in practice,
and maintain critical professional distance in Journalist-third sector media communications
relationships. Our research suggests experiences of such relationships vary greatly with
levels of expertise, experience and understanding of professional pressures and priorities.
The prevailing view amongst those we interviewed from the Third sector is that the
mainstream news remains of central importance in producing ideas about poverty and
conditioning public attitudes towards the people they support. However, their capacity to
react and respond to journalists’ requests to assist in poverty stories is often restricted by
resource, time and expertise limitations. Indeed, especially for grassroots service providers,
this kind of work may not necessarily be aligned with the core priorities of their
organisations and may be considered a costly diversion. Yet all of our Third sector
interviewees clearly remained concerned about how the broader public discourse on
poverty affected public attitudes, and its tangible impacts upon the climate in which they
work. It is also the case that larger and more advocacy oriented organisations already
successfully partner with smaller frontline charities and groups on projects involving media
communications.
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We believe there is a strong rationale for greater cooperation between Third sector
organisations working towards shared objectives in media communications. Discussions of
our preliminary research findings amongst Third sector and news media professionals at our
event in April 2017 highlighted the value placed by journalists and Third sector on poverty
on a news narrative that is as representative, fair and meaningful as it can be. There is
already a co-dependence between third sector communications and news media in
reporting poverty. We believe that the proximate and relatively ‘small’ worlds of each sector
in Wales also provide a unique opportunity to develop a better, mutually beneficial
understanding of the priorities and challenges underpinning one another’s work. As such,
we recommend our findings in the hope they will be useful to both sectors, encouraging,
critical reflection, strategic cooperation and a network of understanding about reporting
poverty for a more representative, fair and meaningful narrative on poverty in Wales.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Keywords in English and in Welsh
English Keywords: poverty or economic! or financial or impoverish! or hardship or pinch or
privation or penniless or destitut! Or ‘low income’ or ‘economic! exclu!’ or ‘social! exclu! or
socially excluded’ or margin! or underprivilege! or disadvantage or inequality or poor or
‘hard up’ or ‘depriv!’ or penniless or ‘global poverty’ or rich! or wealth! or privilege! or
unemploy! or jobless! or redundan! or jobseeker or homeless! Or neets or wage! or ‘in work’
or austerity or allowance! or ‘employment support’ or benefit! or ‘pension credit!’ or
pension! or ‘bedroom tax’ or ‘food bank!’ or ‘job centre’ or ‘work and pensions’ or ‘living
allowance’ or ‘income support’ or ‘universal credit’ or ‘tax credit’ or ‘bedroom tax’ or ‘soup
kitchen!’ or ‘food bank!’ or ‘azure card!’ or charit! or bankrup! or insolven! or debt or
indebt! or ‘payday loan’ or homeless! or ‘poor housing’ or ‘on the streets’ or ‘living rough’ or
‘single parent’ or ‘lone parent’ or childcare or fuel or starv! or thrift! or frugal! or ‘mak! ends
meet’ or suffer! or 'personal independence payment!' or 'PIP'
Welsh keywords: Tlodi; Economaidd; Yn economaidd; Ariannol; Llymhau; Tlodion; Dirywiad;
Caledi; Gwasgu; Amddifadrwydd; Dim; Amddifad; Amddifedi; Incwm isel; Gwaharddiad ;
economaidd; Gwaharddiad cymdeithasol; Ffiniol; Cyrion; Difreintiedig; Anfantais;
Anfanteision; Anghydraddoldeb; Tlawd; Amddifad; Diffyg; Tlodi rhyngwladol; Cyfoethog;
Cyfoeth; Ariannog; Cefnog; Tangyflogaeth; Di-waith; Digyflog; Heb waith; Cyflog; Cyflogau;
Cyflogedig; ‘mewn gwaith’; llymder; cynildeb; lwfans; lwfansau; lwfansiau; ‘cymorth
cyflogaeth’; budd; buddion; ‘budd pensiwn’; ‘buddion pensiwn’; pensiwn; pensiynau; ;
pensiynwr; pensiynwyr; ‘treth llofft’; ‘banc bwyd’; ‘banciau bwyd’; ‘Canolfan byd gwaith’;
‘Canolfannau Byd Gwaith’; ‘gwaith a phensiynau’; ‘Lwfans byw’; ‘cymorth incwm’; ‘credyd
cyffredinol’; ‘credyd treth’; ‘treth llofft’; ‘Cegin gawl’; ‘ceginau cawl’; ‘banc bwyd’
‘banciau bwyd’; ‘cardyn azure’; ‘cardiau azure’; elusen; elusennau; elusengar; hael;
methdalu; methdalwyr; methdaliad; dyledus; ‘mewn dyled’; dyled; dyledion; dyledus;
dyledusrwydd; ‘benthyciad diwrnod cyflog’; ‘benthyciadau diwrnod cyflog’; digartref;
‘cartrefi gwael’; ‘ar y strydoedd’; ‘byw ar y stryd’ ; ‘rhiant unigol’; ‘rhieni unigol’; ‘gofal plant’
; tanwydd; newynu; newynog; llwgu; newyn; cynildeb; cynnil; diwatraff; ‘dau ben llinyn
ynghyd’ ; dioddef; dioddefaint; dioddefus
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Appendix B: Background on Content Analysis Titles and Programmes
Newspapers
Ownership

Readership

Location

Western Mail

Trinity Mirror

19,910 (2015)

Cardiff

Daily Post

Trinity Mirror

25,426 (2015)

Llandudno

Golwg

Welsh Government /
Welsh Book Council

Llanbedr Pont
Steffan

Golwg 360

Welsh Government /
Welsh Book Council

Llanbedr Pont
Steffan

Carmarthen
Journal

Trinity Mirror

12,400 (2014)

Carmarthen

South Wales Argus

Newsquest

13,000

Newport

Television Programmes
Produced by

Time

Hours

Wales Today

BBC Wales

6:30-7:00

20

Newyddion 9
Wales Tonight

BBC Wales
ITV Wales

9:00-9:30
6:00-6:30

20
20

Radio Programmes
Post Cyntaf
Good Morning
Wales

Station

Time

Hours

BBC Radio Cymru
BBC Radio Wales

7:05-8:05
6:30-7:30

40
40
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Appendix C: Coding Scheme
Poverty Coverage in the News Media in Wales
Media: TV (BBC/ITV/S4C) Radio (Post Cyntaf/GMW/BridgeFM/CapitalFM) Print:
(WesternMail/NWDailyPost/SWArgus/CamarthenJournal/Golwg) Online: Wales Online
Headline:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Date:

Coding Period (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

Poverty issue(s): main theme/other
Main Theme
Economy

Politics

Europe

Charity (other)

Sport/Recreation

Health

Law/Order

Foreign Policy/Affairs Other

Migration

Local Government

Education

Security

International Aid

Religion

Other

News hook
UK National government
report/policy/politics

Experiences of
poverty/social
exclusion/marginalisation

EU Referendum

Strike or union
protest

Opinion poll related to
poverty/social
exclusion/marginalisation

Charity/third sector
activity (Reports, events,
campaigns etc.)

Law and Order

Local
authority/council

WAG report/policy/politics

Business

Benefits fraud

Other……………………
……………………………..

Poverty related issues featured
Unemployment

Pensions

Homelessness

Child
poverty

Household bills

Inequality

Underemployment

Social/welfare
funding cuts

Poor housing

Hunger

Cost of childcare

Forced
Labour/Slavery

Low/Inadequat
e wages

Benefit levels
(other)

Rent levels

Food banks

Cost of transport

Debt

Access to
benefits (other)

Health
problems

Cost of living
(general)

Access to credit

Rural Poverty
Poor economy
/infrastructure
Poverty and
deprivation
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Other
……………

Groups/individuals affected by poverty issues
Single parent(s)

Youth

People with
disability

Community/General Public

Parents/families

Retired/Elderly

Refugees

Worker(s)

Military

Migrant background
other

Other ……………….

Not applicable

Women

Homeless people

Not applicable

Location
Cardiff

‘Valleys’

Elsewhere in UK
………………………….

Swansea

Other named
city/town/region
……………………………………..

UK in general

Port Talbot

Wales in general

International
Other…………………..

Poverty issues experienced by/affecting specific groups (1,2,3 etc. reflecting groups/individuals
affected)
Unemployment

Low/Inadequate
wages

Accessing benefits and services

Homelessness

Employment
insecurity

Debt

Poverty/social
exclusion
/marginalisation (in general)

Other
……………………………

Underemployment

Pension insecurity

Health (mental/physical)

Not Applicable

Framing of poverty (values to be determined through pilot study)
Cause(s) of/reasons for
poverty

Consequences of
Poverty

Attribution of
responsibility for
poverty

Responses suggested to
poverty

Structural (general/other)

Low household
incomes/tight
budgets

National government
policy (present)

National government
intervention

Globalisation

Communities suffer

WAG intervention

China/India

Children/families
suffer
Health problems

National government
policy (past)
EU policy

Business practices/actions
of corporations

WAG policy

Local government
intervention
Private org/business
intervention

Wales
economy/deindustrialisation

Educational problems

Local government
policy

EU Remain vote

Fuel/energy costs

Social exclusion (low
attainment other;
exclusion from
opportunities
generally)

Individuals affected

EU leave vote
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Transportation problems

Social/economic
inequality

Private interests/
Business

Voting to leave EU/Brexit

Voting to leave EU

Protest

Voting to remain in
EU/EUmembership

Voting to remain in
EU

Political campaign

Raise benefit levels

Individual (general/other)

Cut benefit levels

Substance dependence

Raise minimum/living
wage
Charitable project(s)

Worklessless

Charitable donations
Union action

Funding cuts/austerity

Individual action
Charitable contribution
Law and order
Art and culture
Other
………………………………

Other
………………………………

Other
………………………………

Other
………………………………

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Sources (male/female/not stated)
Political: UK national

Religious
figure/organisation
…………………………

Education

Ordinary citizen/resident
affected by poverty/social
exclusion/marginalisation

Ordinary
citizen/reside
nt (other)

Political: Welsh
Assembly

Opinion poll

Health

Youth

Unidentified
source

Political: Local
government

Report

Law and
order

Elderly

Unknown
source

Political:
International

Academic

Single Parent

Third
sector/charity/NGO

Media

Parent (other)

Political parties

Business

Homeless

Union

Person with migrant
background
Worker
Farmer
Other
Unidentified
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Other
………………….
Not
applicable/no
ne

Appendix D: Brief Project Outline for Journalists
Exploring the Narrative on Poverty
News Media Narratives and News-Making Practices in Wales
The research will explore current news media coverage of poverty in Wales, including how news
stories about poverty are put together, how journalists experience reporting poverty, and the
kinds of stories that are newsworthy and why.
The project will also investigate the communications work of NGOs in Wales and their
relationships with the news media in the coverage of poverty issues.
We would like to interview journalists and editors to understand the opportunities, constraints
and pressures encountered by journalists in the reporting of poverty related issues, either in
ordinary daily reporting and/or more considered or feature coverage on poverty. More
specifically, this will include asking questions exploring:
-

Everyday newsroom routines and experiences of reporting poverty related issues
Current expectations or understandings about the stories that are likely to be
newsworthy about poverty and poverty related issues in Wales
How institutional roles, responsibilities and ethical considerations in journalism may
influence the coverage output on poverty
The role journalism plays in shaping ideas about poverty in Wales
The figures or organisations understood to be ideal/valuable sources or perspectives in
reporting poverty issues and why
Potential sources that journalists find difficult to access.
Relationships between journalists working in Wales and the third sector
Resources that would be considered useful in terms of story leads/material/background
or contextualising information.

The research data gathered from the interviews will be used to inform a report to be published
(anticipated timescale for draft publication – Winter 2016) and subsequent academic
publications. The report will present an analysis of the interview data, alongside a content study
of news coverage of poverty in Wales in both the English and Welsh language news media.
The interviews will be conducted in accordance with the research ethics guidelines of Cardiff
University School of Journalism, Media and Cultural Studies (Jomec), and subject to the approval
of the Jomec Research Ethics Committee. Interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed for
analysis and the data stored securely in Cardiff University for 5 years.
All interview responses will be anonymised (unless a preference otherwise is expressed) in the
write up of research findings. A consent form will be provided for participants to sign in advance
of the interview to signal their consent.
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Exploring the Narrative on Poverty in Wales
Interview Consent Form
This consent form relates to a Cardiff University School of Journalism project lead by Dr Kerry
Moore, which aims to identify, explore and understand recent and continuing news media
narratives and journalistic practices on and surrounding poverty in Wales.
By signing this consent form I agree to the following:


I have read the project information sheet and understand that I will be asked a series of
questions about my professional role and experiences of reporting/editing/producing
news about issues surrounding poverty.



I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw
at any time without giving a reason.



I understand that I am free to ask any questions at any time.



I understand that the information I provide will be shared with the research team and
may be used in subsequent publications.



I give my permission for this information to be used (tick one of the following):
☐ Anonymised (N.B. it is possible that my comments may be identifiable to others
even when my name is not used – e.g., due to familiarity with my work or
professional role and/or the relatively small pool of potential participants involved
in the research and limited geographical area from which they are drawn)
☐ Named (the information I provide will be identifiable to me)
☐ Named, but with specific sections anonymised (N.B. I will have the opportunity to
review the interview transcript and decide, in conversation with the researcher,
which sections should be anonymised and how anonymity is to be enacted)



I understand that the information provided by me will be held securely at Cardiff
University, and, in accordance with the Data Protection Act, will be retained for a period
of at least 5 years.



I,
consent to participate in the study conducted by
the School of Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies, Cardiff University.

Signed (researcher):
Signed (Participant):
Date:
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Appendix E: Brief Project Outline/Consent form for Third Sector Professionals
Exploring the Narrative on Poverty
Poverty, NGOs and the News Media in Wales
Project Information Sheet
The research will investigate current news media coverage of poverty in Wales, including how
news stories about poverty are put together, how journalists experience reporting poverty, and
the kinds of stories that are newsworthy and why.
Part of this work involves exploring the communications work of NGOs in Wales, and their
relationships with the news media in the coverage of poverty issues. We therefore want to
interview NGO Communications Officers and other Third Sector professionals in Wales to explore
the opportunities, constraints and pressures faced in their communications practices, and will
specifically involve an examination of:


How Communications Officers and Third Sector professionals seeking to represent the
voices of those they support, work.



How institutional roles, responsibilities and other pressures may influence their practice



Understandings of the role journalism plays in shaping ideas about poverty in Wales



The existing relationships people have with the news media in Wales



Understandings of news values and how journalists construct reports on poverty



Perceptions of the current news narrative on poverty in recent years



How, if at all, people have sought to influence that narrative and with what degree of
success



Beliefs about newsworthy stories that are not being told



Whether there are potential (re)sources for news that reporters do not currently access

The research data gathered from the interviews will be used to inform a report to be published
(anticipated timescale for publication – November 2016) and subsequent academic publications.
The report will present an analysis of the interview data, alongside an analysis of data from
interviews with journalists and editors working in Wales, and data from a content study of news
coverage of poverty in Wales in both the English and Welsh language news media.
The interviews will be conducted in accordance with the research ethics guidelines of Cardiff
University School of Journalism, Media and Cultural Studies (Jomec), and subject to the approval
of the Jomec Research Ethics Committee. Interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed for
analysis and the data stored securely in Cardiff University for 5 years.
All interview responses will be anonymised (unless a preference otherwise is expressed) in the
write up of research findings. A consent form will be provided for participants to sign in advance
of the interview to signal their consent.
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Exploring the Narrative on Poverty in Wales
Interview Consent Form
This consent form relates to a Cardiff University School of Journalism project lead by Dr Kerry
Moore and Dr Sian Powell which aims to identify, explore and understand recent and continuing
news media narratives and journalistic practices on and surrounding poverty in Wales.
By signing this consent form I agree to the following:


I have read the project information sheet and understand that I will be asked a series of
questions about my professional role and experiences of engaging with news media in
Wales regarding issues surrounding poverty in Wales.



I understand that participation in this study is entirely voluntary and that I can withdraw
at any time without giving a reason.



I understand that I am free to ask any questions at any time.



I understand that the information I provide will be shared with the research team and
may be used in subsequent publications.



I give my permission for this information to be used (tick one of the following):
☐ Anonymised (N.B. it is possible that my comments may be identifiable to others
even when my name is not used – e.g., due to familiarity with my work or
professional role and/or the relatively small pool of potential participants involved
in the research and limited geographical area from which they are drawn)
☐ Named (the information I provide will be identifiable to me)
☐ Named, but with specific sections anonymised (N.B. I will have the opportunity to
review the interview transcript and decide, in conversation with the researcher,
which sections should be anonymised and how anonymity is to be enacted)



I understand that the information provided by me will be held securely at Cardiff
University, and, in accordance with the Data Protection Act, will be retained for a period
of at least 5 years.



I,
consent to participate in the study conducted by
the School of Journalism, Media & Cultural Studies, Cardiff University.

Signed (researcher):
Signed (Participant):
Date:
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Appendix F: Interview Schedules

Exploring the Narrative on Poverty in Wales
Interview Questions for News Media Professionals
Putting stories together
We’d like to start by asking you about how stories on poverty or poverty related issues
would normally be put together and your role in that…


What would normally be your role when there is a story on poverty related issues?
Can you walk us through the process and your role in it? (…perhaps starting from
how it would usually be assigned?)



Will there be specific reporters responsible for covering poverty issues - Do you have
reporters who are specialists for these issues? Would any journalist who identifies a
‘good story’ then cover the issue?



How much time do you usually have to produce a piece?



How many people would be involved in producing it? What roles do they play?



How is the story integrated into the news programme/newspaper? (e.g. positioning,
editorial intervention during the production process)

Sourcing Stories
We’re interested in who has a voice in poverty coverage (which individuals or organisations
are used by journalists as sources) and how these voices are accessed….


Where do you get your stories about poverty or economic inequality from? (e.g.,
Other media? Press releases? Sources?)



Do you engage with social media to find organisations, contacts or stories?



Do you make contact with 3rd sector organisations and charities? For what kinds of
stories would you look to contact them? How do you tend to do this?



Which organisations do you tend to think of when putting together a story about
poverty? Are some groups/organisations more difficult to access than others? If so
(how) do you try to resolve these kinds of difficulties?



How do you choose your sources for stories about poverty issues?



Do you have regular contacts? What is likely to influence whether you maintain a
relationship with them?



What makes an ideal or valuable source for you in reporting poverty issues and
why?



Who do you think has the expertise/profile to speak on these issues? Who would
you call for an opinion/statement?
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Are there any potential sources (people who you would like to use) who you
haven’t accessed for your stories? Why? What are the impediments?
If you were trying to ensure a breadth or balance of opinion in reporting poverty
related stories, which figures or organisations would you try to include in order to
represent different sides of the story? What do you think of as being ‘different sides’
of the story when it comes to poverty issues in Wales?



What kinds of information do charities/third sector organisations tend to offer when
you contact them about a story? Is this useful? Does it tend to match up with the
kinds of material you hoped for?



Does the quality of information tend to be of a level that is useful? What are the
most useful kinds of information? Can you describe an example of when you
received very useful information, or when contact with a charity/third sector
organisation led to a story that in your view was very strong?



How about an experience of contacting or interacting with a third sector
organisation that was less successful? Can you describe and example or generally
reflect upon when and why things haven’t worked well?



How do you think relationships between 3rd sector organisations and journalists/the
news media could be improved?

Newsworthiness of poverty/poverty related issues
We’d like to ask you now about the stories to be told about poverty and poverty related
issues in Wales and when they make the news…


What do you consider to be currently the big stories relating to poverty or economic
inequality in Wales? (that affect Wales or people in Wales)



In your view, are these the types of stories that are most frequently reported about
poverty, economic inequality and economically disadvantaged/marginalised people
in Wales? If not, what stories are?



What do you think are the main issues associated in those stories with poverty?



How would you define ‘poverty’?



Which individuals/groups do you think are mostly identified as experiencing
poverty/social marginalisation/exclusion?



How, if at all, do you think these things have changed in recent months and years? In
your experience as a (reporter/editor/producer) do you believe poverty to be more
or less newsworthy now?



How well do you think the news media (generally in Wales) contextualise poverty
and poverty related issues (e.g., in terms of the reasons outlined for poverty, the
attribution of responsibility for it, the kinds of solutions suggested or consequences
of poverty that are explained)



When do you/your organisation cover poverty issues? What makes them
newsworthy for you? (i.e., how and why does an ongoing issue such as poverty
become news)
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What status do these stories tend have in the overall newsroom agenda?

Public Audience Opinion


Where do you think public opinion is on poverty and/or economic inequality? What
do you imagine people are thinking about it in Wales (e.g., in terms of what it
is/what it looks like, its causes, consequences)?



Does this differ from your particular audience’s opinion?

Depicting Poverty
I’d like to ask you something about how you go about depicting poverty and poverty related
issues now…


In terms of visual representations… Are there any particular difficulties you might
face in illustrating poverty stories (e.g., in selecting images to illustrate poverty, or in
producing relevant footage?



We’ve noticed that often graphics are used… what leads to or informs a decision to
use graphics and how are these images selected?



Can you tell us about the kind of message you are trying to convey when using these
types of images?



What are your considerations when featuring people who are experiencing poverty
or issues relating to economic inequality in your reports? Are there specific
newsroom guidelines you follow?



Are there stories that you feel you have to cover, even if you’d rather not? (E.g. new
government policy).



How much pressure (if any) do you feel (or do you think news organisations in
general might feel) to cover the agenda of particular departments, parties,
politicians or organisations? Are there any examples you could tell us about?



Are there issues about poverty or economic inequality that you consider ‘the great
untold story’? Why do you think no one is telling it?



Do you think there is (or has ever) been an avoidance of talking about poverty in the
news in Wales? Why might this be/have been the case?



Is there any difficulty in terms of terminology? Are there terms labelling poverty or
people experiencing it that you would like to use but cannot or don’t feel you can
for any reason? Are there any preferred terms?



Are there any social groups and/or areas of the country that you associate most with
stories about poverty at the moment? Do you think there are any groups/places that
receive more or less attention than they should?



Can you tell us about a poverty story in Wales that you have covered recently that
you think was particularly important? (…why did you cover it in this way? What did
you learn from it? Is there anything you would have liked to do differently?)
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Have you covered any stories related to these issues with a focus beyond Wales/an
international focus?



What do you think is the role or responsibility (perhaps) of the news media is in
Wales in covering poverty or economic inequality? What role do you think
journalism plays in shaping ideas about poverty in Wales?



Have you ever been or felt challenged on how you have represented poverty, or
how you have featured an organisation and its views on the issue? If so, can you tell
us about it?

Three of the big stories that have happened during our project are…
Story: 1) Steel, 2) Assembly Election, or 3) EU Referendum/Brexit
o Did you report on any of these stories? Can you tell us about how you reported the
story? Was poverty/income inequality a particular focus or concern for your piece?
Why/why not?
o

(N.B. If not asked earlier…) Can you tell us about the most memorable story about
poverty you have covered?

o

If any other questions come up as our research progresses that we haven’t asked today
but which seem to us to be very important, would you be happy for us to contact you,
perhaps by email, to follow up?

Wrapping up…
o

Finally, we’d like to ask you about any measures (or resources perhaps) that you think
might help you in reporting the important stories related to poverty in Wales…

o

What would be useful or valuable to you – for example, in looking for story leads, in
strengthening or improve your network of sources, in accessing background or
contextualising information or other important material?
(…suggest we might follow up on that question in correspondence perhaps?)

o

Is there anything else you would like to talk about that we haven’t covered?

Later/follow up:
Our plan: networking events
1) Closed event for third sector workers and journalists and editors
2) Public event
o
o

What kind of discussions or topics would be useful to you?
Is there any particular information (or training?) that you think would be
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o
o

useful?
Do you have suggestions for people you would like to see invited? (Follow
up)
We’ll be devising the format of these events over the next few months. Any
input from you would be great – please be in touch. We will also keep you
updated of our findings.

Exploring the Narrative on Poverty in Wales
Interview Questions with Third Sector Organisations
Tell me about the organisation and your role here
o Are you the person who always communicates with the media?
o How many people are involved in external communications within your organisation?
o Has there been any training or support in your organisation around communications?

Tell us about your practices and organisational structure around communications
o Walk me through the process for a story from your organisation to the media. Who
makes decisions around stories? (Final approval, editorial process?)
o What do you already do?
o How do you use press releases, newsletters, blogs, social media?
o What kinds of relationships do you have with journalists and media organisations? Is
so, how do these develop?
o How do you think your communications are working? Is it working well? Is there
anything that isn’t working so well?
o Could you give me some examples of recent stories or how you have tried to
communicate your work?
Your news values (when, why is something a story?)
o How do you decide that you have a story that you want to share? Why?
o How do you decide when to bring a story to the media? For example, with your
projects, do you tend to have a communications plan? Do you ever respond to stories
in the news?
o Are there specific times of the year when you have stories that you want to get out
there?
o What do you think makes something a good story?
o How do you get your information for these stories?
o What do you see as the most important story that you have shared successfully?
o Is there an example of an important story that was not successful?
o What do you think journalists think makes something a good story?

Goals for media coverage
o What do you hope to achieve through media stories?
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o

Who do you have in mind as your audience? Is that always clear? Does anything
change in your approach when your audience is different (i.e. policy makers, public?)
How do you hope media coverage will support your work?
What would be the perfect scenario for you in terms of media relationships or
coverage?

o
o

o

Can you tell us about the most memorable story about poverty you have shared?

Role as mediator, representation (between service users and media/public)
o How do you bring the voices and experiences of your services users to the media?
o Do you encounter any challenges or difficulties around this? (e.g., How do you handle
issues of confidentiality, voices heard directly, etc.?)
o Are there any issues or groups you work with whose stories are difficult to tell for
some reason?
o Are there typical stories about your service users that you see often? Examples (…)?
Views and beliefs around poverty
o How do you define poverty?
o When you think of poverty in Wales, what comes to mind?
o Which individuals/groups do you think are mostly identified as experiencing
poverty/social marginalisation/exclusion?
o What do you think are the causes of poverty in Wales? Why is poverty an issue here?
o What do you think your organisation’s role is in addressing poverty in Wales?
o How does the role of your organisation link with those of other agencies – i.e., do aim
to work in conjunction with other third sector organisations, with government, with
the media perhaps … to achieve your goals?

Portrayal of poverty in the media
o What role do you think the media have in shaping narratives of poverty in Wales?
o How do you feel that poverty is currently being depicted in the Welsh media? (e.g. is
accuracy an issue? Breadth? Detail? Attention? Distribution of media coverage across
Wales? Any other issues?)
o Is this different in Wales compared to the rest of the UK media?
We’d like to turn now to ask you your opinion about the stories to be told about poverty and
poverty related issues in Wales and when they make the news…


What do you consider to be currently the big stories relating to poverty or economic
inequality in Wales? (that affect Wales or people in Wales)



In your view, are these the types of stories that are most frequently reported about
poverty, economic inequality and economically disadvantaged/marginalised people
in Wales? If not, what stories are?



What do you think are the main issues associated in those stories with poverty?



How, if at all, do you think these things have changed in recent months and years? In
your experience as a professional working in the third sector, do you believe poverty
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to be more or less newsworthy now?


How well do you think the news media (generally in Wales) contextualise poverty
and poverty related issues (e.g., in terms of the reasons outlined for poverty, the
attribution of responsibility for it, the kinds of solutions suggested or consequences
of poverty that are explained?)



When do you/your organisation try to gain coverage for poverty issues? What
makes them newsworthy for you? (i.e., how and why does an ongoing issue such as
poverty become an important story for publication/news)

Public perceptions of poverty


o

What do you think the public perception of poverty and/or income inequality is in
Wales? What do you imagine people are thinking about it in Wales (e.g., in terms of
what it is/what it looks like, its causes, consequences)?
o Is this in line with news media representations? Do you see any other
influences?
o Does this differ from how the people you represent/your client base/service
users see poverty do you think?
Do you think this is different in Wales compared to the rest of the UK? What’s your
feeling?

Turning back to your organisation now…
Portrayal of your organisation in the media
o How do you think the media view your organisation? Do you think they understand
your aims?
o Have you ever felt like your projects or the issues you have tried to raise have been
misrepresented in the past? Could you tell us about an example?
o Is there anything we are missing that is a serious impediment for you to getting these
stories out there?

Story: 1) Steel, 2) Assembly Election, or 3) EU Referendum/Brexit
o Did you try to get any related stories out around this news story? Why or why not? How
did it go?
o If you did try to put the story out there, do you mind me asking where you tried to put
it?
o

(N.B. If not asked earlier…) Can you tell us about the most memorable story about
poverty you have shared?

o

Is there anything else you would like to talk about?
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o

If any other questions come up as our research progresses that we haven’t asked today
but which seem to us to be very important, would you be happy for us to contact you,
perhaps by email, to follow up?

Later/follow up:
Our plan: networking events
1) Closed event for third sector workers and journalists and editors
2) Public event
o What kind of discussions or topics would be useful to you?
o Is there any particular information or training that you think would be useful?
o Do you have suggestions for people you would like to see invited? (Follow up)
o We’ll be devising the format of these events over the next few months. Any input from
you would be great – please be in touch. We will also keep you updated of our findings.
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